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ABSTRACT
SOLAR FLARES: THE ONSET OF MAGNETIC RECONNECTION AND 
THE STRUCTURE OF RADIATIVE SLOW-MODE SHOCKS
by
Peng Xu
University of New Ham pshire, May, 1992
This is a  theoretical study  of m agnetohydrodynam ic (MHD) processes associated 
with m agnetic reconnection in  large solar flares and  o ther related  eruptive phenom ena. 
Magnetic reconnection is a  basic process by which m agnetic energy is converted into 
h ea t and  kinetic energy, and  it is thought to provide the necessary energy source for 
so lar flares. Both analytical and  num erical m ethods are used  in  the thesis  to model two 
principal processes associated with reconnection in  flares, namely: (1) th e  effect of 
m agnetic reconnection on the  evolution and  loss of m agnetic equilibrium  before and  
during the  flare; and (2) the s truc tu re  of the  radiative slow-mode shocks th a t are 
theoretically predicted to  be produced by m agnetic reconnection during flares.
The first process, which is the  subject of Part I of the thesis, determ ines the effect of 
m agnetic reconnection in  the  corona upon  the  loss of equilibrium  triggered by the slow 
evolution of the  field lines m apping to the region in  the photosphere where the flare 
occurs. The quasi-static  MHD equations are solved for a  m agnetic field configuration 
which satisfies line-tied boundary conditions during th e  eruption  of th e  flare. The line- 
tied boundary  conditions m ean  th a t the  photospheric foot po in ts of field lines cannot 
move during the  course of the flare. Such boundary conditions occur because the 
inertial m ass  of the  photosphere p lasm a is m uch greater th an  th a t of the  corona. The 
effect of m agnetic reconnection upon the equilibrium  of the  field is investigated by 
assum ing  th ree  d istinct characteristic tim e scales for th ree different physical
x
processes, nam ely the  convective tim e scale xp  (days) for m otion in  the  photosphere, the 
reconnection tim e scale xr (hours) for reconnection in  the  corona, and  the  Alfven tim e 
scale t a  (minutes) for wave propagation In the corona. Magnetic energy can  be 
gradually stored  In the  corona In a  tim e period of Xp a s  the  system  evolves through a  
series of equilibria un til it reaches a  point where no nearby equilibria are available. In 
the  vicinity of th is  point a  sm all perturbation  is sufficient to  d isrup t the  equilibrium  of 
the system .
The second process, which is discussed in Part II of the  thesis, is the  m agnetic energy 
conversion occurring in  slow-mode MHD shocks in  a plasm a where bo th  rad iation  and  
therm al conduction are  im portant. In the MHD theory of reconnection, standing  slow 
shocks occur in  the  vicinity of a  m agnetic x-line, and  it is these  shocks which actually 
convert m agnetic energy into heat and  kinetic energy. In a  radiative and  conducting 
plasm a a  slow shock h a s  a  complex structure  because it d issociates into a n  extended 
foreshock, an  isotherm al subshock, and a  dow nstream  radiative cooling region. The 
analysis here considers the slow shock in the limit th a t it becom es w hat is know n as  a 
switch-off shock. Two paired se ts  of such shocks are generated w hen m agnetic 
reconnection occurs in  a  p lasm a where the m agnetic pressure is very m uch stronger 
th an  the gas pressure. The research reported here shows th a t for typical flare 
conditions, abou t 2 /3  of th e  m agnetic energy conversion in  the  slow shocks occurs in  
the subshock  while the  rem aining 1 /3  occurs in  the  foreshock. It is also show n th a t no 
stable, steady-state  solutions exist for radiative slow shocks in  a  coronal like 
environm ent un less the tem perature in  the  radiative region dow nstream  of the 
subshock  falls below 105 K.
x i
INTRODUCTION
During last 50 years It h a s  become clear to  solar scien tists th a t solar phenom ena, 
such  a s  sunspo ts , so lar flares, prom inence disruptions and  coronal m ass  ejections 
(CME’s), are due to  the  Interactions of the plasm a which m akes up  the  solar atm osphere 
with the  m agnetic field produced In the Interior of the  Sun. Among these phenom ena, 
large solar flares are of peculiar Im portance because they  c an  eject m aterial Into 
Interplanetary space while releasing an  enorm ous am ount of energy—£  1032 eigs; 
g reater th a n  any o ther explosive phenom enon In the solar system . Furtherm ore, flare 
effects can  have a  significant Im pact on the  terrestria l environm ent.
This thesis  deals with large solar flares and  related eruptive phenom ena. Because 
the  Interactions of so lar m agnetic field w ith the  plasm a (i.e., so lar atm osphere) are very 
complicated, we use the  well know n approxim ation of m agnetohydrodynam ics (MHD), 
which trea ts  the  p lasm a as  a  m agnetized fluid. MHD provides an  effective and powerful 
tool for understanding  m any plasm a phenom ena and  it h a s  been  successfully used to 
explain and  predict m any phenom ena in  space physics and  astrophysics. Although the 
MHD equations are approxim ate (see Krall and  Trivelpiece, 1973), they  still constitu te a 
se t of highly nonlinear equations which are very difficult to solve. T hus for th is  thesis, 
we have used  both  analytical and  num erical m ethods to obtain  rigorous solutions of 
these equations .
The thesis  consists of two parts, corresponding to two aspects of the MHD model for 
large so lar flares. The first p a rt deeils with the  effect of m agnetic reconnection on the 
evolution of m agnetic field configurations, which can  undergo sudden  transition  from 
stable to unstab le  equilibria. Magnetic reconnection Is a basic MHD process by which 
the m agnetic field is dissipated and m agnetic energy is converted into heat and  kinetic
2energy. The second part focuses on the  generation of the flare loops by m agnetic 
reconnection. These loops, often referred to  as  'post-flare loops’ because they  are seen 
after flare onset, are a  consequence of heating by m agnetic reconnection in  the  corona. 
In  the  MHD theory of reconnection, th e  heating is produced by  slow-mode MHD shocks 
which have the  special ability to convert m agnetic energy in to  h ea t and  kinetic energy 
no m atte r  how sm all the  electrical resistivity of the p lasm a is.
This thesis  p resen ts the  first analysis of the  effect of reconnection on  a  loss of 
m agnetic equilibrium  which occurs even w hen reconnection is  absent, i.e., a  loss of 
equilibrium  due to an  ideal-MHD process. The analysis considers a  loss of equilibrium  
with th ree d istinct characteristic tim e scales for the different physical processes in the 
flare eruption. Unlike previous m odels of eruptive flares which assum ed  either th a t 
reconnection occurs freely in the  corona or th a t no reconnection occurs in  the  corona, 
we consider the m ore realistic interm ediate case where reconnection is possible b u t 
constra ined .
The study  of the  effect of radiation on the slow-mode MHD shocks in  flare loops is 
also new. Previous stud ies have considered radiative gasdynam ic shocks, radiative 
fast-m ode MHD shocks, and  slow-mode MHD shocks w ith no  radiation. B ut little 
analytical w ork h a s  been  done so far on radiative slow-mode shocks. This is perhaps 
surprising  because such  shocks are alm ost certain  to  arise in  any process involving 
m agnetic reconnection in  the  corona.
Before proceeding fu rther into details, a  brief overview of the  S u n  will be given in 
th is  Introduction, followed by a n  outline of the  general description and  cu rren t 
understand ing  of so lar flares and  the related eruptive phenom ena. Some general 
stud ies of the S un  and its physics are found in  Priest (1982a), Zirin (1988), Stix (1989) 
and  Foukal (1990). For more specific work on solar flare an d  related  energetic
3phenom ena, see S turrock (1980), Priest (1981), Tandberg-H anssen & Emslle (1988) and 
Kundu, Woodgate & Schm ahl (1989).
All quan tities In th is  thesis  are In general m easured  In rationalized m ks un its. 
However, some o ther commonly used un its such  as 'erg' (energy) and 'G' (magnetic field 
strength) m ay also appear In the text.
The S un  and Its Interior
The rad iation  ou tpu t of the Sun Is 3.86 x  1026 W, widely d istributed In a  range from 
radio waves to X-rays. The pressure, density and tem perature Inside the  S un  are so high 
th a t it is in  general impossible to observe photons originating below the  surface which 
is called the  photosphere. Therefore, un til the  recent development of solar seismology 
and  solar neu trino  telescope, the understanding  of the  interior s truc tu re  of the  S un  
could be deduced only from observations of the  photosphere an d  the  overlying 
atm osphere.
All so lar phenom ena observed m ay in  general be divided into two groups: quiet and 
active. The quiet S un  is viewed as  a static  spherically sym m etric ball of plasm a whose 
m agnetic field is  negligible. By contrast, th e  active S un  consists of transien t 
phenom ena, such  a s  sunspots, prom inences and  flares, which are superim posed on  the 
quiet atm osphere, and  m ost of which owe their existence to the  m agnetic field (e.g.. 
Priest, 1982a).
A schem atic diagram  of solar struc tu re  is displayed in  Figure 1. In general, the 
in terior of the  S u n  can  be divided into three regions: the  core, radiative zone  and 
convection zone. As a  consequence of the  great gravitational a ttraction  of the  S un 's 

















Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of solar structure, showing a quarter of 
equatorial cross-section. The size of the various regions and their 
temperatures are indicated. The thicknesses of the atmospheres 
(photosphere and chromosphere) are not proportional to scale.
5are reached In the  core (from the center to  about 0.25 Rtf, enough for H to be fused to 
form He th rough  therm onuclear reactions. The energy generated  by therm onuclear 
fusion In the  core Is th e  source of rad ian t energy of the  Sun. The core contains about 
half the  m ass  of the  S un  and  generates 99% of the  energy. In th e  form  of photon and 
energetic particles. The region Immediately outside of the  core is th e  radiative zone, 
where the  energy produced in  the  core is slowly transferred  outw ard by radiative 
diffusion—the photons are random ly absorbed and  re-em itted m any tim es by 
surrounding  m aterial. The so lar interior is so opaque th a t it tak es  abou t 107 years for 
photons to reach the  surface, instead of about 2 seconds, the  tim e needed for light 
travels from  the  cen ter to the  surface. From the radiative zone outw ard is the 
convection zone (from about 0 .7  Rq to 1.0 Rq). Because the  tem perature and  density 
decrease with d istance from the  so lar cen ter very rapidly, th e ir grad ien ts are too great 
in  the  convection zone for the  m aterial to  rem ain  in  sta tic  equilibrium , and  convective 
instability takes place. In  th e  convection zone the  energy is tran spo rted  prim arily via 
convection, i.e., m ass  m otions which are  seen evidently th rough  the  g ranulation  and 
supergranulation  on th e  surface. It is  also generally believed th a t  th e  S un 's  m agnetic 
field is generated in  the  convection zone by the m agnetic dynam o m echanism  (see, e.g., 
Roberts, 1967; Priest, 1982a)
Solar Atmosphere: the  Quiet S un
The visible solar atm osphere is  divided into three principal layers according to 
different physical properties, nam ely, the  photosphere, chrom osphere  an d  corona. 
None of these layers is sharply bounded; instead, they merge into one another. Figure 2 
shows the  variation of the  tem perature with height in the  so lar atm osphere. Here the 
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Fig. 2. The variation of the temperature with height in the solar atmosphere, based 
on Athay's model (Athay, 1976)
7The photosphere ('light sphere') Is the  visible surface of the  Sun. It Is so nam ed 
because m ost of the  solar radiation Is em itted from th is  layer of so lar atm osphere. As 
the  tem perature  and  density continue to  drop through the convection zone, it finally 
reaches a  point where the  photons from the  Interior are  free from  the  absorption or 
scattering by surrounding  m edia. Above it, the  gases are alm ost entirely transparen t, 
and  below it they are opaque. The photosphere is a  very th in  layer (about 500 km  thick) 
In which the tem perature continues to decline from about 6600 K a t the  base to a  
m inim um  value of some 4300K a t the  top.
The photosphere is easier to study  th an  the unseen  regions below and transparen t 
layers above. Radiation of all wavelengths from the photosphere enables u s  to obtain 
detailed observations of the S un  and  its surface structure , which Is crucial for the 
understanding  of the  solar Interior and  physics Inside the  Sun. The photosphere 
observation Is also very Im portant for studying and  understand ing  the  phenom ena 
occurring at the upper solar atm osphere because these phenom ena, such  a s  solar flares 
and  o ther eruptive phenom ena are actually rooted In the photosphere. The m ost 
obvious feature of the photosphere is solar granulation ( see, e.g., Stix, 1989, Fig. 3.4; 
Zirin, 1988, Fig. 6.8), a  universal pa ttern  composed of bright g ranules of complex 
polygonal shape, separated  by narrow  dark  lanes. O ther granule-like fea tu res of larger 
scales, such  as  the  mesogranulation and supergranulation have also been observed (see, 
e.g., Stix, 1989, Fig. 6.15). These features are very Im portant because m ass m otions of 
different scales in  the  convection zone ju s t  below the  photosphere are  m anifested In the 
granulations. The bright granules are upwards-moving, ho t parcels of plasm a, while 
the  da rk  in terg ranu lar lanes represent downwards-moving, cooler m aterial. Some 
observed properties of these features are given In Table 5-1 of Foukal (1989).
The layer ju s t  above the  photosphere Is called the  chrom osphere (’color sphere') 
because of its reddish color, which can  be seen around the limb (the Sun 's edge) w hen the
8photosphere is h idden  during a  total eclipse. This color is prim arily due to the  Hfx line 
em ission (the n=3 to  n=2 transition  in  atomic hydrogen) occurring a t the  chrom osphere 
tem perature. As show n in  Figure 2, the  tem perature rises m onotonically through the 
chrom osphere, from the  m inim um  to roughly 104 K a t some 2000 km  height, and  then  
ju m p s  rapidly to  several tim es 105 K in the  transition  region betw een the  chrom osphere 
and  corona.
The chrom osphere is  highly non-uniform , a s  Indicated in  Figure 9-5 of Foukal 
(1990). The obvious features seen a t the limb (e.g., Zirin, 1988, Fig . 7 .5 ) are spicules. 
S im ilar fea tu res know n as  mottles (bright and  dark) and  fibrils  are visible on the disk. 
Also visible is the  chromospheric netw ork  which coincides th e  supergranu la tion  
boundaries. The m agnetic field above supergranule boundaries continues to spread out 
with height and  th is  cau ses  the  netw ork to th icken with increasing tem peratu re  till it 
ceases to exist a t coronal height.
The corona ('crown') is the  outerm ost m ajor layer of th e  so lar atm osphere. It is a  
faint halo of very low density  and  high tem perature, and  only visible during total 
eclipses. However, the  using  of coronographs, which create artificial eclipse, m akes it 
possible to  observe th e  corona while no eclipse occurs. In  addition to  the  white light 
seen, the  corona m ay also be viewed directly by observing its  em issions which are 
prom inently in  X-rays and  UV due to its high tem perature. However, th is  is usually  
done on board  satellites and  rockets to avoid the  strong absorption of the  E arth ’s 
atm osphere in  these wavelengths. A large body of X-ray and  UV coronal d a ta  h as  been 
collected by the  Skylab and  o ther spacecrafts since early 1970's. These observations 
provided insight for understand ing  th e  struc tu re  and  dynam ics of the  corona.
The average electron density  in  the low corona is about several tim es 1014 m -3, and  
th is  is usually  enhanced by factors of 5 -  20 in  m any of the struc tu res. The density
9rapidly falls off with d istance from the solar surface and  eventually becom es less th a n  
1010 m-3 a t 10.Ro. By contrast, the tem perature of the corona is  very high ( 1 ~ 3 x  106 K) 
and  it falls off slowly in  the  outer corona, which is expanding outw ards as  the  solar 
wind, to about 105 K a t 1 AU. The m echanism  of the  coronal heating h a s  long been  a  
m ajor issue in  so lar physics. However, it is well recognized th a t  the  m agnetic field is 
responsible for transporting  m echanical energy from the  photosphere and  /o r  the  
convection zone to  the  corona and  converting it into therm al energy.
The m ost prom inent s tru c tu res  of the  corona are the large streamers  extending 
roughly radial, a s  seen in  Figure 9-10 of Foukal (1990). O ther im portant s tru c tu res  are 
bright coronal loops of dense plasm a, and  large dark  regions know n a s  coronal holes 
(e.g., Zirin, 1988, Fig. 8.3); where the  plasm a is flowing out to  give the solar wind. Figure 
8. 2 of Zirin (1988) shows clearly how the coronal struc tu re  is shaped  by magnetic field, 
implying th a t  the  coronal loops represent regions where the  m agnetic fields are m ainly 
closed w hereas the coronal holes appear where the fields are  predom inantly open.
In open-field regions, the  so lar corona is no t in  hydrostatic equilibrium , b u t is 
continuously expanding outw ards as  the solar wind, and  escapes along open field lines 
from coronal holes. The flow speed increases from very low value to  super-Alfvenic (400 
-8 0 0  km s-1). It takes about 5 days for the  solar wind to reach the  E arth ’s  orbit. Beyond 
the  E arth , the solar wind is believed to extend out to interstellar space a t 50 or 100 AU. 
The solar wind is far from uniform, some typical values of its  properties a t 1AU are 
given in  Table 1. 1 of Priest(1982a).
The Active Sun: Transient Features
The active S un  exhibits rich and  varied dynamical s tru c tu re s  superim posed on the 
quite atm osphere. For example, a  composite photograph of the  S un  (Priest, 1982a, Fig.
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1. 19) shows m any of the  im portant features. They include active regions (plages), 
sunspots, quite  (active) prom inences [filaments) and  solar jlares. These featu res appear 
a t different levels in  th e  atm osphere, and  represent different w ays in  which th e  solar 
p lasm a is responding to  the  underlying m agnetic field m ovem ent an d  development.
The active regions are the  extended areas where spots, faculae, plages, filaments, 
a n d  som etim es flares, occur together. They are  m ost prom inent w hen seen  in  soft X-ray 
imagings of the  S un  (e.g., Zirin, 1988, Fig. 8. 3). The active regions are developed from 
emerging flux regions w here new m agnetic flux emerges from below the  photosphere, 
and  flux prefers to  appear in  the  equatorial belt w ithin ± 30° of the equator. New active 
regions have a  tendency to develop near existing or rem nan t active regions. The m ean 
field strength in  active regions is enhanced to 100 G due to the  flux concentrations. It in 
general takes 3  to 4  days for a  well-developed active region (about 200,000 km  across) to 
form: a  sunspo t group surrounded by photospheric faculae a t lower level, and  a n  X-ray 
enhancem ent a t upper portion. The region continues to  grow and  reaches its m axim um  
activity in  10 to 15 days, and  then  decays in  a  m uch slower m anner. Most of the active 
regions are b ipolar w ith the  flux well-ordered into two islands of opposite polarity. 
Eventually, exhibited in  the  active regions are a  rich variety of loop system s, including 
arch-filament system , active-region prominence  (sunspot-loop), cool prominence, etc.; 
the later is often stre tched  out by differential ro tation to  become a  huge quiescent 
prom inence m igrating tow ards the  nearest pole. The dynamic n a tu re  of these  loops and 
the ir m otions is an  active aspect of solar physics study.
Som etimes several active regions m ay appear sim ultaneously on  th e  disk. These 
active regions, a s  Indicated by Skylab data, are usually  connected by arch or loop 
struc tu res, which outline m agnetic field configuration and  provide channels for 
different types of d istu rbances to travel from one active-region to another.
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Although m ost of tran sien t solar phenom ena occur in  th e  active regions, som e of 
them , such  as  quiescent prominence eruptions, m ay occur in  regions far away from the  
active regions.
In  con trast to  the  active regions, the sunspo ts are the  m ost obvious features seen on 
white light photographs of the photosphere. These dark  spots represent the  m ost 
in tense concentrations of m agnetic flux in  the active regions w ith central field of 2000 
~ 3000 G (may reach as  m uch as  4000 G). As shown in Figure 1. 24 of Priest (1982a), a 
typical sunspo t consists of a  central dark  area called the  umbra (diameter: 10,000-
20,000 km, about 0 .4  tim es the  total spot diameter) surrounded by a  less dark  b u t more 
struc tu red  region called the penumbra. Sunspots are developed from  the  pores, usually  
grown in  the  flux concentration areas—junctions of th ree supergranule cells. Pores are 
darker th a n  the surrounding photosphere and have no penum brae (field ~ 1500 G). In 
general the  sunspo ts are growing in  a  period between 3 and 10 days, and  m ost of them  
disappear w ithin a  few days of forming, except some large ones (usually leaders) which 
m ay las t over a  few m onths. Typically, the  sunspo ts are formed in  pairs of opposite 
polarity, with loops connected in  between. However, spots of un ipolar an d  o ther 
complex polarity are also present. The darkness of the sunspo ts  is due to  their coolness. 
For example, the typical effective tem perature of a  spot um bra is about 3700  K, some 
2000 K cooler th an  th a t of the  surrounding photosphere. The reason  for the  coolness 
seem s to  lie in  the  blocking of horizontal convection by in tense vertical m agnetic fields 
(Foukal, 1990).
The sunspo t activity (the num ber of sunspots and sunspot groups visible on th e  disk) 
exhibits a  periodical behavior which represents the solar cycle. It becom es the  index of 
so lar activity because it reflects the  variation of solar m agnetic field activity correlated 
w ith all im portan t so lar phenom ena.
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Prom inences are observationally defined as  any H a em itting p lasm a which occurs 
in the  corona. Prom inences appear bright a t th e  limb (in eclipse) b u t dark  on the  disk 
In H a photographs (see, e.g., Priest, 1982a, Figs. 1. 31& 1. 33). They are often referred to 
as  filam ents w hen seen  on the  disk. The fact th a t prom inences are seen In H a indicates 
th a t they are composed of cool plasm a (5,000-10,000 K) and  are m uch cooler th a n  the 
surrounding  corona (2x10® K). Despite of several different ways of classification, they 
can  be divided Into two basic types, i.e., the  static prominences and  th e  dynam ic  (i.e. 
active) prominences . The form er Includes quiescent and  aclive-region prominences.
Q uiescent prom inences are extremely stable and  huge s tru c tu res  which typically 
occur In the  w eak m agnetic field region outside the active regions. Quiescent 
prom inences m ay continue to  growing for m any m onths up  to 1 ,0 0 0 , 0 0 0  km  in  length, 
while m igrating slowly a t th e  sam e tim e tow ards the  nearest pole. Comparing with 
their surrounding corona, the quiescents are m uch cooler (~ 7000 K) and denser (~ 10 1 7  
m~3). The typical values for th ickness, height, length and  field strength  are 5000 km,
50,000 km, 200,000 km  and  5 ~ 10 G, respectively. On the o ther hand, active-region 
prom inences always occur Inside the active regions and are typically a  factor of three to 
four sm aller th a n  the  quiescent prominences, and  they have stronger field (50 ~ 100 G) 
and  lower height ( a t  m ost 2 0 ,0 0 0 k m ), with m agnetic field aligned approximately.
By con trast, dynamic prom inences are  dynamic s tru c tu re s  w ith violent m otions, 
often associated w ith so lar flares, and  last for m inu tes or hours. They are located In 
active regions and  have higher field streng ths (about 100 G), h igher density (> 10 1 7  m-3) 
and m uch higher tem perature (> 105  K). They have various types, such  as surges, sprays, 
and  loop prominences, all resulting  from flares. In  general dynamic prom inences are 
m uch sm aller th a n  the  quiescents.
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Som etim es an  active-region prom inence or a  quiescent prom inence m ay become 
unstab le and erupt; it ascends as  an  erupting prominence and  eventually disappears; 
some of the  m aterial escapes from the S un  with solar wind while some descends back  to 
the  chrom osphere. The active-region prominence eruptions are  fast (10 ~ 30  min) and  a 
large flare (often two-ribbon) occurs; while quiescent prom inences e ru p t slowly (hours) 
and  only a  little brightening occurs. Often the prom inences reform in  the  sam e place 
after eruptions.
Solar F lares
The solar flare is one of the m ost impressive solar phenom ena, an d  large solar 
flares are the  m ost powerful tran sien t phenom ena in  the  so lar system. Most flares are 
associated w ith violent p lasm a m otions —prom inence eruptions and  coronal m ass  
ejections. The ejected p lasm a often carries a significant am ount of energy an d  m akes 
up  an  im portant p a rt of the  flare phenom enon. A rich variety of m agnetic field 
activities com bined with various dynamic s tru c tu res  and  violent m otions also m ake 
flares the  m ost complex and  exciting solar phenom ena to observe and  study.
Brief D escription
Solar flares can  be specifically defined as  "intense, ab rup t releases of energy which 
occur in  areas where the  m agnetic field is changing because of flux emergence or 
sunspo t m otion deriving from  flux emergence" (Zirin, 1988). A  rapid brightening in  Ha, 
which is m ost often observed, associated sim ultaneously with b u rs ts  in  all different 
wavelengths across th e  electrom agnetic spectrum , high-energy particle ejections and 
som etim es the  coronal m ass  ejections gives a  trem endous energy ou tput, varying from 
102 2  J  in a  subflare to 3  x  102 5  J  (3 x  103 2  erg) in the largest ones.
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The optical flare observed in  H a h as  two basic stages: the j la s h  p hase  in  which the 
in tensity  and  area of the  em ission rapidly increase, and the  main (gradual) p hase  in  
which the  in tensity  declines slowly. However, the observations in  o ther wavelengths 
suggest th a t the  flare is probably initiated and the energy released in  a  high- 
tem pera tu re  regions above the  cool H a flare. This overlying region of coronal loops 
m ay be heated up  to  several tim es 107  K, and  m anifests itself by  showing two more 
distinct phases in  addition to the coincidence with the  flash an d  gradual phases. As 
seen  in  Figure 3, a  prejlare phase  due to an  enhanced therm al emission from the 
coronal plasm a appears in the  soft X-ray em ission (< 10 keV) several m inutes before the 
flare onset, and  an  impulsive p h a se  caused  by highly accelerated elections is som etim es 
p resen t a t the  s ta r t  of the  flare, as  indicated in  the microwave and hard  X-ray 
em issions. The events with no impulsive phase  are  known a s  therm al flares which 
tend  to occur in  less complex regions and  have a  slower rise to flare m aximum . There is 
a  great variation in  the  duration  and  complexity of the  various phases. In a  large event 
the  preflare phase las ts  typically 1 0  m inutes (but up  to an  hour), the impulsive phase a 
m inute, the flash phase 5 m inutes (but sometimes an  hour), and the m ain phase about 
a n  hour (sometimes as  m uch as  a day).
The flares also m anifest them selves with a  rich variety of dynamic structu res. The 
sm allest ones m ay appear in  H a or X-rays a s  small a s  unresolvable bright points which 
simply b righten  and  fade, w ithout moving of changing their shapes; w hereas the largest 
ones always exhibit complex s truc tu re  and  m ovem ents of both  the ribbons and  flare 
loop system s.
The energy source of a  solar flare is the  energy associated with stressed  m agnetic 
field. The stress  is bu ilt up  w hen the m agnetic field in  photosphere is changing because 
of flux emergence, while the  lines of force in  corona can  not ad just them selves promptly 











Fig. 3. A schem atic profile of the flare intensity in several wavelengths (after 
Priest. 1981).
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th e  magnetic neutral lines where a  prom inence is supported  by  horizontal sheared  field 
lines. Therefore, w hen the  stress build up  (i.e., the  stored energy) exceeds certain  critical 
value, the configuration becomes unstab le  and e rup ts  outw ards, the  associated energy 
release usually  produces a  flare. Sometimes the  prom inence eruption  is so violent th a t 
the  m atte r of overlying corona can  be ejected to the  ou ter corona o r interplanetary  
space, and  a  coronal m ass ejection is also observed.
Flare C lassification and  Two-ribbon F lares
The so lar flares are  so complex th a t they have been  classified in  m any different 
ways according to certain  different observables; and  each classification is expected to 
provide w ith some specific physical insight into the  flare phenom enon.
Soft X-ray Jlare classification is probably the  sim plest classification which is based  
on the  global ou tpu t of soft X-ray during a  flare: a  flare is classified according to the 
m easured X-ray flux in  the 1 - 8  A ranger of the  spectrum  (see, e.g., Tandberg-Hanssen, 
1988, Table 1 .1). Hard X-ray flares have been classified by T anaka (1983) according to 
their sizes and  altitudes of occurrence.
Since all flare classifications prior to the 1960's have relied on  observations in  the  
visible p a rt of the  spectrum , v isual light classifications are also  im portant. H a Jlare 
classification, a  dual form for im portance classification (see, Tandberg-H anssen, 1988, 
Table 1. 2), is based on the area covered by a  flare on pictures of the  disk, combined with 
an  index letter which indicates w hether the  intensify of the  flare area  is faint (f), 
norm al (n), or brilliant (b). In th is  classification, flares sm aller th a n  abou t 3 x  108  km 2  
have generally been referred to  as  subflares. There are some o ther classifications based 
on th e  radio flux of the  flares. For m ost flares, a  good correlation exists between Soft X- 
ray  classification and  H a classification. However, some flares ra te  a s  very im portant
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in  X-ray dom ain, while th e ir v isual ou tpu t would classify th em  a s  m inor events-and 
vice versa for o ther flares.
Despite of so m any classifications, flares are roughly divided into two m ain  groups.* 
i.e., sm all, com pact (or simple-loop) flares and  large, tw o-ribbon flares. This division 
is m ainly for practical purposes—it is not the  distinction betw een compact, in  the  sense 
of small, versus two ribbons th a t is im portant from a  physical point of view, b u t  ra th e r  
w hether the  flare is confined or no t (Svestka, 1986). A  com pact flare m ay occur in  a  
large-scale unipolar region or n ear a  simple sunspot. Such a  flare consists of a  sm all 
loop (or collection of loops) in  the  lower corona, and  the  flare em ission is  largely 
confined to the  plasm a in  the loop. Eventually the  em ission dies away, w ithout moving 
or changing shape. By contrast, a  two-ribbon flare is always associated w ith an  
eruptive prominence. The flare em ission occurs in  an  arcade of the  flare loops along 
the prom inence w ith the  loops gradually aligned m ore norm al to the  axis of the  
prom inence during the  evolution of the  flare. During the  flash  phase two 
chrom ospheric ribbons of H a em ission form on either side of th e  prom inence, and  
throughout the  gradual phase the  ribbons move apart, gradually slowing from 50 km s ' 1  
to 1 km s - 1  or so. As the ribbon move apart larger and  higher loops continuing to  bridge 
the  distance between them .
The flare loops are the  m ost spectacular and  persistent featu res associated with 
large two-ribbon flares. During the  m ain  phase they are  observed to  rise upw ard slowly 
into the  corona. The velocity of ascen t decreases with height from  about 50 km s - 1  a t 
the  beginning to about 0 .5  km s - 1  w hen they finally reach th e ir  m axim um  heights. In 
fact, the  system  does not consist of single loops rising upw ards, b u t  ra th e r of newly 
formed or activated stationary  loops appearing at successively h igher levels. The H a 
ribbons are identified by observations as  the footpoints of the  flare loops. The heights 
of the  loops depend strongly upon  w hat type of emission is observed. The lowest loops
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are seen  In H a and  can  rise to heights of some 60,000 km. However, the  highest loops 
can  be observed In soft X-rays a t heights of over 100,000km (MacCombie and  Rust, 
1979). The flare loops m ay last for 10-20 hours or even longer. As soon as  a  loop is  seen 
in  Ha, m aterial is observed to be flowing downward along th e  legs of the  loop. It Is 
estim ated th a t  during its lifetime the  am ount of m aterial th a t d rains down the  legs of 
the  flare loops exceeds the m ass of the  entire corona.
A two-ribbon flare usually  takes place n ea r a n  active-region prom inence which is 
lying along the axis of a n  arcade of sheared m agnetic loops. However, it m ay 
occasionally appear in  a  region completely devoid of sunspo ts  w hen a quiescent 
prom inence erup ts, and  it m ay only give rise to X-ray em ission with no H a brightening, 
due to the  w eak m agnetic field.
O bservations and  Properties
The first so lar flare ever observed w as seen  in  white light by two independent 
observers, R  C. Carrington and R  Hodgson, on 1 Septem ber 1859. Since then , flare 
observations have for over a  century alm ost been  uniquely carried out 
photographically in  H a line because of its strong enhancem ent during flares. W ith the  
advent of spacecraft observations from about 1960s onward, th e  observational da ta  on 
solar flares in  overall wavelengths of the  electrom agnetic spectrum  h a s  increased 
trem endously. The data  from the  Orbiting Solar Observatory (OSO) series of satellites, 
Skylab, and  Solar M aximum Mission (SMM) allow u s  to  s tudy  in  detail the 
characteristics of flares a t wavelengths inaccessible to ground-based  observations. The 
recent im provem ent of spatial resolution in  photography an d  m agnetic field 
m easurem ents (up to less th an  1") and high-resolution imaging (up to  1") of EUV and  X- 
ray  em ission of the  flares h a s  led to a  m uch m ore detailed and  broader description of 
the  flare phenom enon.
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Some Im portant properties of the  flare have been  draw n from  observations. For 
example, alm ost all flares occur In active regions w ith sunspo ts , and  the  m ore complex 
the m agnetic signature In the  region, the  h igher the  frequency of flares occurrence (e.g., 
Dodson-Piince and  Hedem an, 1970; Priest, 1982a). This clearly Indicates th a t 
m agnetic field is a n  Im portant Ingredient In the  flare process. However, the  fact th a t 
the  flares are  norm ally n o t found above th e  spot um brae w here the  field is  strongest 
shows evidently th a t aspects o ther th a n  streng th  of the  field configuration are 
im portant. O ther Interesting properties are  the  'sym pathy' and  'homology' of some 
flares. In  the  first place, a  flare m ay be triggered by  occurrence of ano ther flare, even 
though the  two are widely separated. In  the  second, flares are often observed to occur 
repeatedly In the  sam e place and  w ith very sim ilar characteristics. This Implies th a t 
there Is a  rebuilding of the  stressed  m agnetic field after each successive flare, and  no 
large-scale changes occur In the  photosphere beneath  a  flare. Both sym pathetic and 
hom ologous behavior em phasizes again the  Im portance of m agnetic fields In the  flare 
phenom enon, and  suggests th a t  the  form of the  m agnetic field configuration is a 
determ ining factor In the  process th a t lead to  a flare. This idea Is supported by the 
observed sheared struc tu re  of the  m agnetic field in  the  region where the  flare occurred. 
Solar physicists now suspect th a t certain  p lasm a m otions th a t  lead to  sheared 
m agnetic field s truc tu re  play a  m ajor role In flare production.
Research on  Solar Flares
Nearly all m odels of solar flares are  based  on the  conversion of m agnetic energy 
into h ea t and  kinetic energy since no o ther source exists In the  solar atm osphere which 
h a s  necessary energy. Basically, to  understand  why solar flares occurs, one needs to 
understand  several fundam ental points, su ch  as:
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1) W hat k ind of the  stable m agnetic configurations can  store  enough m agnetic 
energy (to supply the flare) before the  onset of the  flare?
2) W hat m echanism  can  convert the stored m agnetic energy into heat, kinetic 
energy and  fast particle energy sufficiently rapidly?
3) How does th e  preflare evolution proceed and  eventually trigger a  flare?
4) W hy and  how does a  flare evolve through different processes?
4) W hat is the  m echanism  for producing and  supporting th e  flare loops; where 
th e  m aterial flowing down th e  legs of flare loops com es from?
Observation and  theoretical stud ies all suggest th a t m agnetic reconnection plays a  
crucial role in  both  the  process of energy build up  and energy release. Accordingly, the 
basic idea of a  m agnetic reconnection model of the  flare is a s  follows. The magnetic 
field Is acquiring energy by getting sheared and  stressed  In response to photospherlc 
p lasm a m otions; and  the  energy is probably stored In the  corona in  the  form of coronal 
curren ts. As the  configuration evolves, a  prom inence eruption  is  triggered either 
because of a n  instability or a  loss of m agnetic equilibrium. Eventually the  energy 
stored in  the  cu rren ts  is released through rapid m agnetic reconnection in  th e  flash 
phase. The prom inence eruption leads the closed m agnetic field configuration to 
become open, or a t least, partially open. In  the m ain  phase, th e  open field configuration 
evolves to  a  closed configuration via m agnetic reconnection, a n d  th e  flare loops are 
formed. The slow-mode MHD shocks produced by the reconnection convert the  released 
m agnetic energy into the  therm al and  kinetic energy. Finally the  heat is conducted 
along the  field lines to  the  ribbons where the  chrom ospheric p lasm a is evaporated, and 
the  evaporated plasm a flows upw ards along the  field lines and  supplies the m aterial 
necessary  to  form th e  loops.
In principle, a  global MHD m odel for the  flare phenom enon can  incorporate m any 
different aspects, b u t  in  practice it is necessary to focus on specific aspects of the  flare
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phenom enon In order to  solve the  MHD equations. Each aspect Is im portant for 
understand ing  and  developing the  whole theory. However, it Is Impossible to  s tudy  all 
su ch  aspects In only one paper. Therefore, the  forthcoming chap ters  of th is  
d isserta tion  will focus on some of the  key problem s, while a t  m eantim e show 
appropriate  concern for consistence w ith the  overview of the  to ta l phenom enon.
PART ONE
THE EFFECT OF MAGNETIC RECONNECTION ON 




Many large so lar flares are associated with the  ejection of the  overlying plasm a and 
m agnetic flux into interplanetary space. Such an  ejection is known a s  a  coronal m ass 
ejection (CME), and  it can  c a n y  a  significant am ount of energy, m agnetic flux and m ass 
into in terp lanetary  space. T hus any model for large eruptive flares m u st explain not 
only the  form ation and  evolution of the  flare ribbons and  loops, b u t also the  ejection of 
the  m agnetic flux and  p lasm a into in terplanetary  space.
In th is  p a rt of the  thesis, a  study  of a  catastrophe m echanism  for eruptive flares and 
related phenom ena w ithin the  fram ework of MHD theory will be presented. CME's and  
prom inence eruptions are solar phenom ena of the sam e n a tu re  as  flares. Like flares, 
both  CME's and  prominence eruptions are responses to a  d isruption of the magnetic 
field in  the  corona. In  w hat follows, we will use  the term  CME to refer to the  ejection 
process, b u t the readers should keep in  m ind th a t the term  is used  generally to refer to 
any eruptive process. In order to get some basic ideas about the  whole problem, a brief 
overview of recent s tudy  of CME's and  related driven m odels will be necessary.
*
Driving M echanism  for CME's
Since the  early observation of CME’s  by OSO 7 & Skylab (Tousey, 1973; Gosling et 
al., 1974), the  driving m echanism  for CME's h a s  been extensively investigated. Three 
driving forces which have been proposed are the m agnetic force due to  coronal curren ts 
(Anzer, 1978; Mouschovias and  Poland, 1978), the pressure force due to therm al energy 
generated by  flares (Wu et al., 1978; Steinolfson et al., 1978; Steinolfson, 1988), and the
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gravitational force due to  buoyancy of a  pre-existing struc tu re  (Low, 1981). However, the 
p ressure  m echanism  Is unpopular because m ost CME’s  are  associated w ith prominence 
eruptions ra th e r th a n  flares (Kahler, 1978). Observations also indicate th a t the  kinetic 
energy associated with the  ejection exceeds the therm al energy released In the  flare 
(Canfield et al., 1980; Webb et al., 1980; Linker et al., 1990), and  a  flare associated with a 
CME usually  begins several m inutes after CME h a s  s tarted  (Wagner e t al., 1981; Wagner, 
1982; S im nett and  Harrison, 1985); th u s  the  flare Is actually a  response to the  overall 
m agnetic disruption caused  by the ejection (Simnett and  Harrison, 1985). As to the 
gravitational force, it can  not be the  m ain  driving m echanism  for CME’s  because the  
gravitational potential energy of the pre-existing s truc tu re  is estim ated to be m uch less 
th an  the  energy (102 5  W) needed for a  large CME (Wagner et al., 1981; Yeh, 1982 &1985).
Most of flare researchers favor the Ideas th a t the  m agnetic force is the  m ajor 
driving force of CME's, though some of them  insist th a t th e  p ressu re  and  gravity m u st 
play a  role In CME's (Aly, 1991), since the  evolution of force-free fields (i.e., the fields in 
which Lorentz force J x B  = 0  everywhere) to  the  fully open sta te  is prohibited. O thers 
th in k  th a t  the  m ass  ejection phenom ena cannot be strictly m agnetically driven (Yeh 
and  Dryer, 1981; Low, 1984), since the force-free approxim ation is valid only In the 
lower corona, in  the upper regions, both p lasm a pressu re  and  gravity are  im portan t 
(Low, 1981; Wolfson, 1982, Wolfson and Gould, 1985).
One m ajor concern w ith m agnetically driven m odels is how the  free m agnetic 
energy is built up. A basic m echanism  h a s  been proposed by Gold (1964) according to the 
'frozen-in' effect (see d iscussion in C hapter 2): the  footpoints of m agnetic field lines are 
rooted in  the  dense photosphere where plasm a p ressure  dom inates so th a t  the  m otions 
of photospheric p lasm a driven by convection carry  with them  the  footpoints, h igher In 
corona the p lasm a Is tenuous and  m agnetic p ressure  dom inates, the  field in  the 
quiescent sta te  m u st rearrange itself to new equilibria in  response to the  change of the
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footpoints; cu rren ts  are  therefore Induced In th e  corona by p lasm a m otions (Wolfson 
and  Low, 1992). In th is  way m agnetic energy Is stored In the  coronal cu rren ts  and can  be 
released through m agnetic reconnection. This possibility h a s  been  studied  by m any 
authors (Low, 1977 & 1982; Jockers, 1978; Wolfson and  Gould, 1985; Wolfson, 1989; 
Klimchuk and Sturrock, 1989 & 1992; Aly, 1990; F inn and  Chen, 1990; Klimchuk, 1990; 
Lisa, Klimchuk, and S turrock, 1992).
Since distribution of cu rren ts  an d  fields in  the  corona prior to  a  CME are not well 
known, a  rich variety of m agnetic field configurations have been  investigated in  
modelling the  m agnetically driven CME's. They include tw isted m agnetic loops (Hood 
and Priest, 1979; V an Hoven, 1981), sheared arcades (Bim and  Schindler, 1981; Aly, 
1985; Zwingmann, 1987; Mikic et al., 1988; Biskam p and  Welter, 1989), line curren ts 
(Van Tend and Kuperus, 1978; Van Tend, 1979; Sturrock, 1987; Demoulin and  Priest, 
1988; Steele and Priest, 1990; Forbes, 1990), plasm oids (Pneuman, 1984; Linker e t al.,
1990), and  various arrangem ent of curren t sheets (Forbes, 1988; Shibata et al., 1989).
E ruptions and Magnetic Reconnection
CME's are always observed in  association with eruptions of so lar prom inences. The 
system  is thought to  evolve th rough  a  series of equilibria over a  tim e period of several 
days before the eruptions; an d  enough energy is stored in  the  corona in  the  form of 
coronal curren ts. The tran sition  from  quasi-sta tic  evolution to  dynam ic activity m ay 
possibly be caused  by the  evolution of the field configuration to  a  point where no nearby 
equilibrium  sta te  is available (Low, 1990), and  th e  system  loses equilibrium  either 
because of a n  instability (resistive or ideal) or a  catastrophic loss (Moore, 1988), as  






Fig. 4. Schem atic diagram  of the  system  evolving from a  stable equilibrium 
sta te  (a, b) to a non-equilibrium  sta te  (c) or an  unstab le  s ta te  (d).
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As m entioned above, eruptions of so lar prom inences are though t to  be caused by an  
instability or lack  of equilibrium  In a  m agnetic arcade, th is  m ay  occur w hen the  
m agnetic field is tw isted or sheared  too m uch  or the prom inence altitude becom es too 
high or the  feet become too far apart (Van Tend and Kuperus, 1978; Sturrock, 1980; Hood 
and  Priest, 1980; Zwingmann, 1985; Browning and  Priest, 1986; Dem oulin and  Priest, 
1988; Amari and Aly, 1989). During the  eruptions, significant m agnetic reconnection 
can  occur w ithin a  few Alfven scale tim es (Priest and  Forbes, 1986; Forbes and  Isenberg,
1991), releasing energy rapidly. T hus the eruption is  expected to  drive reconnection and 
heating in  a  cu rren t sheet th a t forms abou t a n  x-type neu tra l point below the  rising 
prominence (Priest, 1981 & 1985a; Steele and  Priest, 1989).
O bservations of flare ribbons and  loops moving th rough  the  chrom osphere and 
corona during the  m ain  phase show evidently the occurrence of m agnetic reconnection 
in  so lar flares. D oppler-shift m easurem ents indicate clearly th a t  the  m otions of flare 
ribbons and  loops are not due to  m ass m otions of the  solar plasm a, b u t ra ther due to the 
upw ard propagation of a n  energy source in  the  corona (Schmieder et a l., 1987). In MHD 
model of flares, th is  propagating energy source is a  m agnetic x-line accom panied by 
slow-mode shocks.
MHD Models
Although it is well recognized th a t  m agnetic force is the  m ajor driving force for 
CME's and  eruptive flares, there  is little agreem ent a s  to w hat MHD model is 
appropriate to  describe flare phenom enon. Three m odels which have been extensively 
investigated are the  emerging-flux model (Heyvaerts and  Priest, 1976), the  magnetic- 
flux-rope model (Sturrock, 1989), and  the  sheared-arcade m odel (Aly, 1990). All of the 
m odels are  capable to  store and  release m agnetic energy efficiently, provided th a t the
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reconnection occurs. However, only the  m agnetic-flux-rope m odel provides a 
m echan ism  for ejecting m agnetic flux into In terplanetary  space.
O pening of Magnetic Field
One of th e  m ajor difficulties in  developing a n  MHD model for CME's and  eruptive 
flares is  to un d ers tan d  how a  closed m agnetic field configuration can  evolve to  a n  open 
configuration. The m agnetically driven m odel requires a  m echan ism  which can  eject 
m agnetic flux and  p lasm a by decreasing th e  to tal m agnetic energy stored in  the  corona. 
This m eans to open the  field w ithout increasing field energy. However, for a  simply 
connected force-free field, an  open field configuration is the  h ighest m agnetic energy 
sta te  possible (Aly, 1984; 1985; 1990). In other words, the open-field energy represents 
the  least upper bound on the  energy of a  closed-field sta te  (Yang, S turrock & Antiochos, 
1986; Aly, 1991). T hus the  evolution of simply connected force-free fields from closed 
s ta te s  to  the  fully open sta te  is prohibited. However, there  are several ways to avoid th is 
prohibition. For instance, the  field configuration m ight have preexisting s tru c tu re s  
su ch  a s  cu rren t sheets or filament cu rren ts  in  the  corona, and  therefore, it is no t force- 
free. Or even if th e  field is force-free, it m ight not be simply connected b u t contain  'x* 
a n d /o r  'o' type points. Or the  eruption m ight only extend the  field to a  large, b u t finite 
extent, w ithout actually  opening the  field lines to infinity—-at high altitude (higher th an  
two so lar radii) o ther m echanism s such  a s  the  so lar wind m ight ac t to  carry  the  ejected 
m ass  into in terp lanetary  space, thereby opening the  field (Sturrock, 1989). It h a s  also 
been  suggested th a t  the  transition  from a  closed-field sta te  to a  partially  open 
configuration is energetically possible (Low, 1986 & 1990; Wolfson and  Low, 1992), and 
although the  force-free field can  not acquire enough energy to  open the  field fully on its 
own, it m ight initiate the  d isruption (Wolfson and  Low, 1992).
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C atastrophe M echanism  for Loss of Equilibrium
A simple catastrophe model proposed by V an Tend and  K uperus (1978) suggests th a t 
a  coronal cu rren t filam ent (also referred to  a s  flux-rope which Is trea ted  a s  m assless 
and  different from the  surrounding  m ass  prominence) will lose equilibrium  w hen Its 
cu rren t exceeds a  critical value and  th en  be ejected upw ards by m agnetic force. The 
basic m echanism  for driving the  cu rren t filam ent upw ards in  the  model of Van Tend 
and K uperus Is shown In Figure 5. A curren t filament (I.e., flux rope) is supported above 
the  photosphere by the  field lines which are tied to  the  photosphere. W hen the curren t 
In the  filam ent is weak, it Is In stable equilibrium , a s  Indicated in  th e  energy diagram  
on th e  right side of Figure 5a. As th e  photospheric convection increases the filament 
cu rren t by reconnecting field lines in  the  photosphere, the  equilibrium  position is 
displaced upw ards (Figure 5b), while th e  potential well becom es shallow. Eventually 
the  filam ent equilibrium  will move upw ard tow ards infinity (Figure 5c). The transition  
from 5a to 5c can  occur either continuously or discontinuously, depending crucially on 
the  d istribu tion  of the  vertical photospheric m agnetic field. C atastrophic behavior, 
i.e., a  d iscontinuous transition , can  occur only If the  background field falls off with 
height faster th an  1 /y  (Van Tend, 1979).
The model of V an Tend and  K uperus trea ts  the  cu rren t filam ent simply a s  a wire 
suspended In vacuum  by m agnetic field lines which are not 'frozen in' the  plasm a a s  in 
ideal MHD. This allows m agnetic reconnection to  occur freely a t  the  x-line. However, 
according to  MHD theory, such  a  free reconnection is inhibited in  astrophysical 
plasm as such  as the  corona because of the  high conductivity there. W hen reconnection 
is inhibited, a  cu rren t sheet develops a t the  x-line below the filam ent due to the  'frozen- 
in' condition. However, if reconnection occurs in  the cu rren t sheet, th en  the  curren t 
sheet is weakened, m agnetic energy is released, and  th e  filament escapes upwards.























Fig. 5. A schem atic diagram  of the  driving m echanism  In the  m odels of 
the  V an Tend and  K uperus type. The dark  shaded  circle designates the  
cu rren t filam ent, and  solid arrows Indicate filam ent m otions. Hollow 
arrow s show the  photosphjeric convection which increases the  filament 
cu rren t by  reconnecting field lines in  the  photosphere (light shaded  re ­
gion) (after Forbes and Isenberg, 1991).
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investigated (Forbes and  Priest, 1983; Robertson and  Priest, 1987). Several au thors 
have extended the  model of Van Tend and  Kuperus by adding cu rren t sheets which are 
approxim ated by line cu rren ts  (Kaastra, 1985; Molodensldi & Filippov, 1987; M artens 
and  Kuin, 1989). O ther au thors have developed related model using MHD theory instead 
(Demoulin and  Priest, 1988; Amari and  Aly, 1989; van  Ballegooijen and  M artens, 1989; 
Anzer and  Ballester, 1990; Priest and Forbes, 1990).
The form ation of a  cu rren t sheet generally increases the  to tal m agnetic energy, b u t 
the  m agnetic energy h a s  to decrease in  order to drive a  CME magnetically. T hus an  
understanding  of how such  a  curren t sheet develops in  a  CME while decreasing the total 
m agnetic energy of the  system  becom es critical. Several s tud ies have been completed in 
dealing with th is  open question (Sturrock, 1987; Mikic et al., 1988: van  Ballegooijen & 
M artens, 1989; Biskamp and  Welter, 1989).
A nother im portan t concern  with catastrophe m echanism s is w hether a  purely 
force-free field can  ever exhibit a n  MHD catastrophe. The possibility h a s  been 
questioned by Klimchuk and  S turrock (1989, 1992). They found th a t the  catastrophe­
like behavior occurs in  a  force-free configuration used  by Low (1977) w as actually an  
artifact of the  solution m ethod. This led S turrock (1989) to  speculate th a t  only non ­
force-free system s can  exhibit catastrophic-type behavior. However, recent w ork by 
Isenberg, e t al. (1992) shows th a t  for two-dim ensional system , th is  conclusion is not 
correct. The corresponding model is discussed in  the next section.
Model of Forbes and  Isenberg
Forbes and  Isenberg (1991) constructed  a  two-dim ensional ideal MHD version of 
Van Tend and  K uperus model, in  which a  catastrophic behavior does occur under 
certain  conditions. Their work show s th a t it is indeed energetically possible to create
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a n  eruption  by elim inating th e  requirem ent th a t  the  field be m agnetically opened to  
infinity during the  ideal MHD transition  (Demoulin and  Priest, 1988; Forbes and  
Isenberg, 1991).
In their model a cu rren t sheet, which is always attached  to  the  photosphere, 
develops below the  filam ent during the  evolution of the  field configuration. The field is 
assum ed  to  be force-free everywhere except possibly inside of the  filam ent and  cu rren t 
sheet. The evolution is basically a  two-stage process. The first stage is a  storage phase 
in  w hich the  m agnetic energy is slowly stored in  corona th rough  photospheric 
reconnection which transfers  the flux from the  photosphere to  the  corona. This stage 
occurs quasi-statically  over a  time period of several days, so th a t  the  system  evolves 
through a  series of equilibria. The second stage is the eruptive phase which occurs when 
equilibrium  is lost. By using  an  energy analysis, Forbes an d  Isenberg (1991) have been 
able to  show th a t w hen the  filament rad ius is less th a n  a  specific value, a  catastrophic 
eruption  is  energetically possible. This ideal MHD eruption does not open the  field to 
infinity b u t sim ply extends it.
CHAPTER 2
A  RECONNECTION MODEL WITH A  DETACHED CURRENT SHEET
A lim itation of the  Forbes and  Isenberg (1991) model is th e  assum ption  th a t  no  
reconnection occurs in  the  corona and  th a t  the  plasm a there is  perfectly conducting 
(i.e., ideal). This artificial condition h a s  been imposed in  th e ir model because it is 
m athem atically  convenient. Specifically, th is  assum ption  cau ses  the  cu rren t sheet 
which form s to  stay  always a ttached  to  the boundary. This allows th e  field to be 
determ ined by solving Poisson's equation with Dirichlet boundary  conditions.
In reality, th e  coronal p lasm a is no t perfectly conducting and  reconnection will 
cause the  curren t sheet to become detached from the boundary. By allowing a  detached 
cu rren t sheet to form a t the  x-line below the  filament, we can  analyze the effect of 
m agnetic reconnection in  the corona. A study of such a  process helps u s  to get a  better 
understand ing  of th e  effect of reconnection on prom inence equilibrium  an d  eruption.
A detached cu rren t sheet problem  is m uch m ore difficult to  solve m athem atically 
because of its  mixed boundary conditions, an d  it is probably th e  m ain  reason  why th is  
problem  h a s  so far not been dealt with rigorously. As we will see in  the  forthcoming 
chap ters, the  problem  of determ ining the  equilibria reduces to  solving Poisson's 
equation w ith mixed Dirichlet and  N eum ann boundary  conditions. Then the  mixed 
boundary  value problem  is transform ed to a  singular integral equation which can  be 
solved by the  approach introduced by Muskhelishvili (1953). In general, th e  solution of 
th is  integral equation m ay not exist in  a  closed analytical form, b u t, a s  will be shown 
in  C hapter 3, closed solutions do exist for our problem.
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In the  sections th a t follow, an  MHD version of the  catastrophe model of Van Tend 
and Kuperus (Van Tend and Kuperus, 1978; Van Tend, 1979) will be developed which 
allows m agnetic reconnection to  be incorporated. The new model lies betw een the  
extrem es of uninhibited  reconnection assum ed in  the circuit m odels (e.g., M artens and 
Kuin, 1989) and no reconnection assum ed by Forbes and  Isenberg (1991). In Chapter 3 a 
mixed boundary  value problem  for Poisson’s  equation will be solved to  give the  
m agnetic vector potential for a  field configuration containing a  detached cu rren t sheet 
and  satisfying line-tied boundary  conditions in  the  photosphere. In C hapter 4  the 
solution of the  mixed boundary value problem is used  to determ ine the effect of 
m agnetic reconnection upon  the  equilibria previously found by  Forbes and  Isenberg 
(1991).
Although th is  thesis  consists of two parts, the  two p a rts  share  some common 
physical considerations which are fundam ental to  the  flare phenom enon, such  a s  the 
‘frozen-flux* condition and  the  m agnetic reconnection process. These processes will be 
d iscussed  briefly after th e  specification of the  basic MHD equations.
The basic m agnetohydrodynam ic equations used  th roughou t th is  d issertation  are 
given by Priest (1982a);
Basic Equations and Considerations
dB/dt = Vx(vxB) + tjV2!!, (2 - la)
Dp/Dt + pV -v = 0, (2 - lb)
p (Dv/Df) + Vp = j  x B + F, (2 -lc)
p/(D/Dfl(jpp-l) = (y- 1) (-V- q - L r + j2/<7+H), (2 - Id)
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pp~y = constant. (2 -le)
w here
D/D t a  d/dt + v - V
is th e  m aterial derivative for tim e variations following the  m otion. The quan tities v, 
B. j, p, p  and  T are the  coronal plasm a velocity, the m agnetic field, the  curren t density, 
the m ass density, the pressure, and  the tem perature, respectively. The force F = Fg + F v 
is the  su m  of the gravitational force and  the viscous force, and  t] is the  magnetic 
diffusivity, y the  ratio of specific heats, q th e  heat flux, Lr the  net radiation, f i / a  the 
ohmic heating, H  the  sum  of all the o ther heating sources.
The five equations above are the  induction equation, the  conservation equations 
for m ass , m om entum  and  energy, and  the  adiabatic equation of sta te , respectively. The 
cu rren t density j  is given by Am pere's law:
where p  is the m agnetic permeability (for the solar plasm a, p  = Po = 4 jrx  10- 7  H m '1), 
while B satisfies
The 'frozen-flux' effect is a  fundam ental consideration in  ideal MHD theory. It w as 
proposed by H. Alfven and  can  be sum m arized in  words as  follows: "In a  perfectly 
conducting plasm a, m agnetic field lines behave a s  if they move with the  plasm a." In 
o ther words, the m agnetic flux through a  surface moving with the p lasm a is conserved. 
Here th e  perfectly conducting plasm a is the  plasm a in  which large m agnetic Reynolds 
num ber limit (i.e., ideal MHD condition) holds. A brief argum ent is  a s  follows.
The m agnetic Reynolds num ber is an  im portant param eter of p lasm a defined by
j  = VxB/p, (2-2)
V • B = 0. (2-3)
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Rm =  Lq Vo/7 7 , (2-4)
where Vb and fo  are the typical plasm a speed a n d  length-scale u nder consideration (e.g., 
Priest, 1982a). The m agnetic Reynolds num ber Rm rep resen ts  th e  ratio of the  convective 
to diffusive term s in  the  induction equation (2 - la), i.e.,
I V x ( v x B ) I / I t 7 ^ B l  ~ Lq Vq/ t].
W hen Rm » 1 ,  Equation (2-la) becomes approxim ately
Now consider a  surface S bounded by a closed curve C moving with the  plasm a. The 
magnetic flux through S is F  = JJ B • ds, and its rate of change (DF/Dt) consists of two 
parts: changes in  the  m agnetic field with time and  changes due to the m otion of the 
boundary, i.e..
where ds is the area elem ent of S, dl the length elem ent of C. Via Stoke's theorem , the 
above equation becomes
which vanishes by Equation (2-5).
For m ost solar atm ospheric phenom ena Rm  h a s  a  value m uch  larger th a n  unity  so 
th a t the ideal MHD condition holds. For instance, for typical flare loops, Vo = 104  m s-1, 
Lq ~ 107  m , 7] ~ 104  m 2 s-1, which gives an  Rm of order 107! T hus for flare loops, the 
m agnetic field lines are  frozen into the p lasm a so th a t either the  field lines are carried 
by plasm a m otions or the plasm a is dragged by m agnetic field movement. The m agnetic 
energy build up  through plasm a m otions is an  example of th is  'frozen-flux' effect.
dB/dt = Vx(vxB). (2-5)
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The huge value of Rm in  m ost solar phenom ena comes m ainly from the  great spatial 
size of these phenom ena. However, for some very sm all-scale phenom ena in the solar 
atm osphere, such  as  curren t sheets of 1 km  or less in  thickness, Rm m ay be of order of 
unity, and the  ideal MHD condition no longer holds. Under these circum stances, the 
m agnetic field lines can  slip through the  plasm a so th a t  m agnetic reconnection occurs.
In response to  an  applied photospheric m otions, a  curren t sheet m ay develop w hen 
the  region n ea r an  x-type neu tra l point collapses, w hen topologically separated  parts  of 
a  m agnetic configuration are pushed  together, or w hen a  m agnetohydrostatic 
equilibrium becom es unstable. In the absence of flow, a cu rren t sheet diffuses away at a 
speed t j / I where I is the thickness of the sheet (see Equation (2-la)). The dimensions of 
the curren t sheet depend on the field strength and photospheric speed. If the plasm a 
and  magnetic flux are brought towards the sheet from the sides a t speed v i , then  the 
sheet expands w hen vi < t} /l  while it becomes th inner when q /I  < uj. Eventually a 
steady state  is m aintained when oj = jj/L
One effect of the curren t sheet is to reconnect the  field lines. Magnetic reconnection 
m ay be generated spontaneously by a  resistive instability, su ch  a s  the  tearing mode, b u t 
the  reconnection m ay also be driven by an  outside flow carrying oppositely directed 
field lines tow ards the  sheet. According to  a  recent analysis by  Forbes and  Priest (1987), 
driven reconnection is limited only by the  Alfven speed and  th e  ra te  a t which the flows 
are pushed  together. By contrast, spontaneous reconnection is limited by the m agnetic 
diffusivity (see also Yeh and  Axford, 1970).
The best known theory for driven reconnection is Petschek's (1964). In  Petschek's 
theory, pa irs of slow-mode shock waves propagate from the ends of the cu rren t sheet 
and  rem ain as  standing waves in  a  steady flow. These slow-mode shocks can  convert 
m agnetic energy into h ea t and  flow energy sufficiently effectively (Petschek, 1964).
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Figure 6  show s a  schem atic diagram  for Petschek-llke reconnection. In  Petschek’s 
theory the reconnection ra te  depends only on  th e  log of the  m agnetic dlffusivlty, and  for 
typical coronal values it implies th a t the  reconnection flow ca n  be driven a t abou t o. 1  
tim es the  Alfven speed.
Basic A ssum ptions
W hen considering the  model for CME's, a  basic assum ption  is the  characteristic 
tim e scales for different physical processes. For our model, we will assum e th a t there  
are th ree distinctive tim e scales, nam ely the  photospheric convective tim e scale rp , the  
reconnection tim e scale r r, and  the  Alfven tim e scale r T h e  photospheric evolution 
prior to the  eruption las ts  typically several days during which the  m agnetic energy is 
bu ilt u p  gradually in  the  corona, therefore rp  ~ days. The release of the  m agnetic energy 
through reconnection In a  solar flare usually  las ts  over a  tim e-scale of an  ho u r o r so, 
which suggests th a t Tr ~ hour. The Alfven tim e scale for flares is about a  m inute, and 
th u s  t a  ~ minute.
Here we are going to  assum e th a t tp  »  t r »  ta . and th a t the  overall evolution of the 
eruption is modelled a s  a three-stage process. The first stage is the  storage phase in 
which the  m agnetic energy is slowly stored in  the  corona a s  a resu lt of the  convective 
m otions In the  photosphere. During th is  storage phase, the  kinetic energy of the  
convective m otion Is converted to m agnetic energy and  m agnetic flux is transferred  
from the  photosphere to  the  corona. The evolution is  quasi-sta tic  in  a  tim e period of rp , 
a s  the  system  evolves through a  series of equilibria un til it reaches a  point where no 
nearby equilibria are available. The second stage is the  eruptive phase  which occurs 
w hen equilibrium  is  lost due to  the  fu rther evolution of the  system  beyond th e  critical 
point. As soon as the equilibrium  is lost, th e  evolution of the  system  becom es very 






Fig. 6 . A schem atic diagram  showing m agnetic field lines (solid) and 
stream lines (dashed) for Petschek-like reconnection.
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Com pared to the  ra te  a t which the flux is transferred  from the  photosphere to the 
corona (~ 1  /xp ), the  flux in  the  corona can  be considered a s  constan t during the  eruptive 
phase. In o ther words, there  is no energy inpu t during the  eruption. Finally, the  th ird  
stage is the reconnection phase which occurs after the  eruptive phase. During th is 
phase the system  evolves due to  the  destruction of the  cu rren t sheet by reconnection, 
and  again it is assum ed th a t there is no energy input from the  photosphere during th is 
stage. We will arbitrarily assum e th a t rr »  ta , b u t it should be kept in  m ind th a t rr 
could be alm ost a s  small as
Several o ther assum ptions used  in  the  model are a s  follows:
a) Two-dimensional model—the m agnetic field is assum ed  to  lie in  the  x-y  plane 
w ith all quan tities invariant in  the  z  direction, so th a t  th e  physical quantities such  
as  force and  energy are m easured per un it length except as otherwise stated.
b) Strong m agnetic field approxim ation—the p ressure  in  the  corona is assum ed  to be 
zero except where the  cu rren t filament and  sheet are located. In a  two-dim ensional 
(2-D) model with no m agnetic field com ponent perpendicular to the 2-D plane, a 
zero-pressure assum ption  will cause all c u iren ts  (i.e., filam ent and  sheet) to  become 
concentrated  into th in  line cu rren ts  or sheets (Syrovatskii, 1971; Forbes & Isenberg, 
1991). Therefore the pressure inside the curren ts m u st be kept finite to  prevent them  
from  becom ing infinitely th in  an d  th e  corresponding m agnetic energy from 
becom ing infinitely large.
c) Incom pressible approxim ation—the  filam ent is assum ed  to  be a n  incom pressible 
cylinder (y-> °° in  the  equation of state) of constan t rad iu s  r  during the  evolution. 
Since the  p lasm a is highly com pressible outside the  filam ent, th is  assum ption  
implies there  is an  ab rup t change in  the  sta te  on the  boundary  of the  filament.
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d) No Fg and  Fv —the gravitational force and  the viscous force are assum ed not to be 
im p o rtan t.
e) Inertial line-tied boundary  conditions—the  line-tied boundary  conditions are 
satisfied during the  eruptive phase. This m eans th a t the  photospheric foot po in ts of 
m agnetic field lines cannot move during the  course of the  flare. Such boundary 
conditions occur because the  inertial m ass of the  photosphere p lasm a is very m uch 
greater th a n  th a t  of the  corona.
Form ulation of the  MHD Model
During the storage phase, the  evolution is quasi-static. By using the  assum ptions 
prescribed in  the  last section, the  equations w hich determ ine the  coronal m agnetic 
field B and  curren t density j  can  be deduced from Equations (2-1) ~ (2-3):
j x B  = Vp, (2-6a)
V xB = p j, (2-6 b)
V • B = 0. (2-6c)
Let j j  denote the  cu rren t density  in  the  filam ent which is a  cylinder of constan t 
rad ius r, B j  and  Be denote the  m agnetic fields due to the  in ternal cu rren t of the  filament 
and  the external cu rren ts  outside the  filament, respectively, th en
B = B /+ B ^ , (2-7)
and  the  condition for filam ent equilibria d issociates into two p arts . From  E quation (2- 
6 a), the  in ternal, local equilibrium  inside the  filam ent is  given by
J /x B /  = Vp. (2-8)
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while the  external, global condition Is determ ined by
F = ( jjx B e ) ds, (2-9)
where F  Is the external force (per un it length) on the  filament, an d  S represents the 
cross-section of the  filament. The quantity d s  is the  area elem ent of S. W hen the area 
of S Is sm all enough to  m ake the  external field Be effectively uniform  w ithin the 
filament. E quation (2-9) becom es
F  = IBgo (2-10)
where Be 0  Is the  external field evaluated a t  the  filament, ^  Is th e  un it vector of force F, 
and  I  is the filam ent curren t
I=JISjf/ds. (2-11)
The global filam ent equilibria condition is  F  = 0, which is  satisfied w hen
Be o = 0. (2-12)
The m agnetic field configuration m u st be solved in  order to determ ine the global 
equilibria for the  filament, a s  prescribed by Equation (2-12). To specify the  vector 
potential problem  for the  m agnetic field a  coordinate system  is chosen as  follows.
In  the x-y  plane, the  upper ha lf plane is the  coronal region, the lower half plane is 
the  photosphere, and  the  photospheric boundary  coincides with the  horizontal axis.
The cu rren t filament is centered on the y-axls a t height h, a s  show n in Figure 7a.
Poisson’s  equation for the  m agnitude of the  vector potential A  is obtain from 
Equations (2-6)





Fig. 7. Geometry of the  field configuration: (a) with no cu rren t sheet; (b) with a 
detached curren t sheet.
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where A  is defined by B = VA x  £.
If Ii is the  initial filam ent cu rren t, hj is the  initial filam ent height, and  initial 
value of j{x, y ) is assum ed  to  be uniform  w ithin the  filament, th en , a t the s ta r t of quasi­
sta tic  evolution.
where H  is the  Heaviside step-function. As the  system  evolves, the  cu rren t density 
w ithin the  filam ent is assum ed  to rem ain  fixed, while a  surface cu rren t is induced on 
the  filam ent boundary.
As regards the  photospheric boundary  condition, a  line dipole of strength  m  a t a 
depth d  below the  photosphere is chosen to represent the boundary field so th a t
where is a  slowly varying function of tim e. In a  m ultipole expansion of an  arbitrary  
boundary  field, the  line dipole term  is the  first term  which allows a  catastrophe to occur 
(Van Tend, 1979; Demoulin & Priest, 1988; Forbes and  Isenberg, 1991). T hus the above 
choice is th e  sim plest one with catastrophe-like behavior.
We will assum e th a t the  sam e d istribution of norm al m agnetic field a t the 
photospheric boundary  is m ain tained  during the  quasi-static  evolution of MHD 
equilibria. O ther choices are  possible, b u t th is  one is convenient because it is the sam e 
one m ade previously by Forbes and Isenberg (1991). T hus, th is  choice will facilitate 
com parison. From  dA/cLt -  0  and  the  line-tied requirem ent, th e  tangential flow 
velocity a t th e  photospheric boundary  is
(2-14)
(2-15)
(a?+ d 2)2 d <j> 
2 m d x  d i ’ (2-16)
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by E quation (2-15). This flow pa tte rn  transports new field lines from x  = +«>. Although 
th is  flow p a tte rn  above Is no t especially realistic. It does show th e  basic picture for the 
quasi-static  evolution caused  by the  gradual reconnection of the  photospheric field. It 
is clear now th a t (d</>/di) represents the rate  a t which the flux is  transferred  from the 
photosphere to the corona, and  th u s  it gives a  m easure of the rate  a t which m agnetic 
energy is stored in  the  corona.
CHAPTERS
SOLUTION FOR THE VECTOR POTENTIAL
In  the  las t chap ter a  vector potential problem  for m agnetic field configuration w as 
form ulated, which is  so far the sam e a s  the  problem considered by Forbes and  Isenberg 
(1991). The evolution of the  photospheric field via an  increase in  <j> eventually causes  a 
cu rren t sheet to  form a t the  x-line (i.e., the  neutral point in  the  x-y plane). Here, unlike 
Forbes and  Isenberg (1991), we will consider th a t a curren t sheet does not form until a 
loss of equilibrium  occurs. Such an  assum ption  m eans th a t th e  x-line will no longer be 
a t the  photospheric surface w hen the  cu rren t sheet form s and  th a t the curren t sheet will 
be detached.
Generalized Vector Potential Problem
A field configuration which contains a  detached cu rren t sheet is shown in Figure 7b. 
As before, the  filament is centered on the y-axis a t y = h, b u t a  curren t sheet appears 
along the  y-axis betw een points p  and  q. In principle, the  vector potential can  be solved 
w hen the  cu rren t d istribution in  the  sheet is specified. However, in  order to  solve the 
problem  analytically, we assum e th a t the  rad ius of the  filam ent is m uch  sm aller th an  
the photospheric scale length such  th a t the  filam ent ac ts  like a  line-current a t large 
d istances.
As the  system  evolves, the  cu rren t distribution w ithin the  filam ent changes, b u t 
since the  filam ent rad iu s  r  is small, th e  corresponding m agnetic field is approxim ately 
the sam e as th a t produced by a  line current of strength I f  a t the  location y = h. That is
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Jf(x,y) = I f S M  8 {y -W ,  (3-1)
a s  long as  IA/ * 2  + y2 -  hi »  r. Here 5 Is the 5-function. As for the  curren t sheet, a  
sim ilar argum ent leads to
J c (*. y) = ic (y) [ # ( y - p ) - # ( y - q ) ] ,  (3-2)
a s  long as  the  distance from curren t sheet to  the point of concern is m uch larger th an  
the  th ickness of the  sheet. Here Ic (y) represents the  cu rren t d istribution in  the sheet, 
and  H  is the  Heaviside step-function.
E quations for the  Vector Potential
The equations for the  vector potential problem  of the  field configuration with a 




J(x ,y)  = 8(x) { J 8 ( y -  h) + I(y) ( H ( y - p ) - H ( y -  q ) )}, (3-3c)
where fo = m/{dy),  J  = I f / fori ,  Hy) = /c (y)/(lo7i), and x, y, h, and  ra re  normalized to the 
scale length d.
In general, the  cu rren t distribution in  the  sheet, J(y), is unknow n therefore it needs 
to  be solved according to  the  condition th a t there  is no norm al com ponent of m agnetic 
field on th e  cu rren t sheet, i.e.,
Bxi0, y) = (1/d) (<2A/<y lx  = o = 0. q > y  >p. (3-4)
V2  A(x; y) = -yn lo j lx ,  y), y  > 0 ,
aln
A(*0) =
x 1 + 1
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Solution for the  Vector Potential
General Form of the  Solution
A general form of solution for Equation (3-3a) Is obtained by using  the m ethod of 
Green’s  function





where G(x, y; u, v] Is the 2-D Green’s  function for the Dirichlet problem
G(x, y; u, r) = In [(x- u) 2  + (y + vj2] -  In [(x- u) 2  + (y -  t}2 J. (3-6)
Substitu tion  of Equations (3-3b), (3-3c) and  (3-6) Into Equation (3-5) gives
A (* ,y ) =
4
J l n x 2  + (y + h)2 f l n £ 2_ ± ( y t ^ ! / (u)d u  + 
x 2  + (y -  h f  j  x 2 + (y -  v)2
4y du
n  J.„ y2 + (x -u ) 2 u 2 + 1
m
(3-7)
The m agnetic field along the  y-axis Is
BxtO.y) = ^ U | _ 1 _ + _ L  
d  [ 2 \ h - y  h  +y
I(u) udu  ( i u 2 - y 2 du
y 2 _ y 2  n j  ^(y 2 + u2f  u2 + l
(3-8)
where the first two term s on the RHS of Equation (3-8) are due to  the field produced by 
the filament curren t and  its Image, and the last two term s are due  to  the cu rren t sheet 
and  boundary  field, respectively. Therefore the fields B j  and B e  defined by Equation (2- 
7) are respectively
Bj(O.y) = J
2 d  h - y
Be ( O.y)  = M [ J . _ J _ + |  
d  [ 2 h + y
r  I ( u )  u d u  | !  u 2 - y 2 f l u  ]




Solution w ith No C urrent Sheet
W hen there Is no curren t sheet, i(y) = 0, the potential and  the field along the y-axls 
are given by
A (* ,y )
4
j l n  x 2 + (y + h)2 | 4 (y + 1) 
x 2 + (y -  h ) 2  x 2  + (y + l ) 2
-  m
Bx {0. y) = /do
2 d
+  2
\ h - y  h + y )  (y+1)2
(3-10)
(3-11)
and the  reconnected flux betw een the filament and  the photosphere can  be obtained by 
Integrating Equation (3-11) from y = O to y  = h - r .  I.e., <p = -4(0, h - i ) -  A(0, 0). 
Therefore
<t> = (ylo/2) {Jln  [(2h/r) -  1]- 2 ( h - r ) / ( h - r + 1)}, h > r . (3-12)
By solving equations (3-10) and  (3-12) sim ultaneously, the potential A  and  the  filament 
curren t J  can  be expressed a s  the functions of the  filament height h  and  the reconnected 
flux 0 .
C urren t D istribution Jfu)
W hen there  Is a  cu rren t sheet, the corresponding cu rren t distribution, J(y), In the 
sheet m u st be determ ined before the  potential Is computed. S ubstitu tion  of Equation (3- 
4) Into E quation (3-8) gives
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Hv) udu  _ J h  | 1
y 2 _ „ 2  h 2 _ y 2 7T J ^ y L _ d u _ .  for q > y > p .(y2 + u2)2 u2+ l  (3 ig)
Let y2  = <o, u2  = t  th en  a  singular integral equation can  be derived from Equation 
(3-13)
onL ,
to JL t - t o (3-14)
where L  is a  segm ent of the  real axis of the  complex plane (£, 7 7), and the  points t, to are on
U a  < t, to < b. Here a  = p 2 and b = q2  are the two ends of L, and the functions f(Q and <p(0
are
/-(t)   + - M l ------ du--- ,
h2- t  * L  U ^ t [u2 +1f  (3 i5a)
(p[f) = i J i W  2, (3-15b)
where th e  integral identity
y 2- u 2 du _ 2 I u2 du
7rJ--(y2 + u2f  u2+ 1 u 2+y2 (u 2+ i); (3-15c)
has been used.
The singular integral equation (3-14) can  be solved by using  the theory of complex 
variables (Muskhelishvili, 1953). In general. There are four different solutions—one is 
bounded at both ends of L, two are unbounded at either end of L, and one is unbounded at 
both  ends of L  (see Appendix A for the  detailed derivation of the  solution). However, 
w hen considering the symm etric properties of the two ends of the  curren t sheet and the 
physical condition th a t  the  field vanishes a t infinity, it is appropriate to  choose the 
solution which is unbounded a t both ends of L. T hat is
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(fib) V(t—jo2) (q2 - t )  / ( f ld t  | P(fo)
Y (fo-p2) lq2 - b )  t ~ V(to - p 2) (q2 -  to) (3-16)
Substitution of Equations (3-15) and u2 = to. y2 = t into Equation (3-16) gives
h 2
l_h____2 [ __ui
— y 2 ® U 2 +
du
y 2 (u2+ i r
V(y2- p 2) (q2-  y  2) y d y
V(u2 - p 2) (q2 -  u2) y 2 -  u2 
P (u 2)
Y(u2 - p 2) (q2 -  u2) (3-17)
where Ptu2) is a n  arb itrary  polynomial of u2.
By using Equation (3-13) and  evaluating the integrals on the  RHS of Equation (3-17) 
(some integral resu lts  are show n in  Appendix A), a  final form of the  cu rren t 
d istribution, I(u), is
= 2 — m .
where
r w  = A>-
71 Y(u2 - p 2) (q2 - u 2) f 
J h V ( h 2- p 2)(h 2 - q 2) 2 f"  V(u2 + P2) (u2 + q2)




and  A) Is an  arbitrary  constant. The last term  on the  RHS of Equation (3- 18b) can  be 
evaluated by using the  complete elliptic integrals (see also Appendix A):
V (u2 + p 2) (u2 + q2) 
(u2 + y2) (u2 + l)2
u2du = -2 -!—^
nq ly 2 — i
p 2-  1
q 2 -  1
K (k)-E (k)
+2!m!zpV  i, fcL—i—Lg,pa-2) ♦ L-p^ 2 - s2.| „j-L -1. ic|)
l a 2 - 1 ) 2 l a 2  I ( a 2 - D 2 [  a 2 - i  « 2 - i J  U 2  I I ,
where k2 = 1 -  p2/q 2, X, E, and  77 are the complete elliptic integrals of the first, the 
second, and  the  th ird  kind, respectively.
Solution w ith a  C urren t Sheet
W hen there is a  cu rren t sheet, the corresponding potential and the  magnetic field 
along the  y-axis can  be calculated by substitu ting  the cu rren t distribution, Equations 
(3-18), into the general form of the solution. Equations (3-7) an d  (3-8). The field along 
the y-axis is
In solving for th e  cu rren t distribution, Ifv), the  solution which is unbounded a t both 
ends of the  curren t sheet h as  been chosen . This solution generally causes the magnetic 
field to be unbounded a t both ends of the current sheet, a s  indicated in  Equation (3-19). 
However, the  singularities are actually removed by the  ‘Y-point’ condition—the 
m agnetic field vanishes a t both  ends of the  curren t sheet (Bhattachaijee & Wang, 1991; 
Forbes & Isenberg, 1991). The Y-points originate from the  neu tra l X-point—when the 
cu rren t develops, the  X-point is pulled out to from two Y-points.
The conditions BJO, p) = 0  and BJO, q) = 0  lead to Hp! = 0  and f l q) = 0. That is
fJ p I[v) udu  i  v 2 - y 2 (y+1)2
plo f  (y) 0 <y <p.
d V ip2 -  y2) (q2 -  y 2) ’ 
0,
p io  f l y ) ______
p < y < q .
d Y(y2- p 2)(y2 - q 2) (3-19)
Elim ination of A q gives
J h V (h2 - p 2) [h2 -  q2) u 2 dlJ
V(u2 + p 2) (u2 + q2) (u2 + l)2 (3-2la)
hence the constan t Aq is determined as
Ao = M h 2 + ii2 u2 du
V(u2 +p2) (u2 + q2) (u2+ l )2 (3-2 lb)
The above results. Equations (3-20) and  (3-21), are substitu ted  into Equation (3-18b) 
to obtain
m  - 2 f“ (q2- u2J(»2-P2) ( 1 i 1 \ u 2 du
n J..  V(u2 + p 2) (u2 + q2) \u2 + v2 h 2 -  v2)(u2 + i f (3-22)
After substitu tion  of Equation (3-22) into Equations (3-18a) an d  (3-19), the  
corresponding cu rren t distribution and  the  field along the  y -axis are respectively
m  =
n
V(q2-L>2) (u2- ^ 2) / x , l  \
V u I ^ W T ^ T l ^  + u2 h 2 - u 2/(u2 + 1,2l r (3-23)
nd
BJ.O, y) = 0,
2/do f  V l g ^ - i ^ - a 2) (— !— >— 1— 1-ui-du- 0 <«<p. 
. V(u2 + q2)(u2 +p2) \u2+ y2 h 2- y 2f[u2+ l f
P<y<Q.
M i f  V<y2 - q 2My2 - P 2) / 1 , 1 \ u 2 d u  >
J.„ V(u2 + q2)(u2-i-p2) (u2+y2 h 2- y 2J(u2+ l f (3-24)
and  th e  potential along the  y-axis is
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Now define 0i a s  the flux between the photosphere and  the  filament, and  02 as the flux 
between the  photosphere and  the  curren t sheet, then
In fact, 0i rep resen ts the  total flux which is transferred  from the  photosphere Into the 
corona through  th e  reconnection of field lines in  the  photosphere, while 0 2  represen ts 
the flux dissipated due to the  reconnection in the corona.
The above solutions of the  potential and  th e  field along the  y-axis are derived u nder 
the assum ption  th a t the filam ent rad ius is small com pared to  all other scale lengths, 
hence they are not exact. However, the  errors are estim ated by Forbes and  Isenberg 




EVOLUTION OF THE EQUILIBRIA AND ERUPTION
This chap ter d iscusses the equilibria determ ined from th e  solutions of the  vector 
potential. The equilibria are evolved either by changing the  photospheric boundary  
condition or by reconnecting the  coronal field lines below the  filament. Let u s  first 
look a t some interesting limiting cases of the general solution.
Attached C urrent Sheet Limit fp = 01
The attached  cu rren t sheet problem previously considered by Forbes and Isenberg 
(1991) is a  special case of the general solution for a  detached cu rren t sheet. The solution 
for the detached curren t sheet reduces to  the solution for attached  cu rren t sheet in  the 
limit p  = 0, i.e., w hen the bottom  end of the curren t sheet a ttaches itself to the  boundary. 
By substitu ting p  = 0  into Equations (3-2la) and (3-24) and th en  evaluating the  integrals 
for y > q, one finds th a t
which is the  sam e as  Equation (29) in  Forbes and Isenberg (1991) (except for the 
difference betw een MKS and  cgs units). Similarly, solutions for the  potential, flux, etc..
Special Cases of C urrent Sheet Solution
7t[y2-  1) Vy2 - q 2
y
(y2-  1) Yq2-  1 q -  Yq2-  1
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are identical with the  relevant resu lts  in  their paper in  the  limit p  = 0. Therefore, the 
Forbes and Isenberg (1991) result is indeed a  special case (p = 0  limit) of detached current 
sheet solution. The corresponding discussion and  conclusion in  their work m ay be 
applied appropriately to  the  problem  if the attached  limit is considered.
Zero C urren t Sheet Limit fo = p)
In the  case in  which a  curren t sheet reduces to an  V  type neu tra l point occurring 
between the  filam ent and the  photosphere, the  solution for the  detached cu rren t sheet 
reduces to Equations (3-10) to (3-12). This special limit of the  solution will be referred 
as the  “vacuum  solution’ in  the rem aining p a rt of th is  chapter, because the  field 
configuration is ju s t  like a  wire (filament) im m ersed in  a  vacuum , with foot points of 
the field lines being tied in  the  photospheric boundary. Applying the  condition th a t the 
m agnetic field is zero a t the neutral point (y = p  = q) to  Equation (3-11) leads to
w hich m ay be com bined w ith th e  equilibrium  condition to  determ ine the  position of 
the  neu tra l point.
Evolution of the Filam ent Equilibria
The equilibria of the  filam ent can  be determ ined by finding the positions where the 
force on  th e  filam ent is zero, a s  indicated by Equation (2-10). In  general. E quation (2- 
10) is satisfied by substitu ting  Equation (2-12) into Equation (3-9b). T hat is
J h  = (h2- p 2)/(p+ l)2, (4-2)
I {v)vdv
(4-3)
which gives the  general equilibrium  condition for the  filament.
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Equilibria of the  Filam ent (V acuum ’ Case)
In the  V acuum ’ case, the  equilibria o f the  filament can  be obtained by substitu ting  
I  (u) = 0  into Equation (4-3) and  taking the limit y  —> h. Hence
J  = 4 h /(h +  l)2. (4-4)
The equilibria occur a t
h  = ( 2 - J - 2 V l  -  J  l/J. (4-5)
The position of the neu tra l point can  be found by substitu ting  Equation (4-4) into 
E quation (4-2) and  th en  solving the  obtained equation for p.  T hat Is
P =
h (h  + 3) ( h -  1)
(h+ 1) V (h+ l)2 + 4(h2 -  I) + 4 h (4-6)
Since p  = 0  when h  = 1, the neutral point appears between the filament and the 
photosphere only if h  > 1. Now the total reconnected flux <p\ and  the  flux between the 
curren t sheet (i.e., the neutral p o in t) and the photosphere, can  be expressed as the 
functions of the  filam ent height, h, only. For h  > 1,
- 2 f t  In (2Jl-  1 ) _ h ~ r_ .
(h+ 1)2 r  f t -  r  + 1
h  > r.
( h +  l )2
4 1 n f i +. / l +^ z X l  [h +?]
l2 V 4  h+ 1 h + V l  + 4 ( h -  l)/(h+
(4-7a)
(4-7b)
where Equations (4-4) and  (4-6) have been used in  the  derivation. A schem atic diagram 
of th e  field configuration w ith a  neu tra l point appeared betw een the  filam ent and  the 





Fig. 8. A schem atic diagram  of field lines for Vacuum 1 solution. The 
filam ent m otion is Indicated by the  th ick  solid arrow, while p lasm a 
m otion below the  photosphere is Indicated by the  hollow arrows.
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If we define 02 = 0  when the neutral point is below the photosphere (p < 0  case), then, 
for h <  1,
0i = ph _ 2 h _ l n  0 h - i ) - - h z ] —  
(h+ l)2 r  h - r + 1
ft > r,
(4-8a)
02 = 0. (4-8b)
A 3-D curve is defined by Equations (4-7) and (4-8) in  the (ft, 0i, 02) space, with the 
flux normalized by  plo, a s  shown in Figure 9. The curve h as  a  tu rn ing  point O a t which 
<pi reaches its m axim um  value. The position of the turning point O, he, can  be found by 
taking the  derivatives to h  a t both sides of Equation (4-7a) and  th en  setting d 0 i/d h  = 0, 
i.e.,
2(ft- 1) In [(2h / r -  1)] = (h+ 1) [4ft/(2ft- j) -  (ft+ l)2 /(ft + 1 -  r)2 1- (4-9)
W hen r  -» 0, h  -» 1. Thus, for small filament rad ius (r < 0.01), we have approximately
2(ft- 1) ln(2ft/r) = f t + 1.
The solution of Equation (4-9), ft = he (d. can  be substitu ted  into Equation (4-7a) to get
01inax — plo he 4 he
f t^ -1 2 h e - r
(hc+ D 2 h e - r
^ " r + 1 » (4-10)
which is a  function of the  filament radius, r. Similarly, by substitu ting  th e  tu rn ing  
point position, he, into Equations (4-4), (4-6) and  (4-7b), the corresponding values for J , 
p,  and  0 2 . can  be obtained respectively.
W hen h  (filament height) approaches infinity, J  (filament current) approaches zero. 
The filam ent is no longer affected by photospheric field a s  it reaches the  equilibrium  at 




Fig. 9. A schem atic diagram of the Vacuum' solution: (a) in  the  3-D (h , <j> v 02) space, the  th ick  solid 
(dashed) curve represents the  part of th e  solution in  (out of) th e  h-<p1 plane; (b) its projection on the  
h-0j plane. The point O is the  turning point a t which 4>l = 0 lmax.
OnO
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Equilibria of the  Filam ent (with C urren t Sheet)
After substitu ting  Equation (3-23) Into E quation (4-3) and  evaluating the  Integral of 
the last term  on  the RHS of E quation (4-3), we obtain  the  equilibria for the filament, 
with a  cu rren t sheet formed below it. That is
J( 2h2 , h2 +p2j _ 2 [ V(h2-  q2) (h2- p 2) 4 h  ,j2
h2- q 2 h2- p 2 V (u2 + q2) (u2 +p2) h2 + u2 (u2
du 
+ 1)2 (4-11)
where Equation (3-21a) h as  been used.
In general, J , q, p, and I  (u) depend on h, r and 0i. If we set <pi and r  a s  constants, then  
Equations (3-26a) and  (4-11) define two functions p(h) and  q[hj implicitly through
V (h,p,q) = Jln(2&— l) + f  ln  h ~ r + u  f(o)du -  2(-h ~ r) - M  = 0
r  Jp h - r - v  h - r + 1  plo > (4. 12a)
W ( h  v. a) = J l - 2 h 2 + h2 +P2j _ 2  ["  W -  ___ U-2-du . = p
h 2 - q 2 h 2 - p 2 71 iTfu^Tq^nu^+p^r h 2 + u 2 (u2 + l)2
(4-12b)
where J  and  I  (u) are given by Equations (3-2 la) and (3-23), respectively. Therefore, the 
length of th e  cu rren t sheet, q -  p, the  filament curren t, J , and  the  curren t distribution in 
the  sheet, I  (u), are expressed as the  functions of the filam ent height, h, respectively, 
with 0i and  r  as the  param eters.
As m entioned previously, the  Vacuum ’ solution given by Equations (4-7) and  (4-8) 
defines a  th ree  dim ensional equilibrium  curve in  the  (h, 0j, 02) space. More generally, 
the solution with the  detached curren t sheet, given by Equations (3-2la), (3-23), (3-26) 
and  (4-11), defines a  three dimensional equilibrium surface in the  (h, 0 1 , 02) space. The 
special case of the Vacuum ’ solution (the 3-D curve) lies on th is  surface and  serves as a
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boundary, while the  attached  cu rren t sheet solution obtained by  Forbes and  Isenberg 
(1991) is th e  in tersection line of the  equilibrium  surface with th e  h-<j>i plane.
Evolution of th e  Equilibria
The cu rren t filam ent s tay s in  m agnetohydrostatlc equilibrium  if the  m agnetic 
com pression of field lines betw een the  filament and the  photosphere is balanced by the 
m agnetic tension  of the  field lines anchored in  the  photosphere b u t passing over the top 
of the  filament. The quasi-static  evolution of the  equilibria is caused  by the  gradual 
reconnection of photospheric field lines below the  filament. As the flux is transferred  
from the  photosphere into th e  corona, m agnetic energy is stored in the corona. In th is 
way the filam ent is quasi-statically  driven upw ards as  the m agnetic com pression 
increases, un til it reaches a  critical point where the  m agnetohydrostatlc equilibrium  
becom es unstab le. Eventually a n  eruption  m ay occur during which the filament is 
rapidly ejected upw ards.
Keeping in  m ind th e  basic ideas above, the  evolution of the  equilibria is determ ined 
a s  follows: Prior to  th e  form ation of th e  cu rren t sheet, the  evolution is prescribed by  the 
Vacuum’ solution, i.e.. Equations (4-8) and  (4-7) for h  < 1  and h  > 1 cases, respectively. 
The height of the  filam ent is determ ined by the to tal reconnected flux, 0i. W hile after 
the form ation of the cu rren t sheet, the  evolution is governed by the  m ore general 
solution given by Equations (3-2la), (3-26) and  (4-11).
Now a n  im portant question arises: where is the  form ation point of the cu rren t 
sheet?  This point serves as  a  critical point in  the  evolution of the  equilibria, and  two 
different solutions will be used  to  describe respectively the  evolution before and  after 
th is  point. According to the discussion in Chap. 2, a curren t sheet m ay be formed about 
a n  x-type neu tra l point in  response to  changes in  the  surrounding m agnetic field w hen a
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m agnetohydrostatic equilibrium  becomes unstab le. It is obvious now th a t a  cu rren t 
sheet can  only develop in  the corona when h  > 1, since for h  < 1. th e  neu tral point stays 
below the  photosphere. For h  > 1, the Vacuum ’ solution shows th a t the  neu tra l point 
occurs above photospheric boundary  (see Figure 8). w ith its position given by Equation 
(4-6). In  a n  ideal MHD model, a  cu rren t sheet would tend  to develop immediately after 
the neu tra l point occurs. If reconnection in the corona is prohibited, a  cu rren t sheet 
with one end a ttached  to  the  photosphere will be formed below the filament, a s  happens 
in  the  solutions of Forbes and  Isenberg (1991). However, in  o u r  model, the  reconnection 
in  th e  corona is allowed. Considering th a t the  reconnection tim e scale, r r, is m uch 
sm aller th a n  th e  quasi-static  evolution tim e scale, rp , no cu rren t sheet will be formed 
during th e  quasi-sta tic  evolution, because the  reconnection will im m ediately dissipate 
any cu rren t sheet. In o ther words, the curren t sheet will no t be formed in the  storage 
phase.
So it is reasonable to  th in k  th a t the curren t sheet in  the m odel s ta r ts  to form 
spontaneously  w ith the  loss of m agnetohydrostatic equilibrium  and  develops during 
the eruptive phase. Actually, the formation point of the cu rren t sheet is the  turn ing  
point of the  Vacuum ’ solution (point O in  Figure 9) because th is  tu rn ing  point is in  fact 
the critical point in  the  evolution of the  equilibrium. This can  be deduced a s  follows: In 
the  quasi-sta tic  storage phase, the  filament evolves through the  stab le  equilibrium  
curve (the V acuum ’ solution) until the  total reconnected flux, <px, reaches its  m axim um  
value a t the point O, a s  illustrated in  Figure 9b. The flux <pi corresponds to  0(f), which 
h as  been defined in  Equations (2-15) and (2-16) a s  the flux transported  by photospheric 
flow from x  = ± °o, and  therefore there should be no limit on its  value. In o ther words,
0 1  max cannot be the  u pper limit of 0], either from physical or m athem atical 
considerations. Notice th a t  there is a  Vacuum ’ equilibrium  sta te  a t infinity (h = °°) 
where 0 1  could take any value. Thus, it is clear th a t <p\ h as  m ultiple values a t the
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tu rn ing  point O where no nearby stable V acuum ’ equilibria are  available.
Consequently, we see th a t the  point O is Indeed the  critical point a t which the storage 
phase of the evolution ends. The coronal cu rren t system  can  no  longer respond to the 
quasl-sta tic  changes In the  photosphere through  quasi-static evolution. Any fu rther 
change, no m atte r how sm all it m ight be, will cause a  loss of equilibrium , and  the 
quasi-sta tic  evolution will be  replaced by th e  dynamic evolution—the  eruption. If the  
reconnection could occur freely in  the corona, i.e., ta  »  ?r> th e n  no cu rren t sheet would 
ever be formed, and the  filament would be ejected right up  to  infinity. However, th is  is 
not the  case in  a n  ideal-MHD model. In an  ideal-MHD model r r -»<*>, and  no 
reconnection occurs in  the  corona. W ithout reconnection, a  cu rren t sheet develops 
rapidly during the  eruption, and the  tension  force grows so strong  th a t the  filam ent's 
upw ard m otion is stopped long before the filament reaches <*>. Such  an  eruption, caused 
by th e  loss of ideal-MHD equilibrium, corresponds to  the  impulsive phase  of the 
eruptive flares. In a  realistic plasm a like the  corona, t r will be  finite, b u t it m ay still be 
m uch  greater th a n  ta , and  th u s  the  ideal-MHD solution m ay be a  good approxim ation 
during the jum p  in th is  case. However, it is also possible th a t rr £  ta , in  which case 
significant reconnection would occur during the  jum p . Here we will assum e th a t th is  is 
not the case.
Preflare phase
The above discussions have a n  im portant im plication w hich is closely related  to 
the  preflare phase  of the eruptive solar flares. According to the  discussions in  the last 
section, an  x-type neu tra l point appears betw een the  filam ent and  the  photosphere 
during the  late stage of the quasi-static evolution. Because the  reconnection in  the 
corona is so fas t com pared w ith quasi-static evolution (rr «  xp), no cu rren t sheet is 
formed un til the  evolution of the  system  reaches the  critical point. The evolution in  the
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period prior to the  eruption, starting  after the neu tra l point appears an d  ending w hen 
the  system  reaches the critical point, c an  be Identified with the  preflare phase, and  the  
evolution of the  system  during the  preflare phase Is governed by  the  Vacuum ' solution.
W hen the  system  evolves along the  equilibrium  curve, the  force acting on the 
filam ent Is zero, and  no work Is done due to the displacem ent of the filament. The 
change In m agnetic energy Is due to the  variation of the flux In the  circuit only (Forbes 
and  Isenberg, 1991). That Is
where C is the  p a th  of the  Integration—the Vacuum' equilibrium  curve. Substitu tion  of 
the Vacuum ’ solutions, i.e.. Equations (4-4) and  (4-7a), Into Equation (4-13) gives
and  Wo is the  stored magnetic energy w hen the neutral point appears on  the  photosphere 
boundary (p = 0), Wc Is the stored energy when the  evolution of the system  reaches the 
critical point, he is the  height of the  filam ent corresponding to  the  critical point given 
by the  solution of Equation (4-9). The energy change during the  preflare phase is AWpre 
= W o -  We . The Integral In Equation (4-15) can be evaluated to  obtain
AW  = [ ^ d t f h  = [ f /[h  (0i). 0i]d0i = Tdol J m ^ - d h ,
J c  d(j> 1 J c  J c  d h (4-13)
AWp K  = x p / 02 [K:*(hc)-K*(l)l, (4-14a)
W0 = 7rp/02 [K *M -K *(l)l . (4-14b)
(4-14c)
w here
if* _ 4  h  f 4  h  (h+1) 0
W  ( h + 1 _ r ) 2 (4-15)
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K*[h) = .A .h2 in  (2/jL-l) + A  
( h + 1 ) 4 r  r 2
8 [i 1
2 + r 3 (h+1)3
_ 1 + r
(2 _ i) in  —h±_I— -  —I 1 r
r  h + 1 - r  h +  1 h + 1 - r
1 _ 2 r2 ln  h + 1
( l  2 + r ( h + i ) 2 (2 + r)2 h + l  (2 + r)3 h - r / 2 , (4-16)
where K  *(<») = 0. For small filament rad ius (say, r  < 0.01), we have approximately
K*(h) = -4, ft2 in (2k.)
(h+ 1)4 r  . (4-17)
Eruption and the Form ation of the  C urren t Sheet
General E rup tion  Analysis
The Vacuum ’ solution below the critical point O (see the  3-D curve in  Figure 9 a ) 
represen ts the  lower stable equilibrium branch  of the  evolution. The u pper stable 
equilibrium  branch  Is represented by the solution w ith th e  detached  cu rren t sheet. 
C atastrophe behavior occurs If the two b ranches exhibit m ultiplicity a t <pi = 0imax. as 
illustrated  In Figure 10a. However, If the upper b ranch  of the equilibrium  curve is well 
connected to  the lower branch, as  shown in  Figure 10b, th en  th e  transition  from the 
lower to  the  upper equilibrium  will occur sm oothly and continuously. To determ ine the 
catastrophe behavior, in  general we need to  calculate the  equilibrium  curve h  = h  (0i) by 
solving Equation (3-26a) and the associated equations, a s  we did in  the  V acuum ’ case. 
However, the  better and sim pler way to study the catastrophe behavior is to u se  the 
condition th a t the  eruptive phase is a  transien t process during which the  flux in  the 
corona is constan t. The analysis will be carried out a s  follows:
Since the previous discussion shows th a t = 0imax w hen the  eruption s tarts , then, 
by substitu ting  <pi = <pimax into Equation (4-12a) and  solving Equations (4-12) with 














Fig. 10. Schematic diagram of the projection of the filament equilibria onto the  h-0! plane: 
(a) with catastrophe: (b) with no catastrophe.
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phase, respectively. The next step is to  substitu te  the  above resu lts  into Equation (3- 
26b) so th a t the equilibrium curve h  = h  (0 2 ) Is determined for the  detached curren t 
sheet solution, with 0i = 0 imax- As m entioned previously, the  detached cu rren t sheet 
solution in  general defines a  3-D equilibrium surface in  th e  (h, 0i, 0 2 ) space, and  the 
equilibrium  curve h  (0 2 ) is ju s t  the intersection line of the  3-D surface with the  0 1  = 
0imax plane. If h  (0 2 ) exhibits multiplicity a t 0 2  = 0 2 C. where 02 C is the  value of 0 2  a t the 
critical point O (h = he In Equation (4-7b)), th en  catastrophe behavior exists. The 
eruption  due to the  catastrophic loss of ideal-MHD equilibrium  can  be determ ine by 
finding hu, the  upper equilibrium position, where again 0 2  = 0 2 c- Once hu is known, the 
length of the  cu rren t sheet and  o ther physical quantities are determ ined accordingly. 
For instance, the energy released during the  eruption (i.e., the  impulsive phase) can  be 
calculated by evaluating the integral on  the  RHS of Equation (4-13), where the  pa th  C is 
the equilibrium  curve determ ined by the  detached cu rren t sheet solution (from h -  he 
to h  = hu). In Figure 11 the stored magnetic energy of the system  as  the function of the 
filament height is sketched for the fixed total flux (0 j = 0 imax)» and  the  energy released 
during the  eruption  is also indicated.
The eruption analysis m ethod described above is analogous to the  m ethod used  by 
Forbes and  Isenberg(1991). The only difference is th a t in  their analysis 0 2  = 0, instead 
of 0 i = 0 imax. and  they determined h  (0 i), instead of h  (0 2 ) (in their attached current 
sheet model 0x is denoted as 0 since 02 = 0). The resu lts of their catastrophe behavior 
analysis is presented in  Figure 4  of Forbes and Isenberg (1991), which is sketched in 
Figure 12. As a n  example, we also plot in  Figure 13 the  m agnetic field configurations a t 
various stages in  the  evolution described by the  a ttached  cu rren t sheet solution (Forbes 
and  Isenberg, 1991). Although the attached curren t sheet case is only a  special limiting 
case of th e  m ore general detached cases, the field configurations show n in  Figure 13
Filament Height
Fig. 11. A schem atic diagram  of the m agnetic energy of the  system  
as  the  function of the filam ent height for fixed flux (4>l = <j>lm ). The 
energy released during the  eruption is: Wu -  Vl£ (If reconnecflon In 









Fig. 12. A schem atic drawing of the equilibria In th e  attached 
cu rren t sheet model (Forbes and  Isenberg, 1991) w hen ca tas­
trophe behavior is present. The dashed part of the  equilibrium 
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Fig. 13. Magnetic field configurations a t various stages In the attached current sheet 
solution (after Forbes and Isenberg, 1991). A catastrophic loss of equilibrium occurs 
when the evolution reaches the critical point a t 3. The equilibrium filament height Is 
sketched as a  function of the stored magnetic energy In the bottom  panel. The thick 
dashed line is the expected filament trajectory during the ideal-MHD jum p (the devia­
tion of the trajectory from the vertical line has been exaggerated for illustration).
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still Illustrate  th e  basic  p icture of the  variation of the  field configuration during the 
evolution. Figure 14 show s schem atically the  equilibrium  filam ent height a s  the 
function of the stored m agnetic energy in  the  detached cu rren t sheet model. Also show n 
are the  corresponding curves for the attached  model.
Sm all C urren t Sheet E xpansion Analysis
The general solution for the  equilibria with a  detached cu rren t sheet involves 
complete elliptic integrals, and  a  system  of 5 coupled transcenden tal equations. Even if 
elliptic in tegrals were not p resent, the  system  of transcenden tal equations is sufficient 
to rule o u t the possibility of an  analytical solution. T hus only a  num erical solution of 
the full system  is possible. Such a  num erical solution w as previously done by Forbes 
and Isenberg (1991) for the  attached curren t sheet case, b u t their num erical m ethod is 
not yet efficient enough to handle the  additional com plication of elliptic integrals. 
However, a s  we will see, a  simple expansion for sm all cu rren t sheets can  provide some 
significant inform ation about the  effect of the  cu rren t sheet an d  enhance our 
understand ing  of the  solution.
Let eq = q -  p  be the  small param eter of the expansion, where (q -  p) /q  «  1 has been 
assum ed for the small current sheet. If we define s 2 = (p 2 + q 2 )/2  and s* = (p+q)/2 , 
then s* = s + o ( Sq2). By  substituting eo, s  and s* into Equations (3-2 la), (3-23), (3-26) 
and (4-11) and th en  expanding Equations (3-26), we obtain
0i =  0io + E2 2s h - s - r (4-18a)
2s s - p (4-18b)







Fig. 14. A schem atic diagram  of the equilibrium filament height as the function 
of the  stored magnetic energy in  the detached curren t sheet model (dark). The 
dashed line represents the expected filament trajectory during the catastrophic 
eruption. The curves for the corresponding attached curren t sheet model (light 
shaded) is also sketched for comparison.
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e 2 = A (  s _ )  2  1 [1 +h  S!_]
2 h2 -  s 2 (s + l)2 s  (s +1)
The expansions (4-18) lack the  first order term s because the two ends of the  curren t 
sheet, i.e., points p  and  q, are symmetric to  the  neu tra l point. For small cu rren t sheets, 
s  = s*. and thus
fb = q - p  = 2 (s* -p ) => 2 ( s -p ) , 
where s  is given by Equation (4-6), i.e.,
h(/t + 3) [h- 1)s  = ■
(h+ 1) V(h+ l)2 + 4(h2 -  1) + 4h t
For sm all curren t sheets s  = s* is ju s t  the the position of the  neu tra l point, and the 
approxim ate solution, h  = h  (0j, fo). for small detached cu rren t sheet can  be solved 
from Equations (4-18) by using the  above relations to eliminate p, e, and s. To the  first 
order, the  solution is basically the sam e a s  the Vacuum' solution. Thus, the  behavior 
and  properties of the  sm all cu rren t sheet solution are essentially equivalent to  the 
solutions obtained previously by M artens and  Kuin (1989), and  Priest and Forbes
(1990), who used a  line curren t to represent the  small current sheet.
Although we are  unable to  calculate the  full solution of the  general detached curren t 
sheet analytically, we can  nevertheless get basic ideas about the  overall behavior of the 
solution from  the  expansion and  plot the  full solution schem atically. E quations (4-18) 
indicate th a t the  p resent of the  curren t sheet increases the  total am ount of flux th a t can 
be stored in  the corona (0i > 0io, <Pio > 0) while decreasing the  coronal flux below the 
original x-line (1021 < I <fco I . <ho < 0). Since
ln [(s + p )/(s -p )l > l n [ ( h + s - r ) / ( h - s - f ) l .
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we can  see th a t the effect of the  curren t sheet on 0 2  h i greater th a n  th a t on 0 1 , w hen the 
length of the  cu rren t sheet Is small.
A bout C atastrophe Behavior
Based on the  properties above and our knowledge of the  two special limiting cases of 
the  detached  cu rren t sheet solution, nam ely the  V acuum ’ solution and  the  attached 
c u rren t sheet solution, we are able to determ ine the  general behavior of the  overall 
solution in  the  3-D space (h, 0 1 , 02), as shown in  Figure 15. The th ick  solid curve (in the 
h-0i plane) is the attached  curren t sheet solution obtained by Forbes and  Isenberg
(1991), while the dashed 3-D curve represents the Vacuum* solution . The 3-D surface 
betw een the  two curves is the equilibrium  surface defined by Equations (3-26) and the 
associated  equations. The evolution of the  equilibria depends crucially on the  ra te  of 
the  reconnection in  the  corona. If the  reconnection in  the  corona is prohibited, i.e., xr 
»  xp, th en  the  equilibrium  curve is the  attached  cu rren t sheet solution; on the  other 
hand , if the  reconnection occurs freely in  the  corona, i.e., xr «  ta , th en  no cu rren t sheet 
c an  be formed an d  the equilibrium  curve is the  V acuum ’ solution. U nder the  more 
realistic ordering, xp  »  xr »  ta, a  detached cu rren t sheet is formed and  the 
equilibrium  curve is somewhere betw een the  two limiting cases  d iscussed  above. 
According to  Figure 15 and  Equations (4-7) to (4-10), the location and  the  shape of the 
equilibrium  curve depend on the  filam ent rad ius, r. If the  equilibrium  curve exhibits 
m ultiplicity a t the  critical point, th en  the  filam ent will be ejected upw ards by a 
ca tastroph ic  loss of ideal-MHD equilibrium .
An im portant resu lt obtained by Forbes and  Isenberg (1991) is th a t  the  occurrence of 
the catastroph ic  loss of equilibrium  depends crucially on the  rad iu s  of the  filament. In 
th e ir analysis the  ca tastrophe behavior d isappears w hen the  filam ent rad iu s  exceeds a






Fig. 15. A schem atic diagram  of the  equilibrium  surface defined 
by the  detached cu rren t sheet solution. Point O is bo th  the crit­
ical point and  the  sheet form ation point for the detached cu rren t 
sheet model, while points O' and  F are the  critical point and  the  
sheet form ation point for the  attached  model (Forbes & Isenberg, 
1991), respectively.
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specific value (10-3 tim es the length scale of the  photospheric field). O ther studies of 
CME's ( Dem oulin & Priest, 1988; Anzer & Ballester 1990) have led to sim ilar results.
Since the  attached curren t sheet model by Forbes and Isenberg (1991) represents a 
special limiting case of ou r detached curren t sheet model, we would expect th a t the 
above resu lt Is generally true  for our generalized model. Indeed, by examining Figure 15 
carefully, one can  tell th a t the  catastrophe behavior exists w hen the  filam ent rad ius is 
sufficiently small. In Figure 15, three points O, O' and  F are separated  from each other 
w hen the filament rad ius r  * 0, b u t they approach each other a s  r  -> 0  and become one 
identical point w hen r  = 0. Since catastrophe occurs in  the  attached current sheet case 
for sm all filam ent rad ius, the  continuity  of the  equilibrium  surface ensu res th a t 
catastrophe behavior also occurs in  the detached case, provided th a t the filament 
rad ius is so sm all th a t  the  two equilibrium curves (attached and  detached) are very close 
and  behave similarly. The trajectories of the  filam ent during  the  overall evolution is 
sketched in  Figure 16a in  which the  catastrophe eruption (ideal-MHD jum p) is indicated 
by th ick  dashed  curve. After the catastrophic eruption, the system  undergoes the  third 
stage—a  reconnection jum p  which is a  non-ideal process during which the  curren t sheet 
is dissipated  by fast reconnection an d  m agnetic energy is released as  the  filam ent is 
ejected upw ards to infinity. The tim e scale of the  reconnection ju m p  is com parable to t r 
and  m uch  faster th a n  the  quasi-static tim e scale xp , so th a t during the reconnection 
ju m p  the  to ta l flux (in the  corona) <p\ is constant.
In the  detached cu rren t sheet model, the critical rad ius of the  filament, rc, can  be 
determ ined by investigating the  behavior of the  equilibrium  curve n ea r the critical 
point, O. According to the previous discussion, the equilibrium curve h  = h  (<fo) which 
lies on the <j>\ = 0imax plane of the 3-D (h, <p\, <fe) space can  be determined by solving 
Equations (4-12) and  (3-26b) in  association with Equations (3-2la) and (3-23). W hen the 
filam ent rad iu s r  satisfies r  < rc so th a t catastrophe behavior occurs, the  shape of the
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(a) 0 <r <rc, with catastrophe







(b) r >rc, with no catastrophe
Fig. 16. Schem atic diagram s of 3-D curves projected onto the  h-<p1 plane and 
the  h-<j>2 plane. The curves show the  trajectories of the filam ent during the 
evolution. In (a) the  filament rad ius is sm aller th an  the  critical radius, and a 
catastrophic loss of Ideal-MHD equilibrium  occurs. In (b) the filam ent rad ius 
is g reater th a n  the  critical rad ius for catastrophe, and  only the reconnection 
ju m p  occurs.
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equilibrium curve h  Ifa) looks like an  'S’ (e.g.. Figure 12) In the (h, fai plane, and d fa /d h  
= 0  a t th e  two turn ing  points. The lower turn ing  point Is In fact the  critical point h  = 
he, which Is a  m axim um -value point of the  function fa  (h), while the  upper tu rn ing  
point which is on the unstab le  b ranch  of the  equilibrium  curve Is a  m inim um -value 
point of fa  (h). As the filam ent rad ius Increases, the  two poin ts move closer and 
eventually become one Identical point —the Inflection point—w hen r  = rc. For r  > rc, 
there Is no catastrophe, and d fa /d h  * 0  a t h  = he- Therefore, when r  = rc,
which are the  conditions needed to determ ine the  critical rad iu s of the  filament.
The physical in terpreta tion  of the  specific filam ent rad iu s  required for catastrophe 
behavior is th a t there m u st be enough magnetic energy stored In the  corona to trigger a 
catastrophic loss of ideal-MHD equilibrium. From Equations (4-9) and  (4-10) we see 
th a t  the  to tal reconnected flux <pimax, which corresponds to th e  to tal m agnetic energy 
transferred  from  the  photosphere to  the corona prior to  the  eruption. Increases as  r  
decreases. Thus, from the view th a t the filament cu rren t is generated by photospheric 
reconnection, it is  quite reasonable to  expect the  filament rad iu s  to be less th a n  some 
critical value In order to  m ain tain  catastrophe behavior. In o ther words, the  stored 
m agnetic energy m u st exceeds some critical value, Wc o- This critical value of m agnetic 
energy can  be com puted from Equation (4-14c) by setting r  = rc in  Equations (4-9) and 
(4-16) and  substitu ting them  Into Equation (4-14c), i.e..
dfa/dh  = 0 ,  h  = he. (4-19a)
<Pfa/d& = 0, h =  he. (4-19b)
Wc0 = Wc (r = r j. (4-20)
The energy requirem ent I Wc l > I Wc 0 1 Is equivalent to the rad ius requirem ent r  < rc for 
m aintain ing ca tastrophe behavior. However, if the  critical value of the  filam ent rad ius
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determ ined by condition (4-19) Is too small, th en  the  corresponding field streng th  a t the  
surface of the  filament would be extremely large. For Instance, some 105 G auss field Is 
estim ated to occur a t the  surface of a  filament with the rad ius r  of about 10-3 tim es the 
scale length of photospheric field (Forbes and  Isenberg, 1991), which is no t realistic.
In  general, th e  critical value of the  filament rad ius depends on the photospheric 
background field of a  specific model and  other factors such  a s  the consideration of the 
sta te  of the  filament. Recently, Isenberg, Forbes and Demoulin (1992) have found th a t 
the critical value of the  filament rad ius can  be a s  large as  0 .24  tim es the  length scale of 
the  photospheric field, if a  subm erged dipole is replaced by a  quadrupole for the back­
ground field and  the  filam ent is compressible or force-free instead  of incom pressible. 
Since the  effect of a  cu rren t sheet is to hold the filam ent and  stabilize the equilibrium, 
it is reasonable to  expect the  critical energy required for catastrophe in  the  detached 
curren t sheet case is less th an  th a t in  the attached case, because no current sheet is 
formed before the eruption in detached case. In o ther words, the  critical rad iu s of the 
filam ent in  the  detached cu rren t sheet model should be larger th a n  the  critical rad iu s of 
the filam ent in  the  corresponding attached  case.
Evolution w ithout C atastrophe
An in teresting point w orth considering is how the  evolution of the  system  proceeds 
if no catastrophe occurs. This happens w hen the  filament rad iu s  r  is greater th a n  the 
critical value rc. W ithout catastrophe m eans th a t the  system  never losses ideal-MHD 
equilibrium. Instead, it undergoes a  reconnection jum p  which is a  resistive process (see 
Figure 16b). According to the  previous discussion, the  quasi-static evolution of the  
coronal system  via the  Vacuum ’ equilibrium  curve (lower b ranch  of equilibrium) ends 
a t the  critical point O where the  m agnetohydrostatic equilibrium  becom es unstab le  and  
a  cu rren t sheet s ta r ts  to  develop. The evolution beyond the critical point O is no longer
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quasi-static com pared to  the  reconnection tim e scale, Tr, because it h a s  to  be fast enough 
to allow the  cu rren t sheet to  develop slowly below the  rising filament. The 
corresponding tim e scale for th is  evolution is on the  order of the  reconnection tim e 
scale Tr. W hen the  cu rren t sheet becom es long enough, a  tearing-m ode instability will 
eventually occur and  lead to  a  relatively slow eruption.
The evolution w ithout catastrophe behavior generally suggests th a t  the  system  can  
not acquire enough energy for the catastrophe eruption before it reaches the  critical 
point where the  m agnetohydrostatic equilibrium  becom es unstab le . This m ay be 
because the filament rad iu s exceeds the  critical value and  the  photospheric background 
field is relatively weak. After the  form ation of the cu rren t sheet, a  relatively slow 
(compared w ith th e  eruption  caused  by loss of ideal-MHD equilibrium) eruption m ay be 
triggered by the  tearing mode instability developed in  the cu rren t sheet w hen the  length 
of the  sheet reaches certain  value (Priest, 1982a). This implies th a t  a  huge filam ent in  a 
relatively w eak field environm ent m ay erup t a t certain  height. E rup tions of quiescent 
prom inences m ight be exam ples of th is  type of eruption (Isenberg, Forbes & Demoulin, 
1992). O ther possible examples are those therm al flare with no impulsive phase.
S um m ary
A detached cu rren t sheet model for eruptive flares, CME’s  and  prom inence ejections 
h a s  been  developed based  on the  assum ption of three characteristic tim e scales, 
namely, Tp, for convective m otions in  the  photosphere, r r, for reconnection in  the 
corona, an d  Ta for Alfven wave propagation in  the  corona. The analysis m akes the 
assum ption  th a t rp  »  r r »  ta. The model is an  MHD version of the  circuit model first 
proposed by Van Tend and  K uperus (1978) for erupting prominences. By allowing 
reconnection in  the  corona, we have generalized the  attached  cu rren t sheet model of 
Forbes and Isenberg (1991), and  solved the vector potential problem  for a  flux rope in  a
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field configuration which contains a  detached cu rren t sheet an d  which satisfies the 
line-lied boundary  condition In the  photosphere.
In th is  new  model a  cu rren t sheet s ta r ts  to develop w hen the  m agnetohydrostatlc 
equilibrium  of the system  becom es unstable. The m agnetohydrostatlc equilibrium  is 
m aintained by th e  balance betw een the  m agnetic com pression and  tension  forces acting 
on th e  filament. W ork done by the  convective m otions In the  photosphere Increases the 
to ta l m agnetic energy of the  system  by transferring m agnetic flux from the  photosphere 
to the  corona. As th is  process proceeds, the  filam ent Is driven upw ards quasi-statically 
un til th e  equilibrium  is suddenly lost.
An Im portant resu lt based  on the  ordering of three characteristic  tim e scales in  our 
m odel is th a t the  critical point in  the  evolution of the  system  equilibrium  is ju s t  the 
critical point of the  Vacuum ' equilibrium  evolution In which no  cu rren t sheet forms. 
Unlike Forbes and  Isenberg (1991), we have assum ed th a t m agnetic reconnection In the 
corona Is m uch  faster th a n  the  convective m otion In the  photosphere so th a t no curren t 
c an  be formed or susta ined  before the system  reaches the critical point. This allows u s  
to s tudy  the  preflare phase  of an  eruptive flare. The preflare phase in  our model is 
identified w ith the  period starting  w hen the  x-type n eu tra l point appears a t the  
photospheric boundary and  ending w hen the  system  reaches the  critical point.
The critical point of the  system  moves tow ards the  point a t  w hich the  neu tra l point 
appears a t the  photospheric boundary w hen filament rad iu s r  approaches zero, and  the 
two points become identical w hen r  = 0. Therefore, a s  r  -» 0, the  asymptotic solution of 
the detached curren t sheet will be the  sam e a s  th a t of the attached case obtained by 
Forbes and  Isenberg (1991) because the lower end of the curren t sheet approaches the 
photospheric boundary as  r  -> 0.
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Unlike any previous analyses, ou r analysis here d istinguishes betw een equilibrium  
losses due to  ideal-MHD processes and those due to  non-ideal MHD (i.e., reconnection) 
processes. W hen filament rad ius is less th a n  certain  critical value, a n  eruption  occurs 
due to  catastrophic loss of ideal-MHD equilibrium, and the  cu rren t sheet lengthens 
rapidly during the  eruption. This curren t sheet is destroyed in  the  successive non-ideal- 
MHD process called the reconnection Jum p which occurs after th e  eruption. If the  
filam ent rad iu s  is greater th a n  the critical value, no catastrophe occurs. However, in  
the la te r case, a  cu rren t sheet still forms due to the loss of m agnetohydrostatic 
equilibrium , and  a  relatively slow non-ideal eruption occurs. If filam ent rad iu s  is less 
th an  the  critical value, the  system  evolves through three stages, i.e., th e  quasi-static  
evolution, the  catastrophic eruption, and  the reconnection Jum p. On the  o ther hand , if 
filam ent rad iu s is g reater th a n  the  critical value, then  the  system  evolves through two 
stages only, nam ely th e  quasi-static  evolution and  the  reconnection jum p.
The critical value of the  filam ent rad ius corresponds to the  critical value of stored 
m agnetic energy in  the  corona before the  system  reaches the critical point. The above 
discussion indicates th a t if the  stored energy is greater th a n  the  critical value before the 
eruption, th en  an  ideal-MHD ju m p  occurs and  the  flare eruption is associated with an  
impulsive phase. However, if the system  can  not acquire enough energy (exceeding the 
critical value) before it reaches the  critical point, the  corresponding flare lacks an  
impulsive phase.
Considering th a t the  effect of a  cu rren t sheet is to hold the  filam ent and  stabilize the 
equilibrium , the  critical value of the  energy required for an  impulsive phase  to  occur in  
the detached current sheet case is less th an  th a t in  the attached case, because in  the 
detached case no curren t sheet is formed before the eruption. In  o ther words, the  
critical rad iu s of the  filament in  th e  detached cu rren t sheet m odel is larger th a n  the  
critical rad iu s  of the  filam ent in the corresponding attached  model.
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The eruptions caused  by catastrophic loss of ideal-MHD equilibrium  correspond to 
the  impulsive phase a t the s ta r t of the  eruptive flare phenom enon. The fraction of the 
to tal stored m agnetic energy released during the eruption will be liberated w ithin a  few 
Alfven tim e scales. The rem aining fraction of the  energy will be released by m agnetic 
reconnection during the  gradual phase. Such reconnection m ight be nearly a s  fast as 
the  Alfven time scale (see Forbes, 1990), b u t here we have assum ed th a t th is  is not the 
case.
PART TWO




It h a s  long been  recognized th a t m agnetic reconnection plays a  very im portant role 
in so lar flare phenom ena (Giovanelli, 1947; Sweet, 1958; Parker, 1963; Petschek, 1964; 
Sonnerup, 1979; 1984; Priest, 1984; 1985b), and  magnetic reconnection h as  been used to 
explain the observed energy release in  solar flares and  the  form ation of the flare loops 
(Parker, 1984; M alherbe, Forbes, and  Priest, 1984; Forbes, 1986; Priest and  Forbes, 
1986; Low and  Wolfson, 1988; Forbes, M alherbe, and  Priest, 1989). Solar flare loops, 
with their tem perature ranging from 104 to 3 x  107 K, are unusually  dense compared 
with the  surrounding corona (Lin, Lin, and  Kane, 1985; W ithbroe, 1978; Zirin, 1986; 
Heinzel and  Karlick'y, 1987), and  they  are long-lived features which m ay persist for 10 
hours or more. An enorm ous am ount of m aterial—greater th a n  the  m ass  of the entire 
corona—flows through  the  flare loops system  during its  lifetime (Kleczek, 1964; Kopp 
and  Pneum an, 1976). Thus, the  evolution of the  flare loops involves not only 
reconnection, b u t also th e  additional processes of chrom ospheric ablation and  therm al 
condensation (Sturrock, 1972; Hirayama, 1974; Ohld, 1975; Schm ieder et aL, 1987; 
Forbes and  Malherbe, 1986a; 1986b).
Slow-Mode Shocks an d  Isotherm al Subshocks
MHD slow-mode shocks, which were first in troduced in  reconnection theory by 
Petschek in  1964, are th e  key link  betw een m agnetic reconnection and  chrom ospheric 
ablation (see, e.g., Cargill and  Priest, 1982). To see why th is  is so, consider Figure 17 












Fig. 17. Expected flow pattern  in  the  reconnection model of flare loops. 
Chrom ospheric ablation is continually driven by h ea t released from 
m agnetic field annihilation. As field lines (dashed lines) are reconnect­
ed, the  loops grow in  size, and  the ribbons propagate outw ard, away 
from the  axis of sysm m etry (after Forbes e t aL, 1989).
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Forbes et a l ,  (1989). According to th is  model reconnection occurs a t a  coronal x-line 
which lies a t the Intersection of two pairs of slow-mode shocks. These shocks convert 
m agnetic energy Into bu lk  flow kinetic energy and  heat. Due to  the  strong therm al 
conduction along th e  field lines, the  slow shocks dissociate Into isotherm al subshocks 
an d  foreshocks (therm al conduction fronts) (Forbes and  M alherbe, 1986b), b u t  the jum p 
conditions across the  to ta l shock transition , from upstream  of the  foreshock to 
dow nstream  of the  subshock, are given by th e  u su a l slow m ode ju m p  conditions. The 
foreshocks and  the  subshocks annihilate the m agnetic field in  the  p lasm a flowing 
th rough  them , and  the  therm al energy released in  the  annihilation is spread  out all 
along the  field lines. Consequently the heat is conducted from th e  corona to the 
chrom osphere and  leads to  extensive heating and  ablation of chrom ospheric plasm a, 
creating and  susta in ing  the hot x-ray loops.
The th ickness of th e  to tal shock  transition  is of the order of the  scale-size of the 
loops. Therefore, the  to tal transition  can  no longer be considered strictly a s  a  shock 
since its  th ickness is no t sm all com pared to its  extension in  th e  o ther dim ensions. 
However, the  subshocks still exist a s  proper shocks, although strictly speaking they 
should no longer be thought of a s  subshocks.
Form ation of Flare Loons
The plasm a which crosses the  subshocks form s a  pair of reconnection je ts  which 
are directed tow ards and  away from the photosphere. Unlike the  upw ard je t, the 
downward je t  forms on field lines which are connected to the chrom osphere. 
Consequently, evaporation Injects dense chrom ospheric p lasm a into th e  lower je t  b u t 
not into the  upper one. Because the downward je t  Is superm agnetosonic with respect to 
the  fast-m ode wave speed, it term inates a t a  fast shock (term ination shock) below 
which is a  region of deflected flow, forming a  deflection sheath  (see Forbes, 1986). As
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reconnection proceeds, the  x-line moves upward, and  field lines on which th e  ablated 
p lasm a Is flowing move through  the  term ination shock  and  becom e disconnected from 
th e  subshocks. Once the  field lines are disconnected, the  p lasm a on them  Is no longer 
heated , an d  It Immediately begins to cool. During the  cooling, a  therm al instability  is 
triggered an d  the  p lasm a tem perature drops below the  corona tem perature. This cool 
p lasm a form s the  visible H a loop prom inence where the  cool p lasm a flows, or falls, 
down the  legs of the  loops and  re tu rn s  to the  chromosphere.
Brief Overview
In the  past 25 years, studies of the structure , the stability and  the  propagation of 
slow-mode shocks In different aspects (Kantrowltz and Petschek, 1966; Coroniti, 1970; 
Bel and  L.-Mlcoulant, 1973; Rosenau, 1978; Swift, 1983; Feldm an etaL,  1984; 1985; 
1987; H ada and  Kennel, 1985; W inske, Stover, and  Gary, 1985; Edm iston and  Kennel, 
1986; Kennel, 1987; 1988; Richter, 1988) have built up  a  considerable knowledge base 
abou t slow shocks. However, very little work h as  yet been done on  the  radiative slow 
shocks involved In the  evolution of so lar flares.
The s truc tu re  of slow shocks becom es m uch more com plicated w hen rad iation  and 
therm al conduction are both  tak en  Into consideration. The large density of the  flare 
loops m akes radiative cooling a  significant factor in  the energy equilibrium. The effect 
of rad iation  on  shock wave behavior In fluid dynam ics h a s  long been studied. One of 
the  first s tud ies on radiative fluid dynamic shocks was done by M arshak (1958). And 
some a u th o rs  have studied radiative shocks in  connection w ith th e  evolution of 
supernova rem nants (Cox and Tucker, 1969; Cox, 1972a; 1972b; Chevalier, 1974; 
Chevalier and  Theys, 1975). An analysis of radiative shocks m u s t necessarily include 
coronal heating  to  reflect the  radiative coupling with the  su rround ing  coronal
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environm ent. Accordingly, w hen talking abou t radiative cooling, we consider both 
radiative cooling and  coronal heating as a  un ited  process un less  otherwise specified.
The purpose of th is  part of the thesis is to  present a  theoretical analysis on the 
s truc tu re  of radiative slow shocks. In  addition to the  foreshock and the  subshock  there 
is a  radiative cooling region dow nstream  of the  subshock. The p lasm a flowing through 
th is  region rad iates the  excess heat generated during its passage through the  shock. 
Some radiative loss also occurs in  the  foreshock region, b u t in  general the  dom inant 
radiative loss occurs in  th e  dow nstream  region.
It should  be kept in  m ind th a t the  very concept of a  sim ple p lanar shock transition  
is no t directly applicable to  flare loops, since in  flare loops the  foreshock region 
extends all th e  way from the  reconnection site to th e  chrom osphere. This distance is on 
the  order of the  size of the  loops, hence the  total shock transition  cannot be considered 
planar. The actual problem  of the s tructu re  of th e  flare loops is more complicated th an  
the  problem  of p lan ar shocks. Furtherm ore, in  flare loops ablation of chrom ospheric 
p lasm a by the  conduction electrons and energetic particles is a  dom inant factor in  the 
form ation of th e  loops. By ignoring th is  ablation process in  th is  p ' ~>er and  assum ing 
shocks to  be p lanar, th is  analysis of radiative slow-mode shocks represen ts only a first 
step  in  m odeling the  actual s truc tu re  of flare loops.
For purposes of com parison and  illustration, the  s tru c tu re  of radiative gas dynamic 
shocks in  a  therm ally conducting m edium  will be  first considered. Following th is, the 
s tru c tu re  of MHD switch-off shocks where the  com ponent of m agnetic field tangential 
to  the  shock is annihilated  completely, will be th en  determ ined . Switch-off shocks are 
very good approxim ations to  the type of slow shocks th a t are  likely to exist when 
reconnection occurs in the  corona (Petschek, 1964).
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In C hapter 6  th a t follows, the MHD equations given in  Chap. 2 will be specified in  
the  ‘shock-rest’ frame, and  the s tructu re  will be considered a s  a  steady-state one in  th is 
frame. The corresponding boundary conditions will be determ ined according to the 
energy equilibrium  between coronal heating and  radiative cooling. In  C hapter 7 an  
analytic solution of shock struc tu re  will be derived by m eans of the boundary layer 
analysis  for the  specific case of gas dynamics with the strong therm al conduction b u t 
negligible radiative cooling. For the  case in  which radiation is significant, th e  effect of 
the  cooling on th e  equilibrium  in the  dow nstream  region of isotherm al subshock  will 
be discussed. C hapter 8  d iscusses the MHD jum p  relations for the total shock transition  
as  well a s  the  isotherm al subshock, including some details abou t switch-off shocks. 
T hen bo th  analytical and  num erical effort will be concentrated  on radiative switch-off 
shocks to  determ ine the effects of radiative cooling on the shock  structu re , finally the 
principal re su lts  will be sum m arized.
CHAPTER 6
GOVERNING EQUATIONS FOR MHD SHOCKS
Steady-state Equations In Shock-Rest Fram e
The fundam ental MHD equations used  here are the sam e equations given In Chap. 2. 
Consider the sta tionary  m ovem ent of a  plane shock propagating along the  positive x  
direction a t a  speed VQ. Two coordinate system s are adopted: the  laboratory fram e in 
which the  fluid upstream  of the  shock is  a t rest, while the  shock wave propagates 
through  it; and  a  shock-rest fram e in  which the  shock s tays a t  rest while the  fluid flows 
through it a t the  velocity -V0, a s  shown in  Figure 18.
The shock-rest fram e is related to the  lab. frame by transform ation z  = x - V Qt . 
Accordingly, in  the  shock-rest frame, the  com ponent MHD equations are:
P = p R T , (6 - la)
dB Jd z  = 0, (6 - lb)
d[pVjj/dz = 0, (6 -lc)
diy*By + VyBx + n (dBy/dz )l/dz = 0, (6 - Id)
d[P+ By2/2 p  + pVx2 + (4pv/3)(dV dz)]/dz = 0, (6 -le)
d(pVxVy + BjBy/p + pv(dVy/dz  )]/dz = 0, (6-1J]
yPdVJdz+  V tdP/dz + (y- l)(d(KdT/d2 ) / d z - p 2 Q(7 ) + pHc
+ TfdBy/Az9/p+ p^4(dV^/dz)2/3 + (dVy/dz)2)} = 0, {6-1 g)
Downstream i sh o c k  i Upstream
^
Fig. 18. Schem atic diagram  of the  slow shock geometry in  the  shock-rest 
frame. The upsteam  and dow nstream  param eters are labeled by subscrip ts 
1  and  2 , repectively
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where P, p, T, y, R, and  p  denote the pressure, the density, the tem perature, the  ratio of 
specific heats , the  gas constan t, and  the  m agnetic perm eability, respectively. The 
quantities B ^V Jand  B y(Vy) are the  norm al and  the  tangential com ponents of m agnetic 
field (velocity), and  Vx = VQ -  v, where v  is the  perturbed  fluid velocity (in the  lab frame) 
norm al to  the  shock. The dissipation coefficients are the  m agnetic diffussivity 7 7 , the 
k inem atic viscosity v, an d  th e  therm al conduction k . The optically th in  radiative 
cooling is  characterized by cooling function p^Q[T), while coronal heating is 
characterized by the  heating function pHc , where Hc is  a  constan t. In  reality Hc is not
constan t b u t is instead  an  unknow n function of the  m agnetic field an d  possibly of the 
plasm a variables. On the  absence of any theory of coronal heating, we follow the 
generally accepted procedure of assum ing Hc as  a  constant.
Physical C onsiderations and  A ssum ptions
In an  ideal fluid shocks are discontinuities, since v, 7 7 , and  k  vanish. However, for a 
real fluid w ith finite d issipation coefficients, shocks are  tran s itio n  layers in  which 
dissipation effects are balanced  by non linear effects. The "thickness" of the  transition  
layer is m easured  by the  scale length of the  corresponding dissipation.
To em phasize the  effect of radiative cooling, th e  d issipation coefficients 7 7 , v, and  k  
are trea ted  as  constan ts  th roughout the  following sections. It will be also assum ed th a t 
the  scale lengths of viscosity' Ly, an d  resistivity, Ljj, are com parable b u t m uch  sm aller 
th a n  therm al conduction scale length, LK.
The radiative cooling function Q(T) tak es  form of X T a, where X and  a  are piecewise 
constan ts  (Cox a n d  Tucker, 1969: Priest, 1982a). For sim plicity we will consider two 
simple approxim ations: First, a  single value of a, i. e., a =  2, therefore I  is a  constan t 
for all tem perature: and  second, two values of a, i. e., a  = 2 for T< Tc and  a  = - 1 /2  for
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T> Ta  w ith corresponding constan ts  X for each a  value. The tem peratu re  Tc is defined 
as  the critical tem perature a t which Q{T) reaches a  m aximum. Figure 19 shows an  
analytic fit of radiative cooling function Q{T) by Rosner e t al. (1978) a s  well a s  ou r two- 
value a  fit.
B oundary Condition
The occurrence of slow shocks requires V0  > c sLi’ where C sli Is slow-mode wave 
speed given by the  sm aller value of
For Isotherm al subshocks, the  condition Is Vx^<  C sLd (Coroniti, 1970), where C sLdis 
the  dow nstream  isotherm al slow-mode wave speed given by the  sm aller value of
here Cs , C s  and  q> denote the Alfven speed, the  sound speed, the isotherm al sound 
speed and  field direction, respectively. The upstream  (downstream  edge of subshock) 
param eters are labeled by subscrip t 1(d). Coronltl’s  condition Indicates th a t an  
isotherm al subshock  occurs w hen the  to tal shock strength  exceeds the  critical value so 
th a t  th e  d issipation of therm al conduction can  no longer balance the nonlinear effect 
of the  strong shock, hence additional dissipations, such  as  viscosity, have to be 
Introduced.
sli ^ a \ + Csi ±[(cA2! + C5 1 ) -  4  Ca i C jicos (jOi] 2}
(6-2a)
(6 - 2  b)
It is usually  assum ed th a t the m otion of fluid outside the  to ta l transition  layer is 
uniform and steady (viewed in  the shock-rest frame). Hence d /d z  = 0  except within the 
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Fig. 19. The optically th in  radiative loss function g(7) for the solar atm osphere. The solid 





cooling be balanced by coronal heating outside the  to tal tran sition  layer. The outer 
boundary  conditions (OBC's), i. e., the  equilibrium  conditions, are expressed 
accordingly as
p^Od) - pHc ->0, as z -> o o o rz -» -° ° , (6-3a)
d /d z -> 0 , asz-»°°orz-»-o<>, (6-3b)
asz-> oo , (6-3c)
A -^A ^ , a s z - > - ° ° ,  (6-3d)
w here A  denotes a n  arbitrary  physical param eter (see Figure 18).
The OBC's above are often given as  general BC's of the  MHD Rankine-Hugoniot (R-H) 
relations, w hen all the  transitions are confined w ithin the  to ta l shock layer. However, 
th is  is no t the  case w hen radiative cooling in  the dow nstream  region of the  subshock  is 
considered. E quation (6-3a) describes the  equilibrium  requirem ent in  the far 
dow nstream  region, which, in general, is no t satisfied by the  MHD R-H relations. 
According to Kennel (1987), an  isotherm al viscous subshock  occurs a t the dow nstream  
edge of the  to ta l shock transition. Therefore, the  MHD ju m p  relations specify the 
param eters a t the  downstream  edge of the subshock  ra the r th a n  in  the  region far 
dow nstream  of the  radiative cooling region. So the  region im m ediately dow nstream  of 
the  subshock  is no longer uniform. Instead, in  the  radiative cooling region in  which the 
variation of physical param eters is m ainly due to  the  effect of radiation, the  flow is 
nonuniform  and  th u s  d /d z  * 0  a t the downstream  edge of the shock transition. The 
to ta l tran sition  is no longer the  sam e a s  the  to ta l shock tran sition  since th e  total 
tran sitio n  now consists of the  shock  transition  and  the  radiative cooling region. T hus 
the  inner boundary conditions (IBC's) of the radiative slow shocks are  defined a s  those 
MHD ju m p  relations for the total shock including the subshock  transition . The IBC's
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m ay also include the  non-zero derivatives of the  physical param eters a t bo th  upstream  
and  dow nstream  edges of the  subshocks, if necessary.
CHAPTER 7
RADIATIVE GAS DYNAMIC SHOCKS
Before considering the  slow-mode radiative shocks, we first review the  sim pler case 
of radiative shocks w ithout m agnetic field. This review is necessary  because the  
stru c tu re  of radiative gas shocks h a s  been little discussed in  space physics literature. 
Almost all w ork on radiative gas dynamic shocks h as  been  done in  connection with 
in terste llar b last waves created by supem ovae (see Chevalier and  Theys, 1975).
Basic E quations and  Boundary Conditions 
The elim ination of the  m agnetic field simplifies Equations (6-1) to
P = pRT, (7-la)
d(pV)/dz = 0, (7-lb)
d[P + p V 2 + (4pv/3)(dV/dz )]/dz = 0, (7-1 c)
yp d E  +  y i J P  +  [y- i )  L d _ ( x d T )  - p 20 f l )  +pHc+£p v / d V f l  =  0
dz dz Ldzv d z ' 3 vdz/J
The OBC's are given by Equations (6-3), i.e., d /d z  -> 0  as z « o r z  - 4  - « , s o  that
IpQiD -  Hd 11 = Ipg(T) -  Hd 12. (7-2a)
the IBC’s  are derived by integrating Equations (7-lb)-(7-lcfl ),
(7-1 d)
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Y  _ yM\ + 1  + 7  V  (Mi2 - 1 ) 2  + A 
y+ 1 (7-2 c)
Xg = X rig-  1, (7-2d)
where Mj Is the upstream  Mach num ber, Vb = Vi, and
Vg = (Pi + PlVoVpiVo2 = 1 + 1/tM ,2. (7-3a)
A = 2(y+ l)Mi4 J, (7-3b)
(7-3c)
The quantities X  and  V represent the total shock jum p, and  X s  gives the subshock jum p:
Vl _ Pd y _  Pd v  — Vs — Pd _ Pd
Vd p i' P i ’ Vd Ps Ps .
Thus, Coronlti's condition becom es X s > 1.
The above OBC's and  IBC's Imply th a t radiative cooling affects the  shock structu re  
In two ways. F irst, a s  a n  Integral effect, radiative cooling changes th e  ju m p  conditions 
for shocks and  subshocks since the  ordinary ju m p  relations are  replaced by Equations 
(7-2) and  (7-3). Second, radiative cooling creates a  radiative region attached  at the 
dow nstream  edge of the  isotherm al subshock. The extent of the  first effect depends on 
the th ickness of the shock because if the  shock Is very th in , the  radiative loss w ithin 
the shock is negligible. Figure 20  shows a  schem atic plot of the  shock geometry. The 
th icknesses of the shock and the subshock  are determ ined by therm al and  viscous scale 












downstream cool, region ^  foreshock upstream
total transition layer
f?K........................
Fig. 20. A schem atic diagram  for gasdynam ic shock structu re: (a) the  density curve: 
(b) different regions of shock structu re . Subscripts d  and  s  denote the downstream  
and  upstream  edges of subshock, respectively.
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upstream  of total shock transition—[1]; foreshock—[PI;
upstream edge of subshock—[s]; downstream edge of subshock—[d);
radiative cooling region—[Cj; far downstream of shock—[2],
In th is  thesis the subshock  Is assum ed to be very th in  com pared to all o ther scale 
lengths, or equivalently, v = 0  (t; = 0  Is also expected because v -  tj is assumed). Thus the 
radiative energy loss w ithin the  subshock  Is negligible. By con trast, the foreshock Is 
assum ed  to be very thick, so th a t  the radiative loss In the  foreshock Is no t negligible.
Therm al C onduction Alone
W hen the  effect of radiative cooling is negligible, the ou ter and  inner boundary 
conditions reduce to the ordinary BC's for gas dynamic shocks because region C 
vanishes. That is, If A  denotes a n  arbitrary param eter, then  Aj = A*,, Ad = A<i = A.,*,, 
(dA/dz) 11  = (dA/dz) I d = 0, and
Y _ (y+ l)M !2
( y - l ) M i 2 + 2 i (7 _4a)
y  = 2 y M f - i y - V
7 + 1  , (7-4 b)
Xg = X rig-  1, (7-4c)
The condition X s > I leads to Mi2  > Mc2, where Mc is the critical Mach num ber 
defined by
= ( 7 ' 5 )
Integrating Equations (7-lb) and  (7-lc) and  substitu ting  the  resu lts  Into Equations 
(7-led and (7-1 cQ gives
P = PiVb/(Vb-1). (7-6a)
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P  =  P i +  P \V qV+  (4pv/3)(du/dz), (7-6 b)
T = Tx + (1/P) WVo- Pi/(piVb) -  ul + (4v/3)(du/dz)}, 
[7 P1  -  pi Vo2  + (y+ llpiVoul-d^ = PiVov-du + (y - l)ic-dZ]
dz dz 3 dz dz , (7-6 d)
(7-6c)
where v = Vo -  V. One equation for o(z) can be draw n from equations (7-6), and once th is 
equation Is solved, the  corresponding shock s tructu re  Is obtained.
A nalytical Solu tion
The well known solution of Burger’s equation (Whltham, 1974) gives the shock 
structu re  for weak shocks (i.e., AV «  Vq ) with no subshock present (see Appendix B)
where Vd Is the downstream  fluid velocity, Csi Is the upstream  sound  speed, AV = Vo -  
Vd,
and  cp  Is the specific heat a t constan t pressure.
To derive the  shock struc tu re  for strong shocks with Isotherm al subshocks, we treat 
the  subshock  a s  a boundary  layer. In which the derivatives of th e  physical param eters 
become very large. Therefore Equations (7-6) can  be solved approxim ately by m eans of 
the  boundary  layer analysis.
If the subshock is located a t z  = 0, a  boundary layer with a  th ickness proportional 
to Ly appears in  the  vicinity of z = 0. The approxim ate solution for the velocity is
v = Vo-Vd
1 + exp [(V02-  Cs\)z/(5/cVo)] > (7-7)
$k = (7- lk/tpiCp),
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v = __________ (Vp- Vs) (Vq- Vd)__________  , Vs-Vci
Vo -  Vs + (Vs- Vd)exp l(v02-  Cs?)z/(5tfVo)] 1 + exp[(Vs -  Vd)z/5v  > (7_8)
where Vs Is the fluid velocity a t upstream  edge of the subshock, Sv = 4v/3.
the  quantities SK and <5V (5y /S K = o(e), here e is  the  param eter of smallness) give the 
m easure  of therm al scale length LK and viscous scale length Ly, respectively (for detailed 
derivation see Appendix B).
N um erical C alculation
The boundary  layer analysis only gives an  approxim ate solution, so in  order to 
know how good the  approxim ation is, we calculated a  num erical solution using a Runge 
K utta algorithm  (see notes in  Appendix D).
Equation (7-6d) is first integrated to read
I ± ± v ( V 0- V d-v) = 4 v dV +iZ z I ) £ d T  
2 3 dz pi Vo d z . (7-9)
Next Equations (7-9) and  (7-6c) are combined, rearranged, an d  normalized to  obtain
d £  = Z ! y v 2 + 7 h v - T
d£ 2 Mi
t_  + vL - v ( i  L




T = ——— , V = - 2 - ,  |= - ^ - ,  Rlhd = . Lk = 7 y . , 2 ^ = 4 ^
T i C si Lie Lv piVoCp 3  Vo
Equations (7-10) represent a two-dimensional autonom ous system  which h a s  two 
critical points, nam ely point A a t (V, T) = (0,0), and point B at (V, T) = (Vd, Ta), as  shown 
in Figure 21. The two points, A and B, correspond to the  upstream  and downstream
TA
Fig. 21. Schematic diagram of the solution to system  (7-10). Two critical points A and 
B are corresponding to  the upstream  and  downstream  of the standard  R-H jum p  rela­
tions. Thus, the curve connecting A and B gives the solution satisfying the  boundary 
conditions th a t the  upstream  and downstream  regions are uniform.
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values of the  shock transition , and  the curve connecting these  points gives the  standard  
Rankine-H ugoniot jum p  conditions for uniform  upstream  an d  dow nstream  conditions. 
The o ther curves are for transitions with non-uniform  upstream  and  dow nstream  
conditions.
The behavior of th e  solution to Equation (7-10) n ea r these two critical points can  be 
studied by the  critical-point analysis  (see Bender and  Orszag, 1978, and  Appendix C). 
Critical-point analysis indicates th a t point A, a t (0, 0), is a  stable node while point B, at 
(Vd, Td), is a  saddle point. Because of the  behavior of system  n ea r the two critical points, 
it is better to s ta rt a t the shock, i.e., (Vd, Td), and integrate tow ards the upstream  region 
w hen solving Equations (7-10) num erically. The jum p  conditions for the shock and 
subshock  now serve as  initial conditions for the num erical calculation. To avoid using 
the  infinity as  a  boundary  condition in  the  calculation, the  T(V) curve is calculated 
first. Then, by setting the subshock location to £ = 0 and choosing V(0) and T(0) from 
T(V), all o ther curves depending on |c a n  be integrated from the  subshock  towards the 
upstream  and downstream  regions, respectively. Figures 22 and  23 compare the 
num erical resu lts  w ith the  analytical resu lts  from the boundary  layer approxim ation.
The good agreem ent betw een the  analytic and  num erical solu tions indicates th a t 
the boundary  layer analysis is effective in  dealing w ith th e  detailed s tru c tu re  of both 
the  subshock  and  the  foreshock. Figure 23 shows th a t the num erical and  analytic 
solution tends to be identical in the limit Rlhd -* °°-
R adiation Alone
To clarify the effect of radiative cooling, we first consider th e  simple case in  which 
therm al conduction is zero. The total shock transition  reduces to  a  discontinuity  when
2.0
Q.













0.75 0.95 1.15 1.35
Z  V
Fig. 22. Comparison of solutions for the radiative gasdynamic shock . From (a) to (c) are the pressure Hz), the 
density pfe), and the velocity d (z ) ,  respectively. Fig. (d) shows TW). Solid curves represent solutions by boundary 
layer analysis, dashed curves are num erical solutions. The un its of T, P, V, p, v (=V0  -V) are T ,, P ,, V0, pr  and 
Vo, respectively, and the upstream  condition is M , = 1.38.
1.2
Fig. 23. Com parison of the  analytic solution (solid) to  th e  num erical solution 
(dashed). The param eters are the  sam e as  those in  Fig. 22, except for Rulo, 
the  ratio  of the  therm al scale length to viscous scale length. As Rum becomes 
larger and  larger, the  two solutions become m ore identical.
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k  = 0, and  the  ju m p  conditions are those of a n  ordinary gas dynamic shock. The 
solution for region C is easily found by substitu ting v= 0  and  k  = 0  into (4), th a t is
V = uV v  (7-1 la)
p  = Pi/u, (7-1 lb)
P=PlVo 2 ( % - u ) .  (7-11c)
T= V 02(Jlg - u ) u /R ,  (7-11 d)
where u(z) is the  normalized gas velocity satisfying
I T ig -  (7+ l)u ]d u /d z  = (y- 1) p [pgm  -  H c l/^ V b 3), (7-12)
with Q(7) = and d /dz-^O  (a s z -^ -° ° ) ,  i. e . ,
Hc= piQ(Ti) = P2&T2) (7-13)
The m atter we are m ost concerned about is w hether or no t the  above equations lead 
to a  physically realistic solution. Let's first look a t  the  case a  = 2 .
Substitu ting a=  2 into Equation (7-13) produces a cubic equation for u, namely,
[ u ( 7/ g - u ) 2 ]l2  = ( l ) 2. (7-14)
It has three roots ( u+ > 1^  > u _ ):
H,= l.
and
u±=[277g - l  + (4 7 jfl- 3 ) 1 / 2 ] / 2 .
The quantity  Uq represents the  trivial solution of no shock a t  all because it gives a  
dow nstream  velocity which is the sam e as  the  upstream  velocity. The solution u+ gives
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an  unphysical solution because it leads to  a  negative value for the  dow nstream  pressure. 
T hus the  only choice for a  physical solution is
u 2  = u_ = [ 2t]g -  1 -  (4i)g-3) 1 /2]/2. (7-15)
Equation (7-12) can  th en  be normalized and  rew ritten as  a n  autonom ous system,
i.e.,
du _ 7 -1  ( u - 1 ) (u—U2 ) (u-Uf)
df r  u yJ7fl- ( y + l ) u  # (7 -16)
where %r = z  pi0(Ti)/[Vo3( ^  — 1) 2]. Critical-point analysis shows th a t u = U2  is a  stable 
node of the  system  (7-16). This m eans th a t the combined effect of radiative cooling and 
wave heating is to  drive the  system  tow ards therm al equilibrium  in  the dow nstream  
region w hen a  = 2. This conclusion can be generalized fu rther to all a  satisfying
a  > = ob,
* l g - 2 u *  (7-17)
where 1<  aQ< and u* represents the expected solution of Equation (7-13). For the 
other values of a  , the  effect of radiative cooling is to drive the  system  away from 
equilibrium, and  th u s  the  system  is therm ally unstable. In o ther words, the  plasm a 
flow will approach  equilibrium  in  th e  dow nstream  region only w hen condition (7-17) is 
satisfied, otherwise no proper equilibrium  can  be reached.
The cooling function 0(7) in  the  tem perature range appropriate for the  corona and 
flare loops (104  -  3  x  107  K ) m ay be roughly modeled as (see Priest, 1982a):
( 9<m = %<T2, T < Tc
o m = {
\ 0>(7) = X > T 'V2, T > T C (7_18)
where X> = 10~31-5,X < = 10~44, and Tc = 10 5  K. Figure 19 shows schematically th is two- 
value a  fit. The velocity u*., corresponding to  Tc, is
U c = £ [  Vg - V T]g2 - 4 T C/ ( V 02/R)\ .
(7-19)
Since we wish to apply ou r resu lts  to flare loops we will assum e th a t the upstream  
tem perature  corresponds to  th a t of the  chrom osphere (2 x  104  K) ra the r th a n  the corona 
(106  K). Hence, In the upstream  region we set a  = 2, and J^. = PxfiCTj) = pj X< T±2.
According to  th e  previous d iscussion and  condition (7-17), th e  equilibrium  In the 
dow nstream  region is approached only w hen a  = 2 (1. e., T <  TJ. T hus the cooling in
region C is governed by
du  _ 7 -1  (u ~ 1) (u -  U2 ) (u -  u +)
d |R "  u  7 V g -(r+ Du
u < uc
y -1du  _ _____________
d | R ulyT}g - ly+l)u ]
(Tc R /V q ) 5 / 2
U3/2(7Jg-u)1/2
- ( % “ I )1 U > Uc
(7-20o)
(7-20b)
Radiation and  Therm al Conduction Com bined
The differential equation for the  velocity u  in  a  radiative gas dynam ic shock with 
therm al conduction as  derived from  E quations (7-1) Is
lyng -  (y+ l)u  ld u /d | = Dr c -  dQg/dl;, (7 -2 1 )
where |  = Z /L ^  the length LK is the  therm al scale length of the  to tal shock defined by LK 
= yic/(picpV0), an d  DRC Is the  differential energy loss due to radiative cooling, i.e.,
Drc = (y - 1)RL Uc [piSCO/(uHd -  U /u , (7-22)
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where Rl  = LKHC/  UcVo3 is a  dim ensionless constan t representing the  ratio of the 
therm al scale length LK to  characteristic length of radiative cooling LR, defined by LR = 
UcV03/H c.
For the two-value a  case, DRC is:
D R C = { y - l ) R L U c M V g - u ) 2/ T ? - l ) / u ,  T < T C (7-23 a)
Drc  = ( y -  l )  R l— [(Tc / T i f u - 3/2l T c /(Tjg - u ) -  l ] ,  T  > Tc
u  (7-23 b)
The normalized hea t flux (k VI) is
Qg = d l u { T ] g - u )J/d | = (J7s - 2 u )  du/d<f;. (7-24)
The boundary condition of Equation (7-21) is given by Equations (7-2) and v = 0, 
where A is replaced by Ag,
Ag = 2 ( y +  1 ) M , \  (7-250)
and
Ig = Rc+ 9M  = ^ D rc d |  + [(% -  2 u ) du /d g  |d (7 . 2 5 b)
Do Equation (7-21) and  its accompanying BC's lead to  a physical solution? The 
answ er can  only be found by investigating the  behavior of u(|) in  th e  region downstream  
of the subshock. Let’s  rewrite Equation (7-21) as  a  2-D autonom ous system:
d u /d | = 9g/(T/g- 2 u ) ,  (7-2 6a)
d9g /d^ = DRc-lyn g-ly+  l)u]g»g/(77g-2u). (7-26b)
It can  be show n by critical-point analysis th a t condition (7-17) is the decisive 
criterion for the  above question. If u  = u* satisfies the  equilibrium  equation pQ(T) -  
piOfTj) = 0, i.e., D rc = 0, then  the point (u, 9gl = (u*. 0) is a  critical point of the system (7-
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26). W hen the condition (7-17) is not satisfied, (u*, 0) is an  unstable node or an  unstable 
spiral point—in the  phase  plane of (u, Qg), all trajectories n ear the  point (u*. 0) move
away from it a s  |  —» -  °°. The physical in terpretation is th a t radiative cooling drives the 
system  away from the  equilibrium. By contrast, (u*. 0) becom es a  saddle point when a  
satisfies condition (7-17). That is, trajectories n ear th is  point approach it in  a  specific 
direction, and  move away from it in  the o ther direction. Only one trajectory reaches 
th is  point a s  |  -  oo (see Bender and Orszag, 1978), and th is  special trajectory
corresponds to the  expected physical solution. In other words, the system  approaches 
the appropriate equilibrium  in  the downstream  region w hen a >  (Vg ~  u*)/(r]g - 2  u*).
For example, w hen a  = 2, the  autonom ous system  (7-26) h a s  three critical points, 
namely, (u, Qgj = (1, 0), (uj, 0), and (U+, 0). Point (uj, 0) corresponds to the physical
solution, and  th is  point is a  saddle point near which trajectories approach it in  the 
direction dQ g/du = Ag+ and move away from it in  the direction dQ g/du = Ag_, where
Ag±= 2 |(y+1)U2~ W [ W 9 ~  (y +1)uzl 2+ 4 (y - l)H L ^ -^ ^ ^ 7?^ U2) [
Figure 24 diagram s the  saddle point behavior of the solution of the  system  (7-26) 
near the  point (u2, 0). The figure shows th a t (u2, 0) can be reached only through the 
trajectory (d£?g/d u  = Ag+) as |  -» -  °°.
W hat if a< (r]g -  u*)/(rjg -  2u*) and Ud= u*? This special value of m  corresponds to the 
solution where equilibrium  is reached immediately a t the  dow nstream  edge of the 
subshock. For th is  solution there is no cooling region a t all, b u t  the  solution is still an  
unstab le  one because any tiny  deviation from it would immediately drive the  system  
away from  equilibrium .
Accordingly, we conclude th a t the downstream  equilibrium  can  only be reached a t a 
tem perature lower th a n  Ta  In o ther words, the dow nstream  fluid m u st cool down from
0Fig. 24. Schem atic plot for solution of system  (7-26) n e a r  (u2, 0)— 
saddle point behavior (a = 2). One, and  only one, trajectory would 
reach (u2, 0) in  the  direction (dfi>g /du) l2 = A g+, a s  °°.
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its high tem perature above Tc to a  low tem perature below Ta  if it is to reach an  
equilibrium. The lack of steady-state  solutions for Td > Tc reflects the  fact th a t a 
p lasm a on th e  high-tem perature side of the m axim um  of Q[T) is therm ally unstab le  
(Cox and Tucker, 1969).
The velocity u can  be obtained by solving Equation (7-21) num erically. However, an  
im portant point h a s  to  be tak en  into consideration in  doing th e  num erical calculation. 
As m entioned previously, th e  introduction of radiative cooling changes th e  jum p  
conditions radically. W hen radiative cooling is negligible, X, th e  density ju m p  for total 
shock, is  completely determ ined by the  upstream  param eters. However, w hen radiative 
cooling is not negligible, X  depends not only on the  upstream  param eters, b u t also on 
the shock solution (see above expressions of Ag and  Ig). T hat is, we need to know X  before 
solving Equation (7-21), w hereas X  depends on the solution of Equation (7-21). A 
sim ilar s itua tion  also occurs w hen the radiative MHD equations are solved 
numerically. We use  an  iterating m ethod to deal with th is  problem, and th is  m ethod is 
d iscussed fu rther in  the  following sections and  Appendix D.
Figure 25 shows the num erical solution of Equation (7-21) for a  = 2. Also shown is 
the  shock  solution w hen radiation is absent. The principal effect of th e  radiation is to 
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Fig. 25. Numerical solution for the  radiative gasdynamic shock. Panels (a) to  (d) plot respectively the  variations of 
the velocity, the density, the pressure and the tem perature in  the total shock transition  region. The corresponding 
un its are the same as those in  Fig. 22, b u t the upstream  conditions are M 1 = 1.35, RL = 1, and = 0 .1 . Solutions 
with no radiation (i?L = O) are also plotted in  dashed curves for comparison.
CHAPTER 8
SLOW MODE SHOCKS
In th is  chap ter we determ ine the  shock struc tu re  of MHD slow-mode shocks In the 
swltch-off shock limit. This limit m eans th a t  there  Is no tangen tia l m agnetic field In 
the  region dow nstream  of the  subshock, so for th is  region the  solution Is sim ilar to  the  
gas dynam ic solution. However, a s  we will see. In the  foreshock region upstream  of the 
subshock  it is considerably different. Physically, the  m ost significant difference 
betw een the  gas dynamic shock and the  slow shock is th a t the  gas dynamic shock 
converts the  kinetic energy of the  flow Into heat, while the  slow shock converts 
m agnetic energy Into both  hea t and  kinetic energy. As before, the ju m p  conditions at 
the  subshock  serve a s  IBC's and  the  starting  point for num erical integration of the 
shock struc tu re  equations. Because these MHD jum p  relations are m uch  more 
com plicated th a n  the  gas dynamic ones, we will d iscuss th e  MHD ju m p  relations 
separately  before considering the  Integration of the  shock s tru c tu re  equations.
In analyzing shock s truc tu re  it Is very helpful to  know w hat conditions m u st be 
given In order to define a  unique shock transition . It is well known th a t for ordinary 
gas dynamic shocks th a t one param eter, such  as  the  upstream  Mach num ber, is enough. 
By com parison, three param eters are needed for ordinary MHD shocks. For example, 
the  up stream  p lasm a /?, th e  Alfven Mach num ber, and  the  field direction are sufficient. 
W hen rad iation  Is taken  into consideration, a n  extra param eter h a s  to be Introduced to 
describe the  effect of the  radiation. In th is  thesis, Rl—the ratio of the  therm al scale 
length Lk to characteristic length of radiative cooling LR, where LK = yK/(p\cpVo), LR =
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UcVq3 /H c, I s  chosen a s  the  param eter. Since LK Is also the scale length of the total shock 
transition , th is  choice of R l  gives a  m easure of the  strength  of th e  radiative cooling.
Therm al Conduction Alone
General Ju m p  Relations for Total Shock and Subshock
W ith no radiative cooling, equations (6-1) can  be integrated across the  total shock 
transition  layer (see Figure 18) and  rearranged to  read
+ Z l I  (x+1) -  2cos 2(pi+{x —y—  sin  2(pi = 0
01 y  1 7 1 ( * - * ) 2 . (8-la)
V = 1 + PT11s in 2<pi +20i cos2(pi11 siTKpi — ^ |
(8-lb)
whereX and Y are defined as: X  = p a /p i = V*i/Vxri = Vo/Vxd> Y  = pd / pi> and
B y d /B y ^ X ll-e i l /O C -d i) ,  (8-2a)
Vyd = Vyi + V0 ig (futX- 1)/(X- 0,), (8-2b)
B* = -^ei, (8-2c)
01 = V02/Caxi2 < 1. (8-2d)
CL  = Cm c o s V  = B * /(fjpd > (g 2e)
pi -  2fjPi/B^ ' (8-2/)
cos (fi = Bxi/B i (8 - 2  g)
Here Pi, Ca*i and cos (pi denote the upstream  plasm a param eter ( p x «  1 for solar flares), 
the  Alfven speed norm al to  the  shock, and  the  m agnetic field direction, respectively.
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The above relations are the  general ju m p  conditions for MHD slow-mode shocks. 
The real root (greater th a n  1) of the cubic equation (8-la) gives the  density jum p  X, and 
all of the  o ther physical param eters can  be determ ined once X  is known.
Ju m p  conditions for the isotherm al subshock  can  be derived by integrating 
Equations (6-1) across the subshock  (from d  to s) and  using th e  isotherm al condition Ts 
= Td to  replace the energy equation (6- lp). Then combining th e  resu lts  with Equations 
(8-2) and v= 0, r\ = 0, we obtain:
20icos2<pi (Xs +1-X) - X P i  - X  stn2(jh 1 - X  - X 9 i \ 2X 2- X s 612
X -X sO il IX -  f t ) :
=  0
(8-3a)
ByS = ByjX  (1 -  f l d / t X - X A ) , (8-3 b)
Vys= Vyl + V0 tg (pl( X - X s ) /QC-Xsel). (8-3c)
Switch-off Shock Limit
For switch-off shocks (see Figure 26), B ljd = 0  (i. e., 6X = 1), hence the shock speed is the 
sam e a s  upstream  Alfven speed norm al to  the  shock. Accordingly, we obtain
X _ 1+ /?i + cos2<pi +*/ijh + sin2(pi) 2+ 4 cos2(pi ( l- j3 iy )/y 2 
2[)3i + ( y -  1 )/y] (8-4a)
Y = l+  { i f1 (1 + cos 2 <pi -  2cos 2 (pi/X) , (8-4b)
Vyd — Vyl +  \^) Byl/Bxl. 8-4c)
As m entioned in C hapter 6, Coroniti’s  condition h a s  to  be satisfied in  order for 
isotherm al subshocks to occur, i. e., < CsLd, where CsLd is given by the  sm aller value
of Equation (6-2 b).
§ggg
- < —  
—





|  subshock layer ^
;k trans. layer ^
cool, region i upstream
....... *
Fig. 26. Schematic geometry of the slow-mode switch-off shock.
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For switch-off shocks, <Pd = 0, hence C^d2 = C^xd2 = Cax\2/X . From
=  P d /p d  =  C ^ / 3 d / 2  =  Y C £  pi /2X,
One finds th a t
Pd =  Ypi CAi / C &  -  CA2 / C &  »  1, (8-5)
since By j2 »  Bxl2, L e., C.**2 »  2.
Therefore, CgjJ2 = CA^  , and  the  form ation of the  isotherm al subshock  in  a  slow­
mode switch-off shock is ensured because for X  > 1,
Cm  /X  = Vo/X= Vxd < Csbd= CacL= CaxI /V X . (8-6)
W hen 6i = 1, two possible solutions for isotherm al subshocks can  be draw n directly 
from Equation (8-3b):
a) Bys=0; b) X=XS.
The solution Bys  = 0 is an  impossible result for real shocks because it leads to  Xs > X
(subshock jum p  is greater th a n  to ta l shock jum p), an d  therefore, for switch-off shocks, 
the isotherm al subshock  jum p  condition is Xs = X. The foreshock m ay th en  be thought
of a s  a  "tangential shock" because only the tangential com ponents of velocity and 
m agnetic field are changed, while the  norm al com ponents of velocity and  m agnetic 
field rem ain  unchanged.
The subshock  ju m p  of th e  fluid variables are:
V** = Vo. (8-7a)
Ps = Pi, (8-7 b)
Ps = P iY /X  = Pi [ 1+ P! 1 (1+ cos2(pi -  2 c o s V  /X)]/X (8-7c)
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ByS = ByX(X - l)[x + (x /? i -  2cos:V ) / S &1 V ] / X 2 1 ( 8 _7 d )
Vys = Vyl + Vb(Byl~ ByS)/Bxl. (8"7e)
Table 1 shows th e  ju m p  conditions for some typical solar flare loops.
The norm al fluid velocity and  the  density  are constan ts  in  the  foreshock region of 
switch-off shocks. This behavior m akes switch-off shocks quite  different from 
gasdynam ic shocks and  fast-m ode MHD shocks. As Table 1 show s we expect:
A « i :  Pa»  l ;  Ps  ^ h
therefore,
X  -  ( l  + Pi +y~2cos2(pi)fcPi + (7 - l ) / j j |, (8-8a)
Y » Pr\ (8-8 b)
Vyd ~ CAh (8-8c)
Bys ~ Byi - f{ x -  l) /X  (8-8c0
Equation  (8-8cQ im plies th a t of the  total energy released by  the annih ilation  of the 
m agnetic field in  the  shock, about 1 /X  is released in  the  foreshock region while about 1- 
1 /X  is released a t the  subshock. For typical flare loop conditions X  = 3, therefore above 
resu lts suggest th a t about 2 /3  of the m agnetic energy will be released a t the  subshocks, 
i.e., a t the  top of th e  flare loops, while the  rem aining 1 /3  will b e  released in  the  region 
upstream  of the  subshocks.
For the  n ear switch-off shocks, fast wave speed C/a = Csa, the  downstream  sound 
speed, since Byd /B yl«  Byd /B x < 1 and pd »  1. Therefore.
Vyd2/Cfc? -  2X Y - 'P f l / y  -  2X/ y > 1.
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Table 1. Shock and Subshock Ju m p  Conditions 
(Tj = 2 x  104 K, Bj = 100 G, ri! = 5 x  1010 cmr3)
Bx l / B l = V0/CA1 = Vy l/V 0 = M lA, M1a  is the upstream  Alfven Mach num ber 
c a i  = 9 .76 x  102 k m /s  is the upstream  Alfven speed
reg. M ia VJVxX v u/ v ul Bu/Bul P/Pl T/Ti P /P i 0
1 0.1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.47X10"4
0.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.47xl0~4
s 0.1 1.00 23.76 0.772 1.00 1.15 x  103 1 .15x10s 0.665
0.01 1.00 2.26 x lO 3 0.775 1.00 1.15 x  103 2.89 x 1 0 s 0.667
d 0.1 0.399 1.01 x  102 0 2.51 1.15x 103 2 .8 9 x 1 0 3 1.00 x lO 2
0.01 0.400 1.00 x  104 0 2.50 1.15x 103 2.88 x 1 0 s 1.00 x lO 4
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and  the dow nstream  flow Is superm agnetosonic w ith respect to  the fast-m ode wave 
speed.
W hen
cos2 v  = X ( l + y 3 , ) / ( X + 2 ) .
ByS = 0, pd = 2, and  hence the subshock Is simply a  gas dynamic shock for
cos2 ;> X(1 + A)/(X+ 2). (8-9)
The subshock  van ishes w hen P d< 2/X .  (8-10)
R adiation and  Therm al Conduction Combined
In the light of the discussion In the  last chapter, we let v = r\ = 0  for simplification so 
th a t Isotherm al subshocks reduce to  discontinuities. The modification of the  MHD 
ju m p  conditions is d iscussed  first. Next we determ ine the fluid velocity In the  regions 
upstream  and  dow nstream  of the subshock. Because the  switch-off shock Is quite 
different from  the gasdynam ic shock, th e  fluid velocity behaves differently th a n  before.
M odification of Ju m p  Relations
W hen radiative cooling Is taken  into account, the jum p  conditions obtained in  the 
previous section need to be modified correspondingly. Actually, all o ther relations 
would rem ain the  sam e a s  before, except the  expression for X. The equation for X  now 
reads
X 2 [ j 3 i + ( 0 i - J o ) ( y -  l ) / y \ - x ( p i  + 2 0 i-6 1 2s in 2qnj+ 01 cos2<pi(y + l ) / Y
+ X a s h V  ( X / y + X -  0 i ) [ ( l  -  f t ) / ( X -  f t ) ] 2 =  0 . ( 8 _ !  u
For switch-off shocks.
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y ._  1+ Pi + cos2ffi +V(/?i + sin2(pi)2+ 4 cos2<pi [1 ~/?iy+ (y2-  1) lb l/y2 
2[/3i + (1 - lo )  (y- 1 )/y] (8 - 12)
w here
[2M ^ /(y -  l)]|(dT/d£ )d + |^ (r-  l)i?LUc[piS(D/Hc 
(8-13)
is the  norm alized effect of radiative loss a s  well a s  the hea t flux a t the  dow nstream  edge 
of the subshock, Mia = Vo/C ai is the upstream  Alfven Mach num ber (M1A «  1 since we 
have assum ed Byj »  Bxi).
R adiation in  Foreshock Region
Substituting Bx  =  Bx l , Vx =VQ,p  = p x into Equations (6-1), we obtain immediately tha t 
in  the  foreshock
E quation (8-14c) is the  critical equation—once it is solved for T, all the  o ther 
physical param eters are readily obtained. If T is  expressed in  u n its  of T0 = VQ2/R ,  then  
Equation (8-14c) is reduced to
VoBy + Bx\Vy =  VoByl + BxlVyl' (8-14a)
P + B y /2 p  = P i+ B * / 2p (8-14b)
d (xdT /dz)/dz  + piVoR(dT/dz)/(y- 1) -  pi [ piQ m  - H c ]= 0 (8-14c)
d2T /d £ 2 + d T /d £ -  (y-1) RL u J p i& D /H c -  l] = 0 , (8-15)
by appropriate norm alization (notations follow E quation (8-21) ).
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If the  radiative loss function Q{T) is fitted with a  two-com ponent piecewise curve 
(L e .,« = 2 a n d  a  = -1 /2 ), then by using £<TC2 = X> Tc-1/ 2, Equation (8-15) can  be written 
as,
d2T / d£2 + d T /d § -  (7- 1) R l  Uc[(T/Ti)2-  l] = 0. T< Tc . {8_16a)
d2T / d ¥  + d T / d Z - [ y - l ) R L Uc[Tc5Al/ { T l2T i ' 2) - i \ = 0 ,  T > T C, (8_16b)
Equations (8-16) govern the  behavior of T in  the  foreshock region and  can  be solved 
num erica lly .
Radiation and  Equilibrium  in the  Dow nstream  Region
In the  downstream  region, the switch-off condition By = 0 leads to Vy = Vyd so th a t 
the  plasm a movement exhibits pure gas dynamic behavior. The equation for u =VX/V 0 
is then  reduced from Equations (6-1) by substituting in  By = 0 and Vy =  Vyd and 
normalizing. The resu lt is
- -^[u(7jo-u)]+[y7j0-(y+ l)u]^ff-(y-l)RL^ 
d£2 d |  u
piQiT) j
L u H c
=  0 ,
(8-17)
where
jjt) =  pd+PiVoVxd _  Pi + Byi/2p. + piV0 _ 1 + Pi + sin2(pi
piVS piVS 2 M?a . (8-18)
Equation (8-17) h a s  the sam e form as  Equation (7-21) (with Equation (7-24) 
substituted in) except rjg is replaced by tj0 (t/q »  ijg, since M1A «  1). Consequently the 
relevant discussion on Equation (7-21) can  be generalized to  include E quation (8-17). If 
we define tj* = (Pd + PiVJ,V'J<d)/p 1Vr02, then  the condition (7-17) is generalized as
a  > a* = [rf -uf)/(tf -  2u*), (8-19)
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where 1 < a* < °°. The quantity  7 7* describes the  normalized to tal m om entum . For gas 
dynamic shocks, tj* = t\g, while for MHD shocks, i f  = q0. The quantity  u* is the solution 
of th e  equilibrium  equation
PiSCO/flc- u = 0. (8-20)
Again, according to condition (8-19), w hen the  piecewise a  is chosen  for the over-all 
fitting w ith QiT), th e  dow nstream  equilibrium  can  not be approached w hen T>TC. W hen 
T  <T0  a  = 2, Equation (8-20) becomes:
u ( 7 f o — u ) 2  = ffiK/Vo2)2. (8-21)
The expected equilibrium velocity is estim ated by using q0 » 1  and  u < 1 as  
u* =  u_M =  U2  ■= [TiR / { t]oV S )]2 = [/3i /(/3i + 2Mja+ sin  2<pi)]2 = /3i2 ,
and  the  equilibrium  tem perature  T2 is:
T2 = u 2 (7?o -  U2)V02/R => ftTj.
The above equilibrium  tem perature T2 is estim ated for the  d a ta  in  Table 1:
T2 => P1T1 = 3.47x10"4 x 2 x 1 0 4K = 7K!
This unrealistically low tem perature occurs because we use a  = 2 to fit with Q(T) for the 
tem perature lower th an  the critical tem perature (T < T^. However, a  = 2 is no longer
appropriate for T < 2 x  104 K since a  increases more rapidly in  th a t tem perature range.
A better fit suggested by Peres e ta l . ,  (1982), tha t a  = 11.7 when 4.4 x  103 K < T< 8 x l03 K, 
gives T2 = 5.8 x  103 K. Therefore, a  better over-all fit with Q(T) m ay be obtained by 
choosing the  more precise power law of T, such  as
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a  = 10, ^ = a 9 x lO -7B, T<2x104K,
a  = 2, J = 1 0 -44. 2x104K<T<Tc ,
a  = -1/2, ;£= 10-31-5, T>TC.
Equation (8-17) can  be th en  combined with above to describe th e  cooling in  the 
dow nstream  region.
An in teresting point w orth considering is th a t the  fluid m ay  be heated  ra th e r th an  
cooled in  the  dow nstream  region. It Is known th a t the cooling function Q(T) reaches a 
maxim um  at around 105 K (i.e., TJ and a  minimum  a t around 3  x  107 K (i. e., Tcl). Hence 
a<  Ofor Tc < T< Tci- and  a  > 0  for the tem perature outside th a t  range. Since values of a
< 0  never satisfies condition (8-19), it is impossible for the  system  to approach the 
equilibrium  w hen  a  < 0  because of therm al instability. However, w hen a  is sufficiently 
greater th a n  zero su ch  th a t  condition (8-19) is satisfied, th en  equilibrium  is possible in 
regions where either T  > Tcl or T < Tc. The equilibrium  in  the  region where T  > Tcl 
implies heating of the  dow nstream  plasm a. Since the  subshock  form ation requires
< C sLcj, a n  upper limit for the  tem perature is
Tmax =  T(u=  CsLd) “  (8-22)
Therefore, radiative heating can  occur for 7max'> 3 X 107 K.
N um erical C alculation
Since the subshock  is assum ed to  be located at ^ = 0, the equations which govern the 
shock s tructu re  can  be sum m arized as











In  order to  solve Equations (8-23), we have to  first calculate the necessary IBC's 
because u(£) and T(£) cannot be Integrated num erically from -  °° o r °o. The num erical 
calculation h a s  to s ta rt from the  subshock, 1. e., |  = 0.
Let |  = 0+ and |  = 0~ denote the upstream  and  the downstream  edges of the isothermal 
subshock. The following equations are obtained by Integrating Equations (8-23a) and 
(8-23b) from £ = 0+ to  °°, and |  = -  oo to 0 - , respectively:
Equation (8-12) can be rewritten as  (Iq = Qmd + RCi)
Qmd+ Rcu= [Piy+ y-l- y(/Ji + l+ cos2^ i)/X + (y + l) cos2<pi / X 2]/{2M&) > (8-24c)
where Qm = dT/d<f; Is the normalized heat flux(jcFT) with T expressed In u n its  of V 2/R , 
Rcu and  Rcd are the  energy losses due to radiation In the foreshock and  cooling regions, 
respectively:
Equations (8-24) are not enough to determine the five unknow ns X, Rcu, Rcd, and 
Qnui- which are needed to solve T[Q In the upstream  region and  u(|) In the  downstream  
region. T hus to  obtain additional constra in ts we rewrite E quations (8-23) as
Qms + R cu=[X p i -(1+  cos2(pi -  2cos2(pi /X +  $ i)] /(2 X  M h ) , (8-24 a)
Qmd- Rcd=(u2 -  1/X )[yt]0 ~(ui + 1/X )(y+ 1)/ 2] f (8-24b)
Rcu = [“  (y - 1) RLU clpiaV /H c- 1] dg, Jo+
Red = [° (y - 1) RL£ [p ig (V /(u H c )-  1] d | .J— oo u (8-25b)
(8-25cd
=  0 ,  U 2  < U < U d ,
where the  piecewise a  w ith two com ponents h a s  been  used  to fit 0(T). Two initial 
conditions can  th en  be draw n by taking the limit u  -» U2  and  T -»  Tj in  the  above two 
equations, nam ely,
du
dQml _ ( r+ l)u 2 -Wo , J lmo-ir+Dito]2 1^ lIL(t?0-2u2)(7;o- 
2 V 4 U2 T2




To determine 0 ^  and Q ^ ,  Equation (8-23a) is integrated from u = u^, Qm = 0  to u  = 
ud, Qm = Q ^ ,  while Equation (8-23b) is integrated from T = T 1, Qm = 0  to T= Ts, Qm -  Q ^ .  
These coupled equations are solved iteratively until the  values converge. Once 0 ^  and 
0 ^  are known, X, and  can  be obtained from Equations (8-24). In tu rn  u(|) and 
T(# can  be calculated by integrating Equations (8-23a) and  (8-23b) from the subshock 
tow ards the  dow nstream  and  the  upstream  regions.
In Figure 27, we plot an  example of the  s truc tu re  of a  radiative slow shock from the 
far upstream  region through to  the  far dow nstream  region. W hen com pared with the 
shock solution with no radiation (R^ = 0 , shown by the  dashed  curve), the figure shows 
th a t the  rad iation  in  the  dow nstream  region is m uch stronger th a n  it is in  the upstream  
region. A pparently th is  occurs because dow nstream  of the  subshock  the density is 
m uch higher. Due to the  switch-off limit, the rad iation  h a s  alm ost no effect on the 
p ressure  and  the  tangential com ponents of the  velocity an d  the  field, though it does 
substan tia lly  change the  tem perature, the  density, and  the  norm al velocity in  the 
dow nstream  region.
Figure 28 show s th e  variation of the  m agnetic, kinetic and  in ternal energy through 
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Fig. 27. A num erical solution of an  MHD switch-off shock. From (a) to (f), T, P, p,Vx ,V y , B y are in  the un its  of V02 /R , 
pVo2, Pj.Vq, V0 and B yh respectively. The Alfven Mach num ber = coscpt = 0.1, Pi = 3.47 x  lO'4, and  R L = 1, where a  3- 
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Fig. 28. Various physical quantities across the total transition  layer: (a) m agnetic energy B2/2p; (b) 
kinetic energy pC^2+ V^)/2; (c) internal eneigy P /(y- 1): (d) p lasm a/?; (e) heat flux — ; (f) fast Mach
num ber V2/ ^ 2, where the un it of the heat flux is Vq/RLk, and all the energies are normalized by the 
upstream  total energy. The upstream  param eters are the  sam e as in Fig. 27.
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the  heat flux, and  the  fast-mode Mach num ber. The fast-m ode Mach num ber is 
im portant for determ ining w hether the  ou t flow from  th e  reconnection in  th e  corona 
can  produce superm agnetosonic Jets. If such  je ts  exist they will produce term ination 
shocks which m ay serve as sites for particle acceleration (Forbes et al., 1989). The effect 
of the  radiation is to greatly increase the  Mach num ber to extremely high values (~ 104). 
Normally th is  Mach num ber is about 1.7 (for y = 5 /3) in  the  absence of the  radiation.
To show how the  shock struc tu re  varies w ith the  streng th  of the  radiative loss, we 
plot the  tem perature ju m p  across the  to tal shock transition . As shown in  Figure 29, the 
tem perature is nearly constan t as, R^, th e  ratio of rad iation  to conduction scale lengths 
increases. However, a t near 1, the tem perature jum p  suddenly decreases (note that 
the examples shown in  Figures 27 and 28 for R^ = 1 are ju s t  to  the  left of where th is 
sudden decrease occurs. This sudden decrease is due to  the fact th a t for i?L> 1, the 
radiative scale length becom es sm aller th a n  the  therm al conduction scale length.
W hen th is  happens, the  radiation loss is  greater th a n  the therm al energy (converted 
from m agnetic energy by slow-mode shocks) available in  th e  to ta l shock  transition , 
and  m ore energy h a s  to be draw n from the  inflow p lasm a by greatly changing the 
struc tu re  of the shock. T hus the sudden  transfer of the  curve from nearly horizontal to 
steep falling a t = 1 suggests th a t the  shock is nearly getting destroyed w hen the  
characteristic  length of radiative cooling is less th a n  th e  therm al scale length.
S um m ary
In the  presence of strong therm al conduction a n  MHD slow shock  dissociates into a  
foreshock, which is dom inated by heat-flux transport, and  a n  isotherm al subshock, 
w hich is dom inated by viscous dissipation. The addition of rad ia tion  creates a  th ird  
region immediately dow nstream  of the  subshock , an d  in  th is  region radiative cooling 
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Fig. 29. The tem perature jum p across the total shock Td /T, vs. RL, the strength 
of the radiative cooling. M1A, sin <px and are the sam e as in Figures 27 and  28.
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strongly coupled to  the  foreshock, and  the  determ ination of th e  shock struc tu re  
requires sim ultaneous solution of the  equations governing all th ree  regions.
For typical flare conditions, we find th a t the  p ressure  ju m p  across the  total shock 
transition  Is nearly equal to ft*1, where Pi is the  upstream  plasm a p. The downstream  
tangential velocity is about the  sam e as  the upstream  Alfven speed, and  the  downstream  
tangential velocity is superm agnetosonic w ith respect to the  fast-m ode wave speed. The 
tangential m agnetic field (normalized by upstream  tangential field) a t upstream  edge of 
the subshock Is close to  (1— 1 /X )1/ 2, where X  Is the density jum p  across the total shock. 
This Indicates th a t  of the to ta l energy released by the  annih ila tion  of m agnetic field, 
about 1 /3  (~ 1 /X ) is released in  the foreshock region while rem aining 2 /3  (~ 1-1/X) is 
released a t the  subshock. Since the  th ickness of total shock tran sition  is of the  order of 
the  scale-size of flare loops, th is  resu lt suggests th a t the m agnetic energy release occurs 
no t only a t the top of the  flare loop (where the  x-line is), b u t also throughout the  entire 
length of the  loop.
In a  previous order-of-m agnitude analysis of flare loops, Forbes et aL, (1989) 
assum ed th a t alm ost all of the energy release occurs in  the subshock, and  th a t the 
therm al energy conducted into the  foreshock region w as on the  order of the radiative 
loss there. However, our analysis of the  s truc tu re  of slow shocks implies th a t 
substan tia l (up to 1/3) of the  energy release occurs in  the foreshock region.
T hus, the  energy source which h ea ts  the flare loops ac ts partly  like a  localized 
source a t the  top of the  loops and  partly like a  global source distributed throughout the 
length of the  loops. O ur analysis also shows th a t it is th e  radiative loss in  the 
dow nstream  cooling region ra th e r th a n  the  foreshock region, which is of the  sam e 
order a s  the  energy conducted into the  foreshock. Therefore, the  balance betw een the 
radiative cooling and  therm al heating is never reached in  the foreshock as  assum ed by
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Forbes et al. (1989). Instead, It should occur In the downstream  of the  subshock, 
although we don’t  know w hether th is  will really be th e  case In  the  flare loops, since a  
full tw o-dim ensional solution will be necessary  to  determ ine the correct behavior.
A criterion for equilibrium  In the  far downstream , l.e.. Inequality (8-19), h a s  been 
derived by critical-polnt analysis. It show s th a t no stable, steady-sta te  solutions exist 
for radiative slow shocks un less the  tem perature In the  dow nstream  region of the 
subshock  falls below 10^ K.
Num erical re su lts  Indicate th a t  excessively strong radiative cooling could lead to 
the  destruction of the  slow-mode shocks. This occurs w hen th e  characteristic scale 
length of radiative cooling becom es sm aller th a n  the therm al conduction scale length. 
However, for typical coronal conditions, the characteristic  scale length of radiative 
cooling Is g reater th a n  the  therm al conduction scale length, and  so radiative shocks 
should  exist during a  flare.
SUMMARY
This thesis  considers two aspects of the reconnection m odel for large solar flares 
and  related eruptive phenom ena. The first part p resents a  quasi-static  analysis of the 
effect of m agnetic reconnection on the  evolution of a  m agnetic field configuration, 
which can  undergo a  sudden  transition  from stable to  unstab le  equilibrium  even w hen 
reconnection is absent. The second p a rt stud ies the effect of rad iation  on the  slow-mode 
MHD shocks produced by m agnetic reconnection in  the  corona.
In  the  first p a rt of the  thesis, we have assum ed th a t the  coronal reconnection time 
scale, Tr , is m uch sm aller th a n  the  photospheric convective m otion time scale, rp , b u t 
m uch  greater th a n  the  coronal wave propagation tim e scale, t a  (i.e., Alfven tim e scale), 
i.e., tp  »  Tr  »  t a .  Accordingly, the  system  evolves quasi-statically via a  series of 
equilibria during a  tim e period of xp , un til a  critical point is reached a t which no 
nearby stable equilibrium  is available. During the  quasi-sta tic  evolution, no cu rren t 
sheet can  be formed or sustained, and only a t the  critical point do curren t sheets appear. 
The period s tarting  w hen the  x-type n eu tra l point appears on the  photospheric 
boundary  and  ending w hen the  system  reaches the  critical point is identified w ith the 
preflare phase.
The MHD equations for the  general detached curren t sheet problem  have been 
solved analytically. The attached  cu rren t sheet problem  previously considered by 
Forbes and  Isenberg (1991) is a  special limiting case of the detached problem, and  the 
corresponding asym ptotic solutions become identical a s  the filam ent rad ius r  0.
Unlike any previous analyses, ou r analysis here distinguishes betw een equilibrium  
losses due to ideal-MHD processes and  those due to non-ideal-MHD processes. If the  free
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m agnetic energy of the  system  is greater th a n  certain  critical value before the  loss of the 
m agnetohydrostatic equilibrium , th en  a  catastrophic  eruption  (i.e., ideal-MHD jum p) 
occurs, and  a  cu rren t sheet develops rapidly during the eruption. This curren t sheet is 
destroyed during the  reconnection ju m p  (non-ideal) after the  eruption. However, if the 
system  cannot acquire enough energy (exceeding the  critical value), no catastrophe 
occurs. If an  ideal-loss of equilibrium does no t occur, th en  the  system  undergoes a 
reconnection ju m p  during which th e  energy release occurs on the  reconnection time 
scale.
The critical value of the  energy required for m aintain ing ca tastrophe behavior is 
equivalent to  the  critical value of the filam ent rad ius. C atastrophe occurs w hen the 
filam ent rad iu s  is  sm aller th a n  the critical rad ius, o r equivalently, one can  say th a t 
catastrophe occurs w hen the  stored energy is greater th a n  the  critical energy. In 
general, the  critical rad ius required in  the  detached cu rren t sheet model is greater th an  
th a t in  the  a ttached  case.
The catastrophic  eruption  caused  by the  loss of ideal-MHD equilibrium  is identified 
w ith the  impulsive phase  a t the  s ta r t of the  flash phase of eruptive flare phenom enon. 
O ur resu lt implies th a t if the  filament rad ius is small enough (say, on the order of 0.1 
tim es the  scale of the  photospheric field), th en  a  large eruptive flare w ith a n  impulsive 
phase will occur. On the other hand, if the  rad ius is not sm all enough, th en  the  eruption 
will occur w ithout a n  impulsive phase. This la te r behavior is like w hat happens in  a 
quiescent prom inence eruption.
In the  second part of the  thesis we have found th a t the  presence of strong therm al 
conduction dissociates a  slow-mode MHD shock in to  a  foreshock and  a n  isotherm al 
subshock. The effect of rad iation  is to create a  th ird  region im m ediately dow nstream  of 
the subshock. Because of the  therm al conduction, the  dow nstream  cooling region is
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strongly coupled to the  foreshock, and  the  determ ination of the  shock struc tu re  
requires sim ultaneous solution of the equations governing all th ree  regions.
For typical flare conditions, we find th a t the  p ressure  ju m p  across the  to tal shock 
transition  Is nearly equal to / I f 1, where Pi Is the  upstream  p lasm a P (i.e., the  ratio of the 
gas to m agnetic pressure). The downstream  tangential velocity Is about the  sam e as  the 
upstream  Alfven speed, and  the  dow nstream  tangential velocity is superm agnetosonic 
with respect to the  fast-mode wave speed. Of the total energy released by the 
annihilation of the  m agnetic field, about 1 /3  is released in  th e  foreshock region while 
rem aining 2 /3  is released a t the  subshock. Since the th ickness of total shock 
transition  is of the order of the  scale-size of flare loops, which are created by 
reconnection during the flare. This resu lt suggests th a t the  m agnetic energy release 
occurs not only a t the  top of the  flare loop where the  reconnection site is (i.e., the x-line), 
b u t also throughout the entire length of the  loop.
Thus, the  energy source which h ea ts  the flare loops ac ts  partly  like a  localized 
source a t the  top of the  loops and partly like a global source distributed throughout the 
length of the  loops. O ur analysis also shows th a t it is the  radiative loss in  the 
dow nstream  cooling region ra th e r th a n  the  foreshock region, which is of the  sam e 
order a s  the  energy conducted into the  foreshock. Therefore, the  balance between the 
radiative cooling and  therm al heating is never reached in  the  foreshock as  assum ed by 
Forbes et al. (1989). Instead, it should occur in the  downstream  of the subshock. To 
determ ine the  correct behavior, a  full two-dim ensional solution will be necessary.
According to the criterion for equilibrium  in the fa r dow nstream , no stable, steady- 
s ta te  solutions exist for radiative slow-mode MHD shocks un less the  tem perature in the 
dow nstream  region of the  subshock  falls below 105 K.
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Num erical resu lts  Indicate th a t excessively strong radiative cooling could lead to 
the  destruction of the slow-mode shocks. This occurs w hen th e  characteristic  scale 
length of radiative cooling becom es sm aller th a n  the  therm al conduction scale length. 
However, for typical coronal conditions, the characteristic  scale length of radiative 
cooling is g reater th a n  the  therm al conduction scale length, a n d  so the  radiative shocks 




Some Mathematics Involved in the Current Sheet Problem
In th is  appendix the  solution of the  singular integral equation (3-14) will be derived. 
More detailed discussion  is found in  § 17, § 88, and  relevant sections of Muskhelishvili 
(1953). Also presented  are some integral resu lts  which are usefu l in  simplifying the 
obtained solutions.
The singular integral equation to be solved is
where L  is a  segm ent of the  real axis of the  complex plane (t, rii,J[t) is a  known function
follows: C— the contour enclosing the  upper ha lf complex plane: L '— the  rem aining part 
of C excluding L, Z — any point of the plane not lying on C, t— any point on O, to — some 
point on L, a  < to < b, a  and b  are the two ends of L. The unknown function cp{Q is assum ed 
continuous on L (may excluding the ends where <p(fl is bounded), and  to satisfy <p(°°) = 0.
The Plemelj Form ula
Now consider a  sectionally holom orphic function <P(Z), defined a s
c n L ,
(A-l)
of t, and  qit) is the  unknow n function to be found. Some o ther notations are defined as
(A-2)
According to Cauchy integral formula, if L  is a  closed contour, i.e., L = C, then
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0 (Z) = _ i _  rtfl d t = <M  at  = y (t)-y(to)d t |  gjto) I d t
2jti JL t - Z  2 n lJ c t - Z  2 i t i ] c t - Z  2 n i ] c t - Z
I <p(to) +—A— <P(Q ~ < ^ ^ d t , Z  In upper half plane,
= f 2ni Jc t~Z
I M z | M d f ,  Z  In lower half plane.
(A-3)
Let d^ito) and  <fr-«p) denote respectively the lim its of <P(Z) w hen Z te n d s  to point ip. 
which is on L, from left of L (i.e., the upper ha lf of Z  plane) and  right of L (i.e., the lower 
half of Zplane). Apparently, <P(2) tends to  ^ ( ip )  and  @r(to) uniformly w hen Z tends to 
point ip from left and  right of L, respectively, th u s
<&+(fo) = <7ttb)+-L<j> j M d t ,2 7d j c t -  to
= - J _ I  H 0 -H io )AL
2 jii J t - to  , A A>
J C  (A-4)
Notice th a t
hence
L i  _ d L _ = i , a n d |  = I
2 /rt T t -  to 2  T t - to  £-foJc J c J l
2 2 n i J L t - to
&~{to) _ (fito) | i  f <p(Q d t
2  2 nt T t - to  , A c ,•ft (A-5a)
o r
<&+(ib) -  tfltd  = <im,
4>+(ip) + 4>"«o) = -J-<£ .
ni JL t -  to (A-5 b)
The above form ula is know n a s  the  Plemelj formula. It holds even if L  is no t a 
contour b u t only a  part of a  contour, such  as  an  arc or a  union of arcs. It can be proved 
sim ilarly by setting <P(fl = 0 for t on L .
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Solution of th e  S ingular Integral Equation
According to  the  PlemelJ form ula (A-5b), the  original s ingu lar Integral equation (A- 
1) corresponds to  the  boundary value problem  of finding <5(2) which satisfies the 
boundary  condition
^Uo) + <P1<o) = M  on U (A-6)
w here <2>(2) is th e  sectionally holomorphic function defined In  Equation  (A-2).
The problem  represented  by Equation (A-6) is a  non-hom ogeneous Hilbert problem. 
The corresponding hom ogeneous H-problem Is to find a  function <5o(2) satisfying
< (^<0 ) + <P1<o) = 0. on JU (A-7)
o r
<Pn<b)/<Pl*b) = -1 . on I* (A-7 ’)
We next substitu te  = In<^(2) Into equation (A-7’), where th e  proper branch  of 
ln<fy)(2) is below the  b ranch  cu t along L, then
W U d - V o W  = ln(-l) = Jti, on L, (A-8)
According to  E quation (A-2) and  the Plemelj form ula, it is clear th a t
HZ) = - M  -2Ei_dt =
2 j i i l U - Z  2 Z - a  (A-9)
satisfies the  above boundary  condition, and  th u s  it is a  particu la r solution of Equation 
(A-8), i.e.,
ef®  = W (b -2 )  (Z -  a)
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Is a  particu la r solution of Equation (A-7). Apparently, the  general solution of Equation 
(A-7) can  be w ritten  a s  AbU9P(Z), where P(2) is an  arb itrary  polynomial, Xo(Zj = (Z -  
ajgHz) is the solution of Equation (A-7), and Ao(2) is bounded a t  both ends of L  (i.e., Z= a, 
and  Z  = b). By using the  Plemelj formula, we have
Ab+(y = V(b -to )  H o-a ) = -^bifo). (A-10)
Returning to the  non-hom ogeneous H-problem (A-6), we substitu te  (A-10) to obtain
<&*iy =-<&iy+jiy = »^iyAb+(y/Ab-(y+j«o). onL,
i.e.,
^ ( y /A b n y  -  = j i y w y . on l  (a- i  d
A hom ogeneous H-problem is immediately obtained by setting ¥fZ) = <P(2)/Ao(2), i.e.,
• ^ ( y  -  • n y  = j iy /A o +( y . on l  (a- 1 2 )
The general solution of the  above equation is readily w ritten  dow n by using  equations 
(A-2) and  (A-5a)
M d t*P(Z) = - i -  
2 ni ■ + mAb+(0 ( t-Z )  f (A. 13)
o r
= i ^ . [  d t  + P(2)Xo{Zl
2ni Jt Am i t - Z )  (A. 14)
Therefore, th e  solution of th e  original singular integral equation  (A-l) is obtained 
by using the  Plemelj form ula (A-5b) once more. T hat is
qito) = <&+(to) -  <*>"(to) = ^ (fo)
ni
J M d t +2Plb)X3(fc)
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Similarly, If we allow the  unknow n function <p(t) to  be unbounded a t either end of L, or 
unbounded at both ends of L, the  corresponding solutions are
%(fo) =_ T O )  [ _ j  
ni Jl Xj +
Jit) d t
ta (t- fo) + 2Pjitb) JQ+(to). J = 1.2.3.
w here
X f W  =  V ( b - to)/ ito-cO , 
=  V « p - a ) / ( b - l o ) .





and 9>i(fo). (pjto). and (foito) are solutions unbounded at to = a, to = b, and at both ends of 
L, respectively.
Some Useful Integrals
~ p--- = 0. p  <y <q,
V(q2 - u 2) (u2 -  p 2) v 2 - y 2
v d v J q . / Z E Z ( i - i ^ ] udu
J p  V  q 2 - v 2 \ h 2 - v 2)
= jr(Vh2 - .p2 - Y h 2 - q 2 ) 2
V ( q 2 -  u 2 ) ( o 2 - p 2 ) 
h 2 - v 2
V (q2 — u 2 )  (u2 - p 2)
u2 + u2
udu =
V v 2 - p 2 \ u2 + v2l
= J(Y  u2 + q2 -  V u2 + p 2)2
V (q2 — u2) (iP - p 2) 
v 2 - y 2 ■dB-l
iy2 - p 2) v d v  
i i q 2 - v 2)[v2- p 2)
+ f  (q2~y2) (y2~-P2) -h-du.





-^Y (q 2 - y 2) (p2 - y 2), O ^y < p .
=J T ( q 2 + p 2 _ 2 y 2 ) + /  0 , p<y<q.
fVly’ - p W - q 2!. «>«.
The Integral Involving Elliptic Integral Functions
By using transform ation t = q/Vu2 + q2, the last term  In equation (3-18b) can be 
expressed by th e  complete elliptic Integrals:




(u2 + y 2) (u2 + 1)
V d - a u - ^ d - p V g 2)! dt 
o d + f2(y2/q2- i ) l d - f 2d - i / q 2)]2
^q I y 2-  1
p 2 -  1
IQ2- l
W - S ( f c ) + 2 (y lz P ^ /7/ y l _ l k  
(y2 - 1)2 W2 J
(y2- i r (A-19)
where /c2 = 1 -  p2/q 2, K, E, and  77 are the complete elliptic Integrals of the first, the 




Following the argum ent and  discussion in  C hapter 7, we p resen t the derivations 
leading to  solutions (7-7) and (7-8). After substitu ting E quations (7-4) into Equations (7- 
6) and  normalizing, we obtain
Sp = Su/(1-Su), (B-lo)
SP = Su + lx d 5 u
Su d£0, (B-lb)
ST = Z-=l-5u +Su (Z±±Sud - 8 u )  + Xv&&i
y  2 7  d | o ,  (B-lc)
- y + 1  d [Su (Sud - Su )] = _ d _ (A v ^ it+
2 d |o  d |0 \ d^o d |o  I , (B-ld)
where Sp = (p -p i)/p i, SP = (P -P j )/piV02. = (T -T j )R /V 02, Su = v/V0, an d &  = Z /L ,
Xv = Ly/L, XK = Lk / L ,  and L denotes the global scale length of the  system. The associated
boundary  conditions are:
5uli=0, (B-2o)
Sul d = Sm = (V0 -  Vd )/V0 . (B-2b)
and
(dSu/d&) I j = (dSu/d^j I d = 0. (B-2c)
Burger's Equation and Solution
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An approxim ate solution of Su c an  th en  be derived from Equations (B-l) by setting e 
a s  a  param eter of sm allness and  assum ing
Su = o (e ), Lv/L k = o(e)  and  L^/L = o (e ). (B-3)
Accordingly the order of each term  In Equation (B-lc) an d  (B-lcQ is show n as  follows.
Terms In Eq.: <5T = 2 L z l Su +Su IX ± 1  Sud - S u ) + Xv
y  \ 2 y  I d£o
Qtdercfe e e & &
Terms In Eq.: -  Z-±JL -d_  [Su (S u d -S u )]  = -d_  U v dSu  + Ajf dST\
2 d |o  d§o I d£o d£o I
Qrderofe e2 c? e1
where Su Is assum ed to  vary slowly so th a t its  derivatives are not very large. As a  m atter 
of fact, th is  implies w eak shocks w ith no subshocks present.
Substitu ting  Equation (B-lc) into E quation (B-ld) and  tak ing  the leading-order 
approxim ation according to the  order of e, th en
-  L J iL _d_ [£u (Sud-  S u )] = y - z L z K£ S u
2 d& y  d§? , (B-4)
which is Burger’s  equation in  sta tionary  s ta te  (Whitham, 1974). It is solved by 
integrating E quation (B-4) and  using th e  boundary  conditions. T hat is
Su = Sud
which is the norm alized form of E quation (7-7).
- l
(B-5)
B oundary Laver analysis
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For a  strong shock with a  subshock  present, a  boundary layer, in  which derivatives 
of Su become very large, appears in  the vicinity of = 0  (z = 0), where the subshock is 
assum ed to  be located. In order to solve the shock s tructu re  in  th is  transition  layer, the 
boundary layer analysis h as  to be used  (for further discussion, see Bender and Orszag, 
1978). Inside the boundary layer, the inner variable & = £o /e  is introduced to describe 
5u((n)—the inner solution of Su. Substitu tion  of them  into E quation (B-ld) gives
2 d d £ t \ e d& £ d£t / t (b-6)
On the RHS of Equation (B-6), the  last term  is of the  order e, while the other two 
term s are of the order e 2. This implies th a t
d S I ^ / d ^  = 0,
which indicates th a t the  subshock  will be isotherm al because 5T(/n) is constan t inside 
the boundary layer. According to Kennel (1987), the isotherm al subshock  is located a t 
the  downstream  edge of strong shock, th u s  the boundary conditions (B-2) become
Ail i= 0 , (B-7a)
Su\o- = Sud. (B-7 b)
8u\o+ = Sus=[V0 -V s )/V0, (B-7c)
(dSu/dfrHj = (d5u/d£{)lo-= 0. (B-7 d)
where
0*-= llm (0 + d. 0 -=  11111 ( 0 - e).£—*0 £ —> 0
Now consider Su in  two regions—outer region where Su varies slowly and  inner 
region (boundary layer) where Su varies rapidly.
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O uter Solution
In  the  ou ter region Su varies slowly. Follow the  sam e procedure as we did in  weak 
shock case and  combine with boundary condition (B-7b), i.e., Su[out ) = Sud, £o < 0~, we 
have
-  Z-±L - 4 -  [ S u ^ ) (Slid -  Suiout ))1 = - ^ -  X* — ,
2 d& y  d § ?  (B-8)
for £0 > 0. Its solution is readily w ritten  down as
Sli[out) — Slid.
by Equation (B-5), where C (out) is the  constan t of integration to  be determined.
(B-9)
Inner Solution
Inside the  boundary  layer, we substitu te  the  isotherm al condition T = T ^  and  the 
inner variable & into E quation (B-lc) and  simplify the  resu lt to
Aj, d& ^o = _ m in ) _ ^  [Sud_ ^ }
£ . (B-10)
where Equations (7-4) have been used. Integration of (B-10) gives
, „  I Sud -  Sus e \1 11 + q<„) exp | ----- ----- e &J ,
(B -ll)
SlUin) = SUs + (Slid ~ SUs) 
where C(tn ) is the  constan t of integration.
M atching
O uter and  inner solutions m u st be asym ptotically m atched  in  the  overlap regions 
which are  defined by the  interm ediate lim its
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So —>0+, Si — So/£—»°°, e —>0,
Cr, %i = So/ £ —>—°°, £ —»0.
By Equation (B-3), Sua /X K = o (£°), {Sud -  Sus )e/X v = o(£0). Taking the Intermediate 
lim its accordingly, we obtain  th e  following conditions:
for So -> 0+, Sinout) -» ^ Ud /( I  + Qout). <5us , (B-12o)
for So 0“ Sufout )-> Sud, Su(in) -> 5ud*. (B-12b)
T herefore,
C{out) = (5i<d ~ 8us )/8us , (B-13)
while C(jn ) is still arb itrary  and, can  be picked equal to 1.
Com bining <5u({n ) an d  5u(0ut) gives
Su ~ Sud ^ S u d ^ S u s  I Y + lY S u d f r
Sus \ r  -1 " "
Su ~ Sus + (Sud -  Siu) 1 + exp
2 Xx 





,-oo<  So^O, e->0.
(B-14 a)
(B-14 b)
These equations can  be com bined into a  single, uniform  approxim ation:
Su ~ [Sud- Sus) (Sud -  Sus to11  + exp |
a i  1 + Su? - Su* exp l z ± i r  foL  £0) 
1 Sus \ r  - 1 2  1 ,  I
-1
, - o o <  So<'
(B-15)




A utonom ous differential equations do no t contain  explicitly the  independent 
variable . Such an  autonom ous equation of order n  is equivalent to a  system  of n 
coupled first-order equations. If the  autonom ous system  is
y i = M y  i. « 2  m l  1  = 1 . 2  n, (c-i)
th en  the critical points of the system  are those points a t which all the  derivatives 
vanish  sim ultaneously, i.e., so lutions of the  algebraic equations
Hi =/((yi. m  yn) = 0, i = 1,2 n. (C-2)
The approxim ate behavior of the  autonom ous system  in  the  neighborhood of a 
critical point can  be predicted by critical-point analysis. A brief study  of 1-D and  2-D 
autonom ous system s will be presented below, for fu rther discussion see Bender and 
Orszag (1978).
Behavior of a  2-D Autonom ous System  
The two dim ensional autonom ous system  (7-10) can  be w ritten  as
d& i = Rum Su (Su - 1  + — 1— \ + ST 
d f  \ /M i2 ) (C-3 a)
dl  2 \ 7 Mi2) t (C-3b)
th e  algebraic equations
M r =j r ± Su [8u + _ 2 _ \ - s t
h l
Su {Su- 1  + 1/yMi2  ) + 8T=  0,
( 7  -  1 )Su [Su/2 + 1/yM i2 ) - S T  =0.
(C-4 a) 
(C-4b)
give two critical points: A. (<5u, 51) = (0, 0), and B. (Su, SI) = (Su«*, <57^ ^corresponding to 
the  upstream  and  dow nstream  regions, respectively.
Behavior of the  System  Near Critical Point A
Substitu ting  Su = e\ and  ST= e2  into Equations (C-3) and linearizing them  by letting 
£ 1  -> 0 , £ 2  -» 0 , we get
dei
d |
Ru - ( l  L _
y M  12
ei + e2
d a




Solution of th e  linear differential equations (C-5) determ ines the  behavior of the 
system  n ear the  critical point (Su, ST) = (0, 0). That Is
£ 1  = Q. e x p (jc+ #  + CLexp(K-d . 






1  -  R ihd 1 _ 1 2 j. 4Rlhd (7 -1)
2
-1  + R ihd( 1 - — !—\± . A 1 + Rum  1----- ^ ) -  4R ihd( 1 ------- —
\ 7  Mi2/ V yM?l I M?l
2
and  C+, CL, C+, CL are the constan ts of integration.
(C-7)
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Since k+<0, fc_< 0, apparently £ 1  -» 0, e% -» 0  a s  |  -> o°, hence the  critical point (Su, 
ST) = (0, 0) is a  stable node. In the  phase space of (Su, ST), all trajectories of ST(Su) near 
the critical point (0, 0) will approach It a s  |  -»
Behavior of the  System  Near Critical Point B
In the neighborhood of point B, substituting Su = Su^ + £i and  ST = <5!^+ £2 Into 
Equation (C-3) and  linearizing by letting £i -> 0 , £2 -> 0, gives
d£i
R l h d
d a  „ (y_ l) 
d |





£i -  a
(C-8o)
(C-8b)
Solution of E quations (C-8) gives
£ i» C+ exp (a>+ §  + CL exp (to. D ,
£ 2  = C+ exp U»+ D + C_' exp (co. #  .
w here
ft>± = - ■ V
Fo±y, I Fo + 4R uid/ l — LJ
Mr21
and
E o =  Rum(2Sud — 1 +  — - — \  — 1 





Since ft)+ > 0, fti-< 0, the  critical point B Is necessarily a  saddle point n ea r which the 
trajectories will approach it in  a  specific direction and  move away from it In the  other 
direction a s £
Asym ptotic Behavior of Trajectories
Equations (C-3) can  be transform ed Into
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d S T -  1 Cy -  1) Su(Sul2 + 1lyM i2) ~ ST
dSu Rlhd Su (Su -  1 + 1lyM i2) + ST (C-12)
The asym ptotic slope of the  trajectories approaching th e  critical po in ts and  the  Infinity 
is derived a s  follows:
For (Su, <57) —»(0, 0), if dST/dSu -> W0 and W0 is finite, then  by taking the  limit In 
Equation (C-12), we find
Since dST/dSu > 0, the  asymptotic slope of the trajectories approaching (0, 0) is
For (Su, SI) -> (Sud, STrf), we assum e dST/dSu —> Wd and get
1Vj -  (7 -1) (Sud + 1/yMi2) -  Wd 
~  R lhd{W cI+  2Sud- 1 + 1/yM,2).
T hus n ea r the saddle point (Sud, STd), the asymptotic slope of Incoming trajectories
is
W o = l  ! _  + -£+_
yM i2 Rwd (C-13))
Wd+ = 1 -  1/yMy2 -  2 Sud + o^/R lhd (C-14o)
while the  asym ptotic slope of outgoing trajectories is
=  1 -  1 / t M j 2  -  2  Sud + (O-ZRw d (C-14b)
For Su oo, th e  asymptotic slope of SljSu) Is
dST/dSu -> = ( y -  \)/2R lhd (C-15)
The above resu lts  are sketched in  Fig. 21.
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Equilibrium  Criterion (7-17)
Presented here is the  derivation of criterion (7-17) by critical-point analysis. We 
s ta r t by normalizing E quation (7-12) into a  1-D autonom ous system:
[yi?fl-(y+l)u] d u /d |=  UcJ^.(y-l)[Q(T)/ QTi) -  u]/u2 . (C-16)
If u = u* satisfies
g (T )-u Q (T 1) = 0. (C-17)
and  the  appropriate physical conditions are applied, th en  u = u* represen ts the solution
to the  dow nstream  equilibrium. The stability of th is  solution can  be analyzed by 
examining th e  behavior of (C-17) n ea r critical point u=  u* th rough critical-point 
analysis. The quantity  Q (T) can  be w ritten as
9 ( T )  = %(Vo2/R)aua (r]g- u)“ = q ; u “ ( ife- u)“ ((M8)
so th a t Equation (C-17) gives
u*®-1 (t]g - u*)« = S m v q ,  (C-19)
Substitu ting u = u* + £ into Equation (C-16) and  linearizing it by letting £-> 0, we get
ly*fo- (y+l)u*l-jf “ -----d |  u* \ u* % - u * l
Therefore, w hen e = 0,
e _» exp I ( « z L ------ CL_)| i
lu*Ii7g-(y + l)u*l\ U* T]g-U*) I




( a -  1 ) / i f  -  a/(7jg -  if) > 0, (C-22)
1. e.,
a  (7j5 -  if) -  a v f  > i}g -  i f ,  (C-23)
which is equivalent to  criterion (7-17), th a t  is
CC > [l]g -  i f ) /(r ig  - 2  if).
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Appendix D
Some Notes on the Numerical Method
Runge-Kutta Form ula
The num erical solutions in  th is  thesis are com puted by the s tandard  Runge-Kutta 
algorithm . All the  problem s to be solved num erically are converted to  initial-value
problem s of the  first order differential equations, i.e.,
y i  = f i ( i y i . y 2 ' - ~ , y n ) '  P -U
w ith in itia l conditions
y i ( Z= 0 )  =  yio U= 1 ,2 ...... n). (D-2)
The num erical integration is th en  carried out by the  fourth-order Runge-K utta form ula, 
described as  follows:
yim+l = y im+ h(Ki i  + 2fQ2 + 2fQ3 + fQ4)/6, P -3 )
where
K i l=f i  ( lm . y im . •••. ynm) p - 4 a )
K12 =Ji ( lm + h /2 , y im + ffll h /2  ynm+  -Knl h / 2 ) p -4 b )
ff( 3  =Si ( £m+ fi/2, y im + &12 h / 2 , .... ynm + h / 2 ) (D-4c)
K ( 4 =j i  (lm+ h, yim+ ffl3 h , .... y n m + Kn3  h) p -4 d )
i = 1 ,2 ,....  n; m = 0 ,1,2,
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here ytm denotes th e  approximate value of the  ith dependent variable y t a t the  mth node 
= mh, where h is stepsize of the  num erical integration.
Iteration  C alculation
The critical-point analysis indicates th a t the solutions satisfying the  upstream  and  
dow nstream  equilibrium  conditions correspond to  two saddle points. The saddle point 
behavior m akes it difficult to solve Equations (8-23) num erically because of the  bad  
convergence properties. Near the saddle point any tiny num erical error drives the 
num erical resu lt far away from the  exact solution. This s itua tion  can  only be avoided 
by starting  the  calculation from the  saddle point itself. Therefore, the  calculation is 
carried out in  two steps. First, starting the integration from T = Tj and u = U2 , two 
functions Qm(T) and  Qm(u) are calculated by iterating to obtain  the  necessary  inner 
boundary conditions. Then, u(|) and T(D are calculated subsequently , by starting  from 
the subshock.
Equations (8-23) are transform ed into the  following new form for a  piecewise a  with 
two com ponents: For |  > 0,
yi=l.
1 + (y- l)uc[yi2/yi<? - 1] ffc/y2 , y i < y i c ,
1 + (y- Duc(yi£/2 Uw y { l/2- 1) jRL/y2. yi > yic.
where
Ui = Qm= dT/d£,
with the  initial conditions
yi(0) = yio = T h
y2’(0) = (dpm/d 7 )l1,
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where y^lO) Is given by Equation (8-24b), and  y ic corresponds to  For £ < 0,
Picking T d^  > Ti a s  the  starting  point, the  iteration ru n s  a s  follows: First, Integrate 
Equations (D-5) from Tx to Tj®  to get KcU(1). the first estim ate of Rcw Next, Integrate 
Equations (D-6) from U2  to u a (0). where u a (0) Is calculated from the  equation of state Ta = 
udblo-ucj to get Qmd^, the first estimate of Qmd- Then the first estimate of ua = 1 /X  
, can  be obtained by substitu ting RcU d) and Qmd^ Into Equation (8-24c) and solving it. 
Finally, Tad) can  be solved from th is equation. Accordingly Ta® ... are calculated 
by iterations until I T^n) -  Tc{n+ b I < e or n  > N, where e and  N  are the  predetermined 
error and  iteration  tim e, respectively.
Mi =






m  = Qm=  (Tto-2y1)dyi/d |.
/  = (y- 1) 1^, Uc (tjo /y! -  2 )/y 2 ,
w ith the  initial conditions
yi (0) = yio=M2, yi'(0) = l,
yi2(0) = Qm 2’ y2'{0) = (dQm/du) 12 -
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